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Insulating Van Vleck paramagnets at high magnetic fields „Review …
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Theoretical and experimental results are presented on the magnetic properties of insulating Van
Vleck paramagnets at high magnetic fields, where the Zeeman energy of an ion becomes
comparable to the characteristic energies of the Stark splittings. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1468518#
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INTRODUCTION

Van Vleck or polarization paramagnets comprise a rat
wide class of solid-state magnets that has been studied
long time. Van Vleck paramagnetism is as universal a m
netic property of solids as diamagnetism. It is caused by
elastic deformation of the electron shell of an atom or ion
an external magnetic field, giving rise to an induced m
netic moment. Thus, unlike orientational paramagnetis
where already-formed magnetic moments of atoms or i
are ordered in a magnetic field, Van Vleck paramagnetism
of a polarizational nature. The static magnetic susceptib
of these magnets obeys a Curie law at high temperatures
becomes constant at low temperatures. The quant
mechanical theory developed by Van Vleck1,2 explains this
behavior of the magnetic susceptibility by the absence o
magnetic moment in the ground state of the ion~the elec-
tronic ground state is either a singlet or a nonmagnetic d
blet! and the appearance of a contribution to the suscept
ity due to virtual transitions induced by the Zeem
interaction with the external magnetic field between
ground and excited states of the ion. Van Vleck paramag
ism most often occurs in crystals containing non-Kram
rare-earth~RE! ions, i.e., RE ions with an even number
electrons in the unfilled 4f shells ~e.g., Pr31, Eu31, Tb31,
Ho31, Tm31), where the crystalline electric field lifts th
degeneracy of the ground multiplet2S11LJ , leading to typi-
cal splittings of the Stark structure of the order of 10–1
cm21. These splittings greatly exceed the energy of the
ion in the usual magnetic fields, so that the Zeeman ef
can be calculated using perturbation theory. A clear exam
of a Van Vleck ion is Eu31, with a ground state7F0, which
is separated from the first excited state7F1 by an interval of
300 cm21. Because of this, at low temperatures~below 100
K! the magnetic susceptibility of Eu31 compounds is inde-
pendent of temperature and has an appreciable v
(;1022 mole21).

The isotopes141Pr, 159Tb, 165Ho, and 169Tm have a
100% abundance~the abundances of the europium isotop
151Eu and153Eu are 47.8% and 52.2%, respectively! and a
nonzero nuclear spin, and therefore compounds of these
ments posses nuclear as well as electronic magnetism.
rather strong hyperfine interaction makes these substa
extremely interesting from the standpoint of studyi
electronic–nuclear magnetism. The magnetic field induce
the nucleus of the Van Vleck RE ion is many times grea
1471063-777X/2002/28(3)/18/$22.00
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than the applied external magnetic field and leads to en
mous values~up to several hundred! of the paramagnetic
shifts of the NMR lines. This causes many interesting fe
tures in the NMR of rare-earth ions, which accordingly c
be classified as a phenomenon intermediate between ord
nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! and electron paramag
netic resonance~EPR!. This so-called ‘‘enhanced’’ NMR is
one of the most important methods for studying the magn
properties of Van Vleck paramagnets~VVPs!. The results of
these studies have been reviewed in Refs. 3–6.

The majority of crystals of intermetallic compounds wi
non-Kramers RE ions have cubic symmetry, while the sy
metry of crystals of insulating compounds is ordinar
lower; this leads to extremely high anisotropy of the effe
tive gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclear spins of Van Vle
ions. Such anisotropy, which is not observed in ordina
NMR, emphasizes further the intermediate character of ‘‘
hanced’’ NMR.

Because of these features, VVPs can be used for coo
nuclear spin systems7 and for studying the effects of nuclea
magnetic ordering at higher temperatures than in the cas
ordinary nuclear paramagnets.3

Many insulating VVPs also exhibit the cooperativ
Jahn–Teller~JT! effect, i.e., a change in the symmetry of th
crystal lattice and the related lowering of the energy due
splitting of the degenerate ground state of the RE ion.8,9 An
external magnetic field has a substantial influence on
temperature of structural phase transitions in such syst
and can sometimes suppress such a transition comple
Concentrated VVPs can also exhibit the so-called Davyd
splitting—splitting of the states of a RE ion without a chan
of symmetry of the crystal lattice, due to magnetic dipol
dipole interactions between ions and to the interaction via
phonon field.10

The magnetic properties of insulating VVPs have be
quite well studied in the region of low temperatures a
moderate magnetic fields, where the energy of the Zeem
interaction is many times smaller than the characteristic
ergies of the Stark splitting. As we have said, the m
method of experimental study of these substances under
conditions is ‘‘enhanced’’ NMR.3–5 Optical spectroscopy is
not very informative because of the rather large inhomo
neous broadening, and ordinary EPR has been observed
on impurity paramagnetic ions, which can sometimes int
duce substantial local distortions to the crystal lattice of
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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VVP. Further increase of the magnetic field leads to violat
of the conditions of applicability of perturbation theor
which has been used in obtaining all of the theoretical res
concerning VVPs. It is impossible to say,a priori, what
physical effects will be observed in systems of this sort
high magnetic fields.

Furthermore, it is of definite interest to determin
whether an rf paramagnetic resonance due to transitions
tween the lower sublevels of the ground Stark multiplet c
be observed in VVPs. It is clear from general arguments
at high magnetic fields~such that the Zeeman energy is com
parable to the characteristic energies of the Stark splitt!
the energy intervals between states of a Stark multi
should depend on the value of the applied magnetic fi
From this standpoint the theoretical studies of the influe
of high magnetic fields on the energy spectrum of a V
Vleck ion and the experimental observations of the rf re
nance transitions are extremely topical.11,12 In the case of
thulium compounds the frequencies of these transitions li
the terahertz range. We also note that at moderate mag
fields the use of rf~submillimeter! EPR technique makes
possible to investigate transitions between Zeeman suble
of the Stark structure of non-Kramers ions having a grou
state in the form of either a doublet13–18 or a quasi-doublet
with a small initial splitting.15,19 As to VVPs, the submilli-
meter EPR spectra of Ho31 ions in KY3F10:Ho due to tran-
sitions between the ground state and an excited singlet
at moderate magnetic fields~up to 1 T! were studied in Refs
20 and 21.

This review is organized as follows. In Sec. 1 the data
the structure and magnetic properties of insulating VVPs
moderate magnetic fields~at which the Zeeman energy of th
RE ion is substantially less than the value of the Stark sp
tings in the crystalline field! are summarized for the particu
lar examples of thulium ethyl sulfate Tm~C2H5SO4)3•9H2O
and thulium double fluoride LiTmF4. Section 2 is devoted to
a detailed description of the theoretical and experimental
sults which we obtained in studies of insulating VVPs at h
magnetic fields. The main results are stated in the Con
sion.

1. INSULATING VAN VLECK PARAMAGNETS AT MODERATE
MAGNETIC FIELDS

1.1. Crystal structure of some insulating VVPs

As typical examples of insulating VVPs, let us consid
thulium ethyl sulfate Tm~C2H5SO4)3•9H2O ~TmES! and the
double fluoride of thulium LiTmF4. The TmES crystal has a
rather complex but well-studied structure. The projection
the unit cell on a plane perpendicular to the symmetry axc
is shown in Fig. 1a. The unit cell contains two molecu
~128 atoms!, and the two magnetically equivalent positio
of the thulium ions haveC3h symmetry. The nearest
neighbor environment of the Van Vleck ion@Fig. 1b# is
formed by nine O22 ions of water molecules, three of whic
lie in the plane of the Tm31 ion while the other six form a
regular triangular prism. The distance between two near
neighbor thulium ions is;7 Å.

The double fluoride of thulium LiTmF4 has a structure
of the scheelite type~Fig. 2! with space groupC4h
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groupS4 at the thulium ion positions. The unit cell contain
two molecules, and the nearest-neighbor environment of
RE ion is formed by two deformed tetrahedra of fluori
ions. The distance between two nearest-neighbor thul
ions is;3.75 Å.

1.2. Electronic–nuclear magnetism of insulating VVPs „as
illustrated by the case of TmES …

The theoretical description of the magnetic properties
insulating VVPs at moderate magnetic fields is based on
use of perturbation theory and has been set forth in deta
several review articles.4–6 For illustration of the differences
in the behavior of the electronic–nuclear spin system
VVPs at moderate and high magnetic fields, let us brie
consider for the case of TmES the usual scheme for ca
lating the magnetization of rare-earth Van Vleck ions in
situation where perturbation theory is applicable. The Ham
tonian of an isolated Van Vleck ion can be written as

H5Hcr1HeZ1HnZ1Hh f , ~1.1!

where the HamiltonianHcr of the crystalline electric field
determines the structure~the so-called Stark structure! of the
electronic levels of the ion in the absence of magnetic fie

FIG. 1. Projection of the unit cell of TmES on a plane perpendicular to
c axis ~a!; the nearest-neighbor environment of the Tm31 ion in TmES~b!.

FIG. 2. Crystal lattice of LiTmF4.
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The magnetic properties of RE ions are determined by
relative position and wave functions of the Stark sublev
arising on account of the crystal-field splitting of the grou
multiplet 2S11LJ of the free ion. The other multiplets ord
narily lie at an interval of the order of 104– 105 cm21 from
the ground multiplet, and the total splitting of the individu
multiplets is of the order of 103 cm21. The projection of the
HamiltonianHcr on the states of the ground multiplet in th
case of TmES can be written in the form

Hcr5aB20O2
01bB40O4

01g~B60O6
01B66B6

6!, ~1.2!

wherea, b, g are the Stevens coefficients and in the case
the Tm31 ion (J56) are equal to 1/32•11 , 23/34

•5•112,
and25/34

•7•112
•13, respectively; the operatorsOk

q are op-
erator equivalents whose matrix elements have been t
lated in Refs. 22 and 23 for different values of the angu
momentumJ; the crystal-field parametersBkq are given in
Table I.

In formula ~1.1! the HamiltonianHeZ describes the Zee
man interaction of the electron shell of the ion with the e
ternal magnetic fieldH and can be written as

HeZ5gJmBH"J, ~1.3!

where mB is the Bohr magneton,J is the electron angula
momentum operator, andgJ is the Lande´ factor. The interac-
tion of the nuclear magnetic moment (g I is the gyromagnetic
ratio of the free nuclei! with the external magnetic field i
described in~1.1! by the Hamiltonian

HnZ52g1\H"I . ~1.4!

In accordance with what we have said, here and below
consider the169Tm nucleus, with spinI 51/2, so that it is
unnecessary to take quadrupole interaction effects into
count. This same circumstance allows us to treat the inte
tion Hamiltonian of the nuclei with the electron cloud
only a contact hyperfine interaction with an interaction co
stantAJ :

Hh f5AJJ"I . ~1.5!

In the TmES crystal the lower level of the RE io
Tm31(3H6) in the crystalline electric field is a singlet. Th
energy levels and wave functions of the Tm31 ion in the
absence of external magnetic field are listed in Table II.

At helium temperatures only the lower levels of th
ground multiplet—the ground singlet and the first excit
doubletud1,2&—are occupied, and therefore we can limit co
sideration below to only these energy sublevels. In an ex
nal magnetic field that can be treated as a small perturba
the doubletud1,2&, with excitation energyD'32 cm21, is
split ~see Fig. 3; the value of the splitting is denoted as\V).
With allowance for the nuclear spinI 51/2, each of the en-
ergy states obtained is twofold degenerate, and the influe
of the nuclear Zeeman and hyperfine interactionsHnZ and

TABLE I. Crystal-field parameter~in cm21) in thulium ethyl sulfate TmES
according to the data of Ref. 24.

B20 B40 B60 B66

130.5 265.0 228.6 427.3
e
s

f

u-
r
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n,
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Hh f reduces to a further splitting of the electronic–nucle
states. Interestingly, the energy spectrum presented in F
is reminiscent of the model spectrum considered in
theory of nuclear magnetism for studying the coupling of t
nuclear and electronic spins.25,26This coupling is modeled by
artificially singling out a pair of spinsS51 and I 51/2. In
Van Vleck systems such a pair is singled out in a natu
way, and the spectrum in Fig. 3 can be regarded as the s
trum of an electron–nucleus pair withS51 andI 51/2 in the
presence of an initial splitting of the electronic states d
scribed by the HamiltonianDSz

2 with D.0.
The equilibrium magnetization per ion is calculated

the standard methods of perturbation theory. The ion m
netic moment operator,

M52gJmBJ1g I\IÄM J1mI , ~1.6!

is averaged with the density matrix

r5
exp~2b0H !

Tr exp~2b0H !
, ~1.7!

TABLE II. Energy levels and wave functions of the Tm31 ion in the crys-
talline field in TmES.

FIG. 3. Diagram of the lower electronic–nuclear levels of a Van Vleck i
with nuclear spin 1/2.
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whereb051/kBT is the inverse temperature. At temperatur
that are not too low and at moderate magnetic fields
thermal energykBT is many times greater than the energ
due to the termsHeZ and Hh f , and one can use the initia
terms of the expansion of the density matrix by the Ku
formula:

exp~2b0H !5exp~2b0Hcr!F12E
0

b0
dlHper~l!

1E
0

b0
dl1E

0

l1
dl2Hper~l1!Hper~l2!2...G ,

~1.8!
ca
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where

Hper~l!5exp~lHcr!~HeZ1HnZ1Hh f!exp~lHcr!

52gJmBH"J~l!2g I\H"I1AJI "J~l!.

To the first order the electronic magnetization is given

MH5x̃H, xab5gJ
2mB

2E
0

b0
dlTr $r0Jb~l!Ja%, ~1.9!

wherer0 is the density matrix with the unperturbed Ham
tonian Hcr . Calculations of the trace of the product of m
trices in the representation in whichHcr is diagonal, i.e.,
using the energy levels and wave functions from Table
give the Van Vleck formula for the susceptibility:
xab5gJ
2mB

2
( l@exp~2b0El

0!$b0( l 8^ l uJau l 8&^ l 8uJbu l &1^ l uJaClJb1JbClJau l &%#

( lexp~2b0E0
1!

, ~1.10!
ery
-
hat
let
lear
il-

sor

he
n
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g
x-

n as

n
om-
where

Cl5(
m

um&^mu

Em
0 2El

0
, ~1.11!

u l &,u l 8& are states with the same~unperturbed! energyEl
0 .

For systems with a nonmagnetic ground state, as is the
in VVPs, formula ~1.10! is also good at low temperature
(D;kBT), where only the ground level is occupied. For t
ground singlet state in this case we obtain a temperat
independent susceptibility:

xab
0 5gJ

2mB
2Tab , Tab5^0uJaC0Jb1JbC0Jau0&.

~1.12!

The nuclear magnetization to the first order of perturbat
theory is the same as usual:

mI
~1!5

1

3
I ~ I 11!g I

2\2b0H,

but it can happen that the dominant contribution comes fr
the terms of second order:

mI
~2!5

1

3
g I\AJgJmBI ~ I 11!

3E
0

b0
dl1E

0

l1
dl2Tr $r0@Jb~l1!Ja~l2!

1Ja~l1!Jb~l2!#%Hb .

Simple calculations lead to the following expression for t
nuclear magnetization:

mI5mI
~1!1mI

~2!5
g I

2\2I ~ I 11!

3 S 11
AJ

gJmBg I\
x̃ D H,

~1.13!

which corresponds to an ‘‘enhanced’’ external magnetic fie
The contributions toM J5Tr(rM J) in the second and

third orders of perturbation theory are the magnetization
duced in the electron shells by the nuclear moments. T
se

e-

n

.

-
is

twice-enhanced magnetism is especially noticeable at v
low temperatures (D;kBT). Under this condition the calcu
lation of the magnetization simplifies because of the fact t
only the nuclear sublevels of the ground electronic sing
are occupied. The energy and wave functions of the nuc
multiplet for I 51/2 can be calculated using the spin Ham
tonian

HI52g I\S dab1
AJgJmB

g I\
TabDHaI b

52g I\H~11ã !I52\Hg̃I . ~1.14!

Here we have introduced the NMR paramagnetic shift ten
ã and the effective gyromagnetic ratio tensorg̃. The Hamil-
tonian ~1.14! can be rewritten in the form

HI52\Hg̃I52g I\H8"I , ~1.15!

by introducing a so-called ‘‘enhanced’’ magnetic fieldH8,
which in general has a different direction from that of t
external magnetic fieldH. In fact, as is seen from expressio
~1.15!, the nuclear spin quantization axis Z coincides w
the direction of the ‘‘enhanced’’ magnetic field. The splittin
of the nuclear doublet for an arbitrary orientation of the e
ternal magnetic field is equal to

\vn5g I\H8, H85AH82, ~1.16!

and the electronic–nuclear stationary states can be writte

u01&5N1u0&S U1 1

2L 1
Hx82 iH y8

Hz81H8
U2 1

2L D ,

~1.17!

u02&5N2u0&S U2 1

2L 1
Hz82H8

Hx81 iH y8
U1 1

2L D ,

whereN1 andN2 are normalizing factors. If the occupatio
of the other electronic–nuclear states is neglected c
pletely, then instead of~1.17! one obtains the following ex-
pressions for the magnetization:

MÄmI1M J , M J5MH1M I , ~1.18!
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mI5
g I\

2 S 11
AJgJmB

g I\
T̃D H

H8
tanh

\H8

2kT
, ~1.19!

MH5gJ
2mB

2 T̃H5x̃0H, ~1.20!

M I5
AJgJmB

g I\
T̃mI5

1

2
AJgJmBT̃

3S 11
AJgJmB

g I\
T̃D H

H8
tanh

g I\H8

2kT
. ~1.21!

At high temperatures (kB@\v0) the nuclear magnetizatio
is described by~1.13!, as expected. The direction ofmI is in
general different from the direction of the Van Vleck magn
tization MH . UsuallyMH is much greater than all the othe
contributions to the magnetization of an ion, but, as w
mentioned back in Ref. 27, at ultralow temperatures, wh
the nuclear spin system is noticeably polarized even b
weak magnetic field, the contributionM I can be dominant. A
high polarization of the nuclear spin system means a subs
tial difference in the populations of the two nuclear sublev
of the singlet state of the Van Vleck ion. Later on, we sh
see that in high magnetic fields the electronic and nuc
states are so strongly mixed together that it makes sens
speak of electronic–nuclear states of the ion, and even at
temperatures of the order of 1 K the occupation of the t
lowest electronic–nuclear states differ quite strongly, and
this sense one can speak of a large polarization of
electronic–nuclear spin system~see Sec. 2.4!.

In the second-order perturbation theory used above,
spin Hamiltonian of the169Tm nuclei in the TmES crysta
can be written in the form

HI52g'\H~ I x sinu cosw1I y sinu sinw!

2g i\HI z cosu, ~1.22!

where u and w are the polar angles of the magnetic fie
vector H in the system of principal axes of the tensorg̃.
NMR measurements on thulium in TmES at temperature
1.6–4.2 K28,29 have shown that the parameters of the s
Hamiltonian~1.22! differ by more than a factor of 50:

U g i

2p
50.4802~5!kHz/Oe,

~1.23!Ug'

2pU526.12~10!kHz/Oe

~in the LiTmF4 crystal the analogous parameters have
values 0.965 and 24.11 kHz/Oe, respectively!.29,30 Because
of the extremely high anisotropy of the effective gyroma
netic ratio the angular dependence of the resonance field
fixed spectrometer frequency has a very narrow and sh
peak~Fig. 4!. Using the values of the effective gyromagne
ratio tensor~1.23!, one can easily obtain from formula~1.14!
the principal values of the NMR paramagnetic shift tenso
helium temperatures:

a i50.364~2!, a'573.2~3!. ~1.24!

The cause of this strong anisotropy of the susceptibility
easily established from the form of the wave functions of
thulium ion ~see Table II!: a longitudinal field~the operator
-

s
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Jz) mixes into the ground singletu0& only the high-lying
state us&, whereas the transverse field~the operatorJx)
couplesu0& with the nearest excited state—the doubletud1,2&.

1.3. Some features of the behavior of the
electronic–nuclear spin system of the LiTmF 4 crystal

In the crystalline electric field of tetragonal symmetry
LiTmF4, the lower multiplet level3H6 (J56) of the Tm31

ion is split into seven singlets and three doublets. The co
sponding crystal-field Hamiltonian has the form

Hcr5aB20O2
01bB40O4

01b~B44O4
41 iB424O4

24!

1g~B60O6
01B64O6

41 iB624O6
24. ~1.25!

The values of the crystal-field parameters are given in Ta
III. The calculated energy levels and wave functions of t
Tm31 ion for this Hamiltonian are presented in Table I
together with the experimentally measured values of the
ergy levels. As we see from this table, in LiTmF4 at low
temperatures the ground singlet and the first excited dou
are occupied, and so the situation in regard to the electron
nuclear states is identical to that discussed in detail above
TmES.

A characteristic feature of LiTmF4 is the rather strong
interaction of the 4f electron shell of the Tm31 ion with
deformations of the crystal lattice, which gives rise to a gia
magnetostriction.32 Therefore, for correct analysis of the en
ergy levels of the thulium ion in LiTmF4 in an external mag-
netic field it is necessary to take the electron–deformat
interaction into account~see the review6 and Sec. 2.2 of this
article!.

TABLE III. Crystal-field parameters in~cm21) in the double fluoride
LiTmF4 according to the data of Ref. 31.

B20 B40 B60 B44 B424 B64 B624

184 289.6 24.06 2727 2628.5 2328 2284

FIG. 4. Angular dependence of the value of the resonance field in the Tm
crystal at a fixed spectrometer frequency of 7.5 MHz.
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TABLE IV. Energy levels and wave functions of the Tm31 ion in the crystalline field in the thulium double fluoride LiTmF4.

Note: The wave functions given in Ref. 32 have been refined in the present study.
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2. INSULATING VAN VLECK PARAMAGNETS AT HIGH
MAGNETIC FIELDS

2.1. Energy spectrum of the Van Vleck ion

In magnetic fields above 5 T, where the Zeeman ene
of the Van Vleck ion@the HamiltonianHeZ in ~1.1!# becomes
comparable to the distances between energy levels of
Stark structure, which is determined by the termHcr in ~1.1!,
the perturbation theory usually used to calculate the m
netic characteristics of the Van Vleck ion becomes inap
cable, and one is faced with the problem of how to inve
gate the influence of the external magnetic field on the st
of the Van Vleck paramagnetic ion. High magnetic fiel
should alter both the energy intervals between levels of
Stark structure and also the form of the corresponding w
functions. The latter circumstance can lead to qualitativ
new effects, since the strong mixing of the wave functio
within the ground multiplet changes the selection rules
resonance transitions. We note here that, as before, we
considering the ground multiplet, since the distance betw
adjacent terms is usually tens of thousands of reciprocal
timeters, much greater than the Zeeman energy of the
From a fundamental standpoint our calculations~the tech-
niques and results of which are described below! can be gen-
eralized without particular difficulty to include the mixing o
states of different terms by the magnetic field. However, c
culations of that kind are rather awkward, and for a clea
illustration of the effect of high magnetic fields on the pro
erties of VVPs we shall restrict discussion to the states of
ground multiplet only.

For the Tm31 ion in the TmES crystal, the spin Hami
tonian within the ground multiplet can be written as

H5Hcr1HeZ5aB20O2
01bB40O4

01g~B60O6
01B66O6

6!

1gJmBH0"J, ~2.1!

whereJ56, and the values of the Stevens coefficientsa, b,
and g, the operatorsOk

q , and the values of the crystal-fiel
y

he

g-
i-
i-
es

e
e
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r
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n
n-
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e

parametersBkq are given in the discussion of formula~1.2!.
For simplicity we shall for now neglect the hyperfine an
nuclear Zeeman interactions, the influence of which will
studied in Sec. 2.5. The eigenstates and the correspon
eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian~2.1! are found by numerica
diagonalization of a 13313 matrix (J56) for arbitrarily
specified values and directions of the magnetic fieldH0. Fig-
ure 5 shows the curves obtained for the field dependenc
the energy levels of the Stark structure for a magnetic fi
orientation perpendicular to the crystallographic axisc. We
see that high magnetic fields lead not only to splitting of t
states and changes in the intervals between energy level
also to changes in the order of succession of the levels
helium temperatures the magnetic properties of the ion
determined by the lower levels: the singletug& and the first
excited doubletud1,2&, which is split by the magnetic field
The wave functions obtained by numerical diagonalization

FIG. 5. Positions of the energy levels of the Stark structure of the Tm31 ion
~ground term3H6 , J56) in the TmES crystal as functions of the magnitud
of a magnetic field directed perpendicular to the crystallographic axisc.11
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the Hamiltonian~2.1! can be used to calculate the matr
elements of arbitrary operators, including the angular m
mentum operators of the ion. Such calculations show
magnetic dipole transitions between the singlet state and
states of the doublet can be induced by an alternating m
netic fieldH1 with a suitable orientation. For example, if th
static magnetic field is assumed to be directed along thx
axis, then an alternating magnetic field directed along thy
axis will induce transitionsug&→ud1&, while an alternating
magnetic field directed along thex axis ~i.e., H0iH1) will
induce transitions to the other sublevel of the excited d
blet: ug&→ud2&. The corresponding transition frequencies
in the far-infrared, and one can devise an experiment
observation of these resonance transitions with the us
far-IR laser sources. Figure 6 shows the positions of the th
lowest energy levels of the Tm31 ion as a function of the
magnetic field strength and the transitions for a 1043.45 G
line of a molecular gas laser~the working medium of which
was trideuteromethanol CD3OH!.

2.2. Radio-frequency EPR of thulium ions in thulium and
lanthanum ethyl sulfate crystals

For observation of the predicted rf EPR, crystals of la
thanum ethyl sulfate containing thulium impurity ion
~LaES:Tm31) and thulium ethyl sulfate TmES were place
inside a waveguide in the central part of a superconduc
solenoid in such a way thatH0'c and the waveguide axi
lay in the direction ofH0 ~Ref. 12!. For plane waves propa
gating along the axis of the waveguide the latter condit
means thatH1'H0, but the propagation direction of far-IR
radiation in a waveguide does not necessarily coincide w
the waveguide axis, and so the direction of the alterna
magnetic fieldH1 is not known precisely.

To generate in the far-IR radiation we used a molecu
gas laser pumped by a CO2 laser: for lasing at frequencies o
1043.45 and 1181.587 GHz we chose trideuterometha
CD3OH as the working medium, while difluoromethan
CH2F2 was used for lasing at 1267.08, 1397.12, 1528.
and 1562.66 GHz.

Figure 7 shows the rf EPR signals in a dilute LaE
Tm31 system at a temperature of 1.2 K. At a frequency

FIG. 6. Positions of the three lower energy levels of the ground multi
3H6 of the Tm31 ion in TmES in a magnetic fieldH0'c. Also shown are
resonance transitions for a molecular gas laser line at frequency 104
GHz and for different polarizations of the alternating fieldH1 under the
condition thatH0ix ~Refs. 11 and 12!.
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1043.45 GHz we observed two EPR signals, correspond
to transitions from the singlet state to one of the states of
excited doublet, while for the other frequencies, because
limitations on the magnetic field strength of the superco
ducting solenoid, we observed only the transition to the
per state of the doublet. The EPR lines had an approxima
Lorentzian shape with a width of the order of 20 GHz f
transitions to the upper state of the doublet, and 30 GHz
transitions to the lower state. Although the nuclear spin
169Tm is equal to 1/2, the hyperfine structure of the EPR lin
was not observed because of the weakness of the hype
interaction. The difference in the intensities of the two EP
lines at 1043.45 GHz~the integrated intensity of the ‘‘low-
field’’ transition ug&→ud2& is smaller by a factor of 10 than
that of the ‘‘high-field’’ transition ug&→ud1&) can be ex-
plained by the fact that they component of the fieldH1

~which induces transitionsug&→ud1&) is many times greate
than the x component ~which induces transitions
ug&→ud2&), since the latter is directed along the wavegui
axis, i.e., along the direction of propagation of the radiatio

The inset in Fig. 7 shows the experimentally determin
positions of the resonance lines and the theoretical curve
the transition energies calculated using the crystal-field
rameters from Ref. 24~dotted curves!. We see that the cal
culated curves differ quite strongly from the observed dep
dence of the transition energies. Much better agreemen
the theoretical curves with the experimental points is o
tained using the crystal-field parameters for the concentra
TmES system after they are reduced in an identical way
reflect the difference in the ionic radii of Tm31 and La31.
The best agreement is obtained for a 9% reduction~the solid
curves in the inset of Fig. 7!, which gives the following
values for the crystal-field parameters:B205118.8 cm21,
B405260 cm21, B605226 cm21, and B665388.8 cm21.
In zero magnetic field the splittingDE between the single
state and the first excited doublet for these values of
crystal-field parameters comes out to be 28.9 cm21.

Figure 8 ~curves 1! shows the rf EPR signals of th
Tm31 ions in the TmES crystal at a temperature of 1.2
The complex structure of the signal should apparently

t

45FIG. 7. EPR spectra for the system LaES:Tm31 ~from Ref. 12!. The inset
shows the experimental positions of the resonance lines and the theor
curves obtained with the use of the crystal-field parameters of Ref. 24~dot-
ted curves! and the parameters ‘‘reduced’’ with allowance for the differen
of the ionic radii~solid curves!.
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attributed to the influence of spin–spin and spin–phonon
teraction effects. As the temperature is raised, this comp
structure of the EPR signal becomes less and less notice
so that at 20 K the signals for both transitionsug&→ud1& and
ug&→ud2& were completely structureless. The integrat
spectrum~see curve2 of Fig. 8! is simpler for analysis. We
note that in this system the absorption of the alternating fi
is strong enough that it becomes possible to measure dire
the absorption as a function of field without field modulatio
The integrated EPR spectrum correlates well with the ‘‘dir
absorption’’ signal measured in this way~curve3 in Fig. 8!.
From the rather asymmetric absorption lines obtained,
can obtain a good estimate of the resonance fields.

For the transitionug&→ud2& an unexpected line splitting
was observed at frequencies of 1043.45 and~especially!
1397.12 GHz. This prompted additional studies of the
sorption spectra on a far-IR Fourier spectrometer~Bruker
IFS113v! at liquid-helium temperatures in magnetic fields
to 10.53 T. The results of these studies are presented in
9. In zero magnetic field one sees only a single absorp
line, corresponding to a transition between the singlet gro

FIG. 8. EPR spectrum~1!, integrated spectrum~2!, and ‘‘direct’’ absorption
spectrum~3! in the TmES crystal at frequencies of 1043.45~a! and 1397.12
GHz ~b! for H0'c and a temperature of 1.2 K~from Ref. 12!.

FIG. 9. Absorption spectra in the TmES crystal, obtained with the use o
IR Fourier spectrometer forH0'c at a temperature of 4.2 K~from Ref. 12!.
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state and the unsplit doublet state, with a transition ene
DE531.3 cm21, in good agreement with calculations of th
Stark structure, optical studies, and the results of ‘‘e
hanced’’ NMR.4 In magnetic fields above 2 T applied pe
pendicular to the crystallographic axisc, the absorption line
is split, in complete agreement with our calculations p
sented in Sec. 2.1. In higher fields an additional absorp
line rises in the spectrum, at an energy of 49 cm21, the
position of which is initially independent of the magnet
field. For this reason it is natural to attribute this line to som
vibrational or phonon level. Vibrational energy levels clo
to 49 cm21 were observed in the TmES crystal in Ref. 3
However, in magnetic fields above 6 T both the line of t
ug&→ud2& transition and this line of the vibrational level be
gin to split, exhibiting a surprising ‘‘crossing–anticrossing
behavior, the causes of which are discussed in detail in
next Section. We note only that this behavior is most like
due to the interaction between the 4f electron shell and
phonons in the TmES crystal.

On the whole, we can say that the results of IR Four
spectroscopy and rf EPR studies of the influence of h
magnetic fields on the energy levels of the Van Vleck i
Tm31 in a crystal are in good agreement with each other a
with the results of our theoretical calculations~Fig. 10!. In
magnetic fields up to 6 T the states of the ion are well
scribed by the single-particle Hamiltonian~2.1!, apparently
because of the rather large distance between nearest thu
ions ~7 Å!. In higher magnetic fields, however, the singl
particle approximation is invalid, and the splitting of th
ug&→ud2& transition line, like the surprising ‘‘crossing–
anticrossing’’ behavior, cannot be explained without taki
the spin–spin and spin–phonon interactions into accoun

2.3. Radio-frequency EPR of thulium ions in LiTmF 4

crystals

As we have said, magnetostriction measurements
LiTmF4 single crystals in magnetic fields with inductions
2–4 T have shown that the field-induced deformations re
giant values of the order of 1023 ~Ref. 32!. Therefore, the
theoretical study of the behavior of the energy levels of
thulium ion at high magnetic fields requires self-consist
allowance for the electron–deformation interaction, the c
n

FIG. 10. Energies of transitions between the singlet state and the stat
the first excited doublet in the TmES crystal: (d)—data of IR Fourier
spectroscopy, (h)—rf EPR data, solid curves—calculation of Ref. 12.
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stants of which depend on the value of the applied magn
field. Since the thulium ion in the LiTmF4 crystal occupies
positions with local symmetryS4, the position of the energy
levels of the thulium ion depend on the direction of the ma
netic field in the plane perpendicular to the local symme
axis. If, in order to simplify the calculations, the variation
the elastic constants with magnetic field is neglected, t
the behavior of the lower energy levels of the ground m
tiplet 4H6 of the thulium ion—the ground singletG2

1 and the
first excited doubletG34

1 ~30 cm21) and singletG1
1 ~60

cm21)—depend on the value and direction of the magne
field H0, as is shown in Fig. 11. Splitting of the non-Krame
doublet due to the direct~Zeeman! interaction of the electron
magnetic moment with a magnetic field perpendicular to
symmetry axis of the crystalline field is possible only wh
the doublet is mixed with singlet states, and this splitting i
nonlinear even function of the field strength. The calcula
values of the corresponding splittings are shown by the d
ted curves in Figs. 12 and 13. It turned out to be possible
measure in the luminescence spectra the splitting of the l
corresponding to the transitionG1

1(3H4)→G34
1 (3H6) from

the ground sublevel of the multiplet3H4 in a magnetic field
applied perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the crystal
a function of the magnitude and direction of the field in t
basal plane at a temperature of 4.2 K.35 The results of the
measurements are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The meas
values of the splittings differ from the corresponding char
teristics of the spectrum of an isolated RE ion in a magn
field because of the linear interaction of the non-Kram
doublet with the deformationsexx2eyy and exy induced by
the field in a concentrated paramagnet.36 The calculated val-

FIG. 11. Field dependence of the lower levels of the ground multiplet3H6

of the Tm31 ion in a LiTmF4 single crystal for different orientations of th
magnetic field in the plane perpendicular to thec axis: along thex axis ~a!,
at an anglew5p/4 to thex axis ~b!.
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ues of the splittings~the solid curves in Figs. 12 and 13; th
variations of the elastic constants in the magnetic field w
not taken into account! with the use of the electron–
deformation interaction constants obtained in the framew
of a semi-phenomenological model of the crystalline fie
agree satisfactorily with the data from measurements
fields B0,6 T.

The presence of the electron–phonon interaction and
rather strong spin–spin interaction~the distance between thu
lium ions in LiTmF4 is nearly a factor of two smaller than i
TmES! causes both the rf EPR line and the ‘‘direct’’ far-I
absorption line to acquire complex shapes~Fig. 14!. Never-
theless, the energies of the transitions from the ground
glet state to the states of the first excited doublet could
determined; these data are shown by the unfilled symbol
Fig. 13. As we see from Fig. 14a, the line shape of the
EPR line of the Tm31 ions in the LiTmF4 crystal is complex;
this, we believe, is due to transient processes in the sp
spin and spin–phonon interaction systems. Specially
corded EPR spectra of Tm31 ions at low modulation and
slow sweep of the magnetic field confirmed our conjectu
@see Fig. 14b#. Unfortunately, at this stage we are still fa
from having a complete understanding of all the proces
that determine the line shape, and this is a subject for in
vidual studies of the rf EPR in concentrated insulating VVP

FIG. 12. Angular dependence of the splitting of the doubletG34
1 (3H6) in a

field perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the LiTmF4 crystal (H054.05
T!.

FIG. 13. Splitting of the doubletG34
1 (3H6) as a function of the magnitude o

the magnetic fieldH0 for an orientation of the field in the basal plane at a
angle of 342° to the@100# axis, according to the EPR (s) and luminescence
(d) data.
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Another extremely interesting manifestation of t
strong electron–deformation interaction in thulium fluori
crystals is the presence of magnetic-field-induced~in fields
around 5 T! structural phase transitions, which were o
served in Refs. 37 and 38~similar magnetic-field-induced
structural phase transitions were observed in TmPO4 in Ref.
39!. However, since the physical features of these phase t
sitions are still the subject of intensive investigation, the
questions will not be considered in this review article.

2.4. Coupled 4 f -electron–phonon excitations in TmES

2.4.1 Electron–phonon interaction in insulating Van
Vleck paramagnets.Electron–phonon interaction effects
RE compounds have been studied for a long time n
Among the various manifestations of the interaction betw
optical or acoustic phonons and localized 4f electrons it is
necessary to recall, first of all, the cooperative Jahn–Te
effect—a phase transition observed in certain RE zirco
pnyctides, and spinels.9 This phase transition consists in th
‘‘freezing in’’ of a static deformation of the crystal lattice an
a simultaneous orientation of the electric and magnetic m
tipole moments of the RE ions and can be considered to
the result of an indirect interaction of the RE ion via t
phonons.

Another effect of the interaction between multipole m
ments of the RE ions in the ground state and optical phon
is observed in a number of RE trifluorides and trichlorides
an external magnetic field at low temperatures@e.g., in the

FIG. 14. Radio-frequency EPR spectrum~1! and direct IR absorption spec
trum ~2! in the LiTmF4 crystal at a frequency of 1397.1186 GHz in
magnetic fieldH0 perpendicular to thec axis, at a temperature of 1.3 K~a!;
EPR spectrum of Tm31 ions in a LiTmF4 crystal at a low modulation and
slow sweep of the magnetic field~b!.
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paramagnets CeF3 ~Ref. 40! and CeCl3 ~Ref. 41! and in the
Ising ferromagnet LiTbF4 ~Ref. 42!#. If the magnetic field
and temperature are such that ordering of the magnetic
ments of the RE ions in the external field can occur, th
because of the strong spin–orbit interaction this will a
lead to ordering of the multipole moments, which, in tur
causes changes in the phonon spectrum even in the abs
of the cooperative Jahn–Teller effect. In particular, splitti
of the twofold degenerate phonon states in a magnetic fi
has been observed by the methods of Raman and
spectroscopy;41,42this splitting is described by the expressio

Dv5Dvs tanhS gmBB

kT D , ~2.2!

whereg is the g factor of the electronic ground state, an
Dvs is the maximum value of the splitting. Furthermore,
the compounds mentioned an ‘‘anticrossing’’ effect betwe
the optical phonons and excitations in the system of 4f elec-
trons was observed. The 4f -electron–phonon interaction i
also manifested in RE compounds, where the ground e
tronic state is a nonmagnetic one. For example, splitting
the twofold degenerate phonon states in a magnetic field
collective 4f -electron excitations of the Frenkel type ha
been observed in the VVP PrF3 ~Refs. 43–45!.

Let us consider the effect of a resonance interaction
tween 4f electrons and optical phonons in TmES. T
electron–phonon interaction in ethyl sulfate crystals has a
been the subject of earlier studies and is manifested, e.g
an effective exchange interaction between the Kramers
ions Ce31 via the phonon field under pressure.46 In Sec. 2.2
we presented our results on the first observation of elec
paramagnetic resonance and IR absorption in TmES du
transitions between the singlet ground state and the first
cited doublet of the Van Vleck ion Tm31 in magnetic fields
up to 10.5 T. In the IR absorption experiments in magne
fields above 2 T an additional absorption line appears aro
49 cm21 ~see Fig. 9!, the position of which is independent o
the magnetic field in fields up to 6 T; this line was attribut
to a phonon level. In fields above 6 T the additional phon
line and a line corresponding to a transition in the Sta
structure of the Tm31 ion from the singlet ground state t
one of the states of the nearest doublet~the degeneracy o
which is lifted by the magnetic field! began to split, leading
to surprising ‘‘crossing–anticrossing’’ behavior in fields
around 8.5 T~Fig. 10!. This was also manifested in a rath
complex structure of the EPR spectrum~see Fig. 8!. This sort
of behavior cannot be described without taking the spi
phonon and spin–spin interactions into account. In Ref.
we proposed a simple model describing the ‘‘crossin
anticrossing’’ behavior in terms of a resonance interact
between the 4f electrons and optical phonons; good agre
ment with the experimental data was obtained.

2.4.2. Model Hamiltonian of the problem.The effect of
high magnetic fields (.5 T! on the Stark structure of the
Tm31 ion in the TmES crystal~ground term3H6 (J56))
was investigated in Sec. 2.1. At helium temperatures
magnetic properties of the ions are determined by the th
lowest levels: a nonmagnetic singletug& and the first excited
doubletud1,2&, split by the magnetic field. Since the distan
betweenug& and ud1&,ud2& in such magnetic fields is mor
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than 30 cm21 ('45 K!, only the ground singlet is signifi
cantly occupied atT54.2 K. We see in Fig. 15 that th
magnetic moment of the Tm31 ion at 4.2 K is determined
completely by the magnetic moment of the singlet sta
while at 30 K, for example, the contribution of the excite
doublet states is substantial. Transitions to the sublevel
the exchange doublet can be induced by an oscillatory m
netic field having a suitable direction with respect to t
external magnetic field.11,12 The dependence of the polariz
tional magnetic moment~due to the mixing of the wave
functions of the states of the Stark structure as a result of
Zeeman interaction with the external magnetic field! on the
magnitude of the magnetic fieldB0 for each of the statesug&,
ud1&, and ud2& of the Tm31 ion is shown in Fig. 15. It is
clearly seen that the values of the magnetic moments in
ground singlet state and in the excited doublet states are
ferent. This means that the transition of the Tm31 ion from
ug& to ud1& or ud2& is accompanied by a change of the ma
netic moment, and each such transition can be treated
transition in a two-level system. Thus, if it is additional
taken into account that, according to Ref. 48, the lifetime
thulium ions in excited states is rather short, it can be
sumed that under the experimental conditions of Ref. 12
number of ions in the excited statesud1& andud2& is small, so
that one may use the ‘‘elementary excitations’’ representa
and introduce two types of mutually noninteracting exci
tions, corresponding to each of the excited states of the d
blet. Since ‘‘crossing–anticrossing’’ behavior was observ
in the experiment for the phonon line and the transitionug&
→ud2&, we shall henceforth limit consideration to only on
type of elementary excitations corresponding to this tran
tion and described by the Hamiltonian:

Hd25(
q

«q~B!aq
1aq . ~2.3a!

Here aq
1 and aq are the Bose creation and annihilation o

erators for excitations with wave vectorq ~Bose statistics are
chosen on considerations that the statesug& and ud2& of the
‘‘two-level’’ system can be described with the use of an
fective spinS51/2, and in view of the smallness of the num
ber of excitations the Holstein–Primakoff transformation c
be used!; «q(B) is the spectrum of elementary excitations

FIG. 15. Field dependence of the magnetic moments of theug&, ud1&, and
ud2& states of the Tm31 ion ~solid curves! and the average magnetic mome
of the Tm31 ion at T54.2 K (,) and 30 K (n) ~from Ref. 47!.
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a function of the magnetic fieldB. In the IR absorption ex-
periments at helium temperatures the single-particle exc
tions appear only at the Brillouin zone center (q50), so that
we drop the summation over wave vectors in~2.3a! and use
the Hamiltonian

Hd25«~B!a1a, ~2.3b!

where the function«(B) is found from experiment~see the
dashed line in Fig. 16!.

The rise of the phonon line~49 cm21) in magnetic fields
above 2 T is due, we believe, to growth of the polarizatio
moment of the Tm31 ion and is one of the manifestations o
the 4f -electron–phonon interaction. Specifically, either
rather large polarization moment in the singlet ground st
can lead to ‘‘freezing in’’ of the static deformation and th
appearance of localized phonons or these phonons appe
a result of a reorientation of the magnetic moment of the
when the alternating magnetic field induces a transition
the ion from the singlet state to a state of the excited dou
~see Fig. 15; the magnetic moments in the statesug& andud2&
are of opposite sign!. The answer to the question of which o
these two mechanisms is operating can be given by exp
ments investigating the dependence of the energy of the p
non line on the amplitude of the alternating magnetic fie
~on the intensity of the irradiation of the crystal by a laser
the far-IR range!. Here, of course, the number of thes
phonons depends on both the number of thulium ions in
excited state and on the value of their polarization mome
Therefore, the phonons can be described using the follow
Hamiltonian (q50):

Hph5~v2m~B!!b1b, ~2.4!

whereb1,b are the creation and annihilation operators
phonons with energyv549 cm21, and the functionm(B)
plays the role of the chemical potential and can be appro
mated by the first term of the series inB: m(B)'m01hB.
The parametersm0 and h are found from the condition o
best agreement of the theoretical calculations with the
perimental data.

FIG. 16. Energies of elementary excitations in the TmES crystal as a fu
tion of magnetic field: (s)—experimental data from far-IR Fourie
spectroscopy,12 dotted line—energy of the transitionug&→ud2& in the system
of Stark levels of the Tm31 ion ~the function«(B) in Eq. ~2.3b!, solid
curves—calculated spectrum of coupled 4f -electron–phonon excitations
~2.7! ~from Ref. 47!.
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The interaction between Tm31 ions and localized
phonons is represented in our formalism by the Hamilton

H int5u~B!a1b1u* ~B!ab11n~B!a1b11n* ~B!ab,
~2.5!

where a linear approximation is used for the functionsu(B)
andn(B):

u~B!5u01u1B, n~B!5n01n1B. ~2.6!

The interaction parametersu0 , u1 , n0, and n1 are also
treated as adjustable parameters and are found from the
dition of best fit of the calculations with the experimen
data.

Thus the model Hamiltonian describing the system c
be represented in the form

H5Hd21Hph1H int5«~B!a1a1@v2m~B!#b1b

1u~B!a1b1u* ~B!ab11n~B!a1b11n~B!ab.

~2.7!

2.4.3. Coupled4 f -electron–phonon excitations.The
problem of finding the spectrum of excitations in a syst
consisting of two types of mutually interacting bosons a
described by Hamiltonian~2.7! can be solved by the standa
methods of the theory of Green’s functions.49,50We construct
the equations of motion for the commutator Green’s fu
tions

G15^^aua1&&, G25^^bua1&&,

G35^^b1ua1&&, G45^^a1ua1&&

and obtain a closed system of linear equations, for which
can find an explicit form of the Green’s functionGi . The
spectrum of elementary excitations is determined by
poles of the Green’s functions. Ultimately, in the regi
where the frequencies of the phonons and excited state
the thulium ions coincide, the resonance interaction gi
rise to two branches of coupled electron–phonon excitatio

E1,2
2 ~B!5

1

2
@~v2m~B!!21«2~B!#

1uu~B!u21un~B!u26AD,
~2.8!

D5
1

4
@~v2m~B!!22«2~B!#21@~v2m~B!!21«2~B!#

3@ uu~B!u21un~B!u2#14uu~B!u2un~B!u2

12~ uu~B!u21un~B!u2!~v2m~B!!«~B!.

In Fig. 16 the experimental points from Ref. 12 are sho
along with the calculated curves obtained for the followi
values of the fitting parameters:

m0521.08; cm21; h50.17 cm21/T; u051.3 cm21;
n

on-
l

n

d

-

e

e

of
s
s:

n

n050.5 cm21; u150.04 cm21/T;

n150.008 cm21/T.

It is seen from the experimental curves that, in additi
to the two branches of coupled excitations, there also app
a purely phononic absorption line and an absorption line
to the transitionug&→ud2& in the system of thulium ions
This ‘‘crossing–anticrossing’’ behavior is unsurprising f
the TmES system. The symmetry group of the crystal c
tains the inversion operation, so that the phonon branc
twofold degenerate. The unit cell of the crystal contains t
Tm31 ions, and the equivalence of these two ions can
partially broken by a sufficiently high magnetic field, sinc
the interaction of the ions with the magnetic field depends
the orientation ofB0 relative to the local symmetry axes o
the ion, which have different directions for the two Tm31

ions in the unit cell.
We note in conclusion that the simple model propos

for the description of coupled 4f -electron–phonon excita
tions is, of course, a first approximation to the real situati
The complex structure observed in the EPR spectra12 cannot
be explained in the framework of a model of noninteracti
excitations in the system of Tm31 ions. This structure quite
likely corresponds to Davydov splitting and the onset
collective magnetic moments as a result of t
4 f -electron–phonon interaction~as to the possibility of ob-
serving Davydov splitting in VVPs, see, e.g., Ref. 10!. An-
swering these and other questions will require additional
periments, e.g., by the method of IR Fourier spectroscopy~as
a function of the irradiating power on the crystal! and by the
method of neutron spectroscopy, to obtain more informat
about the magnetic properties of the coupled excitatio
However, there can be no doubt about the fact that coup
4 f -electron–phonon excitations have indeed been obse
in the VVP TmES. Moreover, we see in Fig. 10 that in fiel
above 11 T the absorption line corresponding to the tra
tion ug&→ud1& ‘‘crosses’’ both the phonon line~49 cm21)
and one of the branches of coupled 4f -electron–phonon ex-
citations, so that at such magnetic fields one should exp
new branches of electron–phonon excitations to appear.
liminary measurements made by the present authors51 at

FIG. 17. Energies of elementary excitations in the TmES crystal as fu
tions of magnetic field. The data of IR Fourier spectroscopy in magn
fields up to 10.53 T are from Ref. 12 and the data at higher magnetic fi
are from Ref. 51.
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higher magnetic fields~up to 17 T! with an IR Fourier spec-
trometer confirm this hypothesis~see Fig. 17!.

2.5. Coupled electron–nuclear states in insulating VVPs

As we have said, at a high magnetic field (B0.5 T! the
electron Zeeman interaction~1.3! cannot be treated as a pe
turbation. Moreover, a sufficiently high magnetic field w
cause distortion of the electron shell and a redistribution
the electron density, inevitably altering the hyperfine field
the nucleus and the hyperfine interaction constantsAJ . How-
ever, taking the resulting change in the interaction consta
into account would unduly complicate the calculations, a
for clarity in setting forth the essential changes arising in
properties of the electronic–nuclear spin system of an in
lating VVP under the influence of a high magnetic field, w
shall restrict discussion to Hamiltonian~1.1! with the same
parameter values as were used in Sec. 1.1. Let us also
tion here the recent attempts53,54to go beyond the framework
of perturbation theory in analyzing the behavior of t
coupled electronic–nuclear spin system in the intermeta
VVP PrNi5.

For studying the influence of high magnetic fields it
necessary to do an exact diagonalization of Hamilton
~1.1! by numerical means and to find the corresponding w
functions. This will make it possible to calculate the mat
elements of the operators of the electronic and nuclear
systems and to evaluate both the magnetic moment of
Van Vleck ion in any state and the total magnetization.

As an initial basis for the wave functions we can choo
the 26 wave functions in the form of a direct product of t
electronic and nuclear wave functions:

uJ56,MJ&uI 5
1

2
,m1&, ~2.9!

where MJ56,5, . . . ,26 and mI51/2,21/2 are the elec-
tronic and nuclear magnetic quantum numbers, respectiv
The field dependence of the electronic levels of the Tm31

ion in TmES in high magnetic fields was investigated in S
2.1 ~plots of this dependence for the ground singlet and
first excited doublet are given in Fig. 6!. Let us first take up
the influence of a high magnetic field on the nuclear m
netic sublevels. We note that the use of the term ‘‘nucl
magnetic sublevels’’ in analyzing the influence of high ma
netic fields seems unfortunate to us, since, whereas at
magnetic fields the energy spectrum of a paramagnetic
and the wave functions have the forms listed in Table II, a
when the hyperfine and nuclear Zeeman interactions
taken into account the electronic–nuclear wave functions
be represented in the form

u0&U1 1

2L , u0&U2 1

2L —for the ground singlet,

~2.10!

ud1,2&U1 1

2L , ud1,2&U2 1

2L —for the first excited

doublet, etc.,

so that one can indeed speak of nuclear sublevels, in
magnetic fields, as we have said, such a representation i
f
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applicable and it is better to speak of electronic–nuclear s
levels. Figure 18 gives the field dependence of the frequ
cies of the transition between the electron–nuclear suble
of the ground singlet for different values of the angleu char-
acterizing the direction of the magnetic field relative to t
crystallographic axisc. We note two things. First, at high
magnetic fields with orientations close to perpendicular~i.e.,
for maximum mixing of the wave functions by the extern
magnetic field!, the transition frequencies approach the
band typical of electron paramagnetic resonance. Sec
nonlinearity effects, manifested in nonmonotonic depe
dence of the transition frequencies in a given field as fu
tions of the angleu, begin to appear. Figure 19 shows a p
of this dependence in a magnetic field of 150 kOe.

As to the wave functions of the Van Vleck ion at hig
magnetic fields, they are a complicated combination
electronic–nuclear functions of the form~2.9!. For example,
in a magnetic field of the same strength~150 kOe! but di-
rected perpendicular to thec axis, the wave functions of the
electronic–nuclear sublevels of the ground singlet are a
ear combination of the functions~2.9! with the coefficients
given in Table V.

As we see from Table V, the wave functions of th
electronic–nuclear sublevels of the ground singlet at h
magnetic fields are not described by~2.10! and, as a conse

FIG. 18. Field dependence of the frequencies of transition betw
electronic–nuclear sublevels of the ground singlet for different orientati
of the magnetic field with respect to the crystallographic axisc. The inset
shows the nonmonotonic behavior of the transition frequency as a func
of the angleu in high magnetic fields.

FIG. 19. Angular dependence of the frequencies of transition between
electronic–nuclear sublevels of the ground singlet in a magnetic field of
kOe.
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quence, the matrix elements of the electron angular mom
tum operatorJ and nuclear spin operatorI in a perpendicu-
larly oriented magnetic fieldB5150 kOe, for example, hav
the following values:

TABLE V. Expansion coefficients of the wave functions of the electroni
nuclear sublevelsu01& and u02& of the ground singlet in a basis of direc
products of the electronic and nuclear wave functions in a magnetic fiel
150 kOe.
n-

^01uJzu01&520.0014, ^02uJzu02&50.0098;

^01uJxu01&524.5025, ^02uJxu02&524.4498;

^01uJzu02&50.0018, ^01uJxu02&50;
~2.11!

^01uI zu01&520.3063, ^02uI zu02&50.3059;

^01uI xu01&520.3952, ^02uI xu02&50.3955;

^01uI zu02&50.3953, ^01uI xu02&520.3060.

It is clearly seen from formula~2.11! that transitions between
electronic–nuclear sublevels of the ground singlet can
induced by an alternating magnetic field oriented eith
along the static magnetic field or perpendicular to it~i.e.,
parallel to the crystallographic axisc). The frequencies of
those transitions lie almost in the X band of ultrahigh EP
frequencies~see Fig. 18!, and their probabilities are dete
mined by the matrix elements of the nuclear spin operato

Our results on the spectrum of energy levels of t
Hamiltonian ~1.1! and the corresponding wave functions
high magnetic fields allow us to calculate many characte
tics of the Tm31 ion. As a specific example we present th
results of a calculation of the field dependence of the m
netic moment of an ion in high magnetic fields for differe
orientations of the external magnetic field relative to t
crystallographic axisc. Figure 20 shows these field curve
for the components of the magnetic momentM along thex
and z axes ~the latter coincides with thec axis! at liquid
helium temperature. At this low temperature only t
electronic–nuclear sublevels of the ground singlet are oc

of

FIG. 20. Field dependence of the components of the magnetic mome
the Tm31 ion in the TmES crystal for different orientations of the magne
field relative to the crystallographic axisc at T54.2 K: the componentMx

~a!, the componentMz ~b!.
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pied significantly, so that the presence of an extremely h
magnetic moment of the Tm31 ion is evidence of appre
ciable polarization of the electronic–nuclear system. Fr
the curves shown it is clearly seen that the magnetic mom
exhibits nonlinear behavior both as a function of the appl
magnetic field and as a function of its direction. The angu
dependence of the components of the magnetic momentM in
a magnetic field of 200 kOe is presented in Fig. 21.

2.6. Dynamic polarization of nuclei with the use of
insulating VVPs

Systems with a high polarization of the nuclear spins
objects of intensive research in both elementary-particle
solid-state physics.55 In comparison with the ‘‘brute force’’
method~high magnetic fields and ultralow temperatures! the
methods of dynamic polarization of nuclei~DPN!55,56 are
more accessible. One of the DPN methods is the so-ca
‘‘solid effect,’’ based on the transfer of polarization from
impurity paramagnetic centers to the nuclear spin syst
Let us consider a modification of this method for insulati
VVPs, in which the Van Vleck ions are located at sites o
regular crystal lattice and act as paramagnetic centers fo
transfer of polarization to the nuclei.

The nuclear spins of the Van Vleck ions and diamagne
atoms of the crystal lattice are effectively coupled with t
4 f electron shell of the Van Vleck ion by the hyperfine i
teraction. An external magnetic field induces a magnetic m
ment in the electron shell in the nonmagnetic ground st
However, the transfer of polarization from the electron sh
to the nuclear spins of the ligands at low temperatures~ther-
mal energykBT less than the energy intervalD between the
ground and first excited states of the Van Vleck ion! is im-

FIG. 21. Angular dependence of the components of the magnetic mo
of the Tm31 ion in the TmES crystal in a magnetic field of 200 kOe
T54.2 K: the componentMx ~a!, the componentMz ~b!.
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possible because of the static character of the hyperfine fi
Therefore, the application of the solid effect to this situati
means that it is necessary to transfer the electron shell
the excited state~in this sense to ‘‘depolarize’’ it; see, e.g
the dependence of the magnetic moments of the Tm31 ion on
the external magnetic field in the TmES crystal in differe
states, presented in Fig. 15!, upon the relaxation of which a
portion of the electronic polarization will be transferred
the nuclear spin system on account of the hyperfine inte
tion. As we showed in Sec. 2.2, such an excitation of
electron shell is brought about at high magnetic fields
using laser radiation in the far-infrared. Here we note that
use of high magnetic fields (B.5 T! leads to a change of th
intervals between levels of the Stark structure~see Sec. 2.1!,
which is extremely important from an experimental stan
point, since it lets one use an applied magnetic field
achieve coincidence of the separation between the gro
and excited levels with the energy of a given line of las
radiation.

The use of high magnetic fields is also necessary to
duce the leakage of nuclear polarization due to nuclear sp
lattice relaxation processes. Let us discuss this in more
tail. Crystals of VVPs contain paramagnetic impuriti
~Er31, Yb31, etc.!. Fluctuations of the magnetic fields o
these impurity ions bring about a well-known nuclear spi
lattice relaxation mechanism57 whose rate is proportional to
the factor 12p0

2, wherep0 is the polarization of the para
magnetic impurity. At high magnetic fields the polarizatio
of the impurity approaches unity, so that efficiency of th
channel for leakage of the nuclear polarization is subst
tially reduced.

As to the possibilities for polarizing the nuclear spins
the Van Vleck ions themselves, the appearance of hig
mixed electronic–nuclear states in high magnetic fields~see
Sec. 2.5! makes it meaningless to speak of polarization of
nuclear subsystem individually in such fields. In this situ
tion it is apparently more correct to speak of the over
magnetic polarization of the Van Vleck ion.

In the framework of the ‘‘classical’’ approach to en
hancement of the nuclear magnetism in VVPs4 one obtains
the following picture: because of the polarization of the ele
tron shell by the magnetic field and the hyperfine interacti
a so-called ‘‘enhanced’’ magnetic field is induced at the p
sition of the nuclear spin; this enhanced field differs from t

FIG. 22. Field dependence of the difference of the average value of
magnetic moment componentMx of the thulium ion in the TmES crystal a
T51 K from the value of this component in the LS state~see text!.
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external applied magnetic field in both magnitude and dir
tion. This enhanced magnetic field can be treated as a q
tizing field, and one can write the corresponding nuclear s
Hamiltonian with spin 1/2~nuclear, because it is assume
that the electronic state, a singlet, is not affected by the tu
ing on of the magnetic field!. Here it should be noted tha
the eigenstates of this Hamiltonian are not pure states of
real nuclear spin, i.e., states of the typeumI51/2& and
umI521/2&, but some linear combination of these stat
with coefficients that depend on the magnitude and direc
of the external magnetic field relative to the crystallograp
axis.

Upon an exact diagonalization of the total Hamiltoni
in an arbitrary external magnetic field we also obtain t
low-lying states~and only they are occupied significantly
helium temperatures! separated by an energy interval. Th
dependence on the magnitude and orientation of the exte
magnetic field is shown in Fig. 18 in frequency units. As
the wave functions of these two states, it is seen from Ta
V that for the thulium ion in the TmES crystal they a
extremely complicated combinations of products of all t
electronic wave functions of the typeuJ56, MJ& and nuclear
wave functions of the typeuI 51/2, mI&. The actually mea-
surable quantity—the~total! magnetic momentM of the
ion—is not codirectional with the external magnetic fie
and the plots of the field dependence of itsM y andMz com-
ponents~the z axis is codirectional with the crystallograph
axis c, while the x axis is perpendicular to it; the angleu
between the external magnetic field and thec axis is mea-
sured in thezx plane! are shown in Fig. 20.

At a temperature of absolute zero only the lower of t
two levels—the lowest state~LS!—should be occupied. We
shall call the higher-lying level the upper state~US!. Then
the value of thex or z component of the magnetic momen
Mx(z),LS , is the limiting value for the given magnetic field
At helium temperature a second high-lying level is also
cupied, and as a result the components of the magnetic
ment of the ion have valueŝMx(z)& different fromMx(z)LS .
The differences of these values forMx at T51 K are plotted
in Figs. 22 and 23 as functions of the magnitude and dir
tion of the magnetic field. The nonmonotonic depende
seen is characteristic for the componentMz as well, but the
value of the latter component is substantially smaller on

FIG. 23. Field dependence of the difference of the average value of
magnetic moment componentMx of the thulium ion in the TmES crystal a
T51 K from the value of this component in the US and LS states~see text!.
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count of the selection rules for the matrix elements of
magnetic moment. It follows from these plots that the dire
tion of the total magnetic moment vector of an ion at ze
temperature,MLS , does not coincide with that of the mag
netic moment vector̂M & at finite temperature in the sam

e
FIG. 24. Temperature and magnetic-field dependence of the polarizatio
the thulium ion in the TmES crystal, as defined by formula~2.12!, for
different angles between the magnetic field direction and the crysta
graphic axisc: u50 ~a!, 30° ~b!, 60° ~c!, 90° ~d!.
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external magnetic field. The reason is that other energy le
~primarily US! are occupied. Thus a change in temperat
will lead to a change in not only the magnitude of the ma
netic moment but also its direction.

In such a situation it seems more logical to characte
the Van Vleck ion in high magnetic fields by the total ma
netic moment and a ‘‘polarization’’ defined exactly as in t
solid effect, viz.,

D5
NLS2NUS

NLS1NUS
, ~2.12!

whereN denotes the occupation of the corresponding st
Then for a model system consisting of a thulium ion in eth
sulfate at temperatures from 0.1 to 10 K and in magne
fields up to 200 kOe we obtain the plots shown in Fig. 24
the polarization as a function of temperature and magn
field at different orientations of the external magnetic fie
relative to the crystallographic axisc.

CONCLUSION

Let us conclude by summarizing the main results of
search on the effect of high magnetic fields on the magn
properties of insulating Van Vleck paramagnets. We note fi
of all that when the Zeeman energy of the Van Vleck i
becomes comparable to the characteristic energies of
Stark splittings, the magnetic field begins to have a subs
tial effect on the distance between levels, and it becom
possible to observe the rf electron paramagnetic reson
due to transitions between the ground and excited levels.
predicted rf resonance was first observed experimentall
TmES and LaES:Tm31 crystals; these compounds also e
hibit resonance absorption of radiation in the far-IR reg
due to transitions between the ground and excited levels.
preliminary studies suggest that this resonance is also
served in another system—in LiTmF4 crystals. We note tha
the experimental data on rf EPR can be used to correct
values obtained from optical measurements for the crys
field parameters of rare-earth ions. In addition, the lumin
cence spectra in LiTmF4 crystals, observed by the autho
for the first time, correlate well with the rf EPR data and w
the data on direct absorption of far-IR radiation.

High magnetic fields lead to rather unexpected effe
For example, coupled 4f -electron–phonon excitations i
TmES crystals have been observed experimentally and
scribed theoretically, while in moderate fields no manifes
tions of an electron–deformation interaction have been
served in such systems.

As to the electronic–nuclear spin system of Van Vle
ions at high magnetic fields, the main result of these stud
can be considered to be the prediction that coup
electronic–nuclear states appear, the frequencies of tra
tions between them lying in the usual EPR frequency ran
while the transitions themselves are induced by the inte
tion of both the nuclear and electronic spins with the m
netic field; this allows one to speak of ‘‘ultrahigh-frequenc
NMR at high magnetic fields, in contrast to the ‘‘enhance
NMR at moderate magnetic fields. The observation and
perimental study of such resonance effects is undoubtedl
interesting problem for the near future.
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The prediction of a substantial increase in the efficicen
of the method of dynamic polarization of nuclear spin m
ments of ligands with the use of insulating VVPs in hig
magnetic fields is yet another reflection of the fact that h
magnetic fields lead to extremely substantial changes in
magnetic properties of insulating VVPs.
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Watergel—a new form of water condensed in liquid 4He
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The semitransparent layer~cloud! of impurity condensate formed on the interface between
superfluid He II and the vapor during condensation of gaseous4He containing impurity water
vapor in a cell filled with superfluid helium at a temperatureT<1.5 K is transformed
over time into an oval iceberg with an average diameter of;9 mm, suspended on the walls of
the glass cell under the surface of the liquid. Within the liquid helium, icebergs can exist
at temperatures aboveTl as well. At a vapor pressureP5150 torr over the surface of normal
liquid He I the temperatureTd at which intense decomposition of the icebergs occurs is
2.5 K. When the pressure is increased to 760 torr the temperatureTd increases to 4 K. In an
atmosphere of gaseous4He the ‘‘dry’’ icebergs extracted from He II atT;1.4 K decompose on
heating above 1.8 K. The decomposition of the icebergs is accompanied by the formation of
a fine powder~apparently amorphous ice! on the bottom of the cell; the volume of this powder is
nearly two orders of magnitude less than the volume of the initial icebergs, i.e., the total
water content in an iceberg is<1020 molecules/cm3. This estimate agrees with an estimate of the
difference of the density of an iceberg and the density of the surrounding liquidrL ~the
ratio Dr/rL,0.1) from the results of observations of oscillations of the sample when
thermoacoustic vibrations arise in a cell filled with liquid He I. In considering the structure of the
icebergs it can be assumed that in helium vapor over the surface of He II the H2O impurity
molecules agglomerate into clusters, so that the core of the impurity–helium water condensate in
He II ~a gel dispersion system! is formed by water nanoclusters surrounded by one or two
layers of solidified helium, and the superfluid He II filling the pores between particles serves as
the dispersion medium of the watergel. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1468519#
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INTRODUCTION

This article was prepared for publication in the spec
issue of the journalLow Temperature Physicscommemorat-
ing the 100th anniversary of the birth of L. V. Shubniko
one of the founders of the Kharkov school of science and
author of a series of brilliant experimental studies in the fi
of low-temperature physics. Shubnikov’s name is familiar
the majority of physicists today from back in their stude
years in connection with the study of kinetic phenomena
metals in magnetic fields~the Shubnikov-de Haas effect! and
fundamental studies of the properties of superconductor
magnetic fields. He is also remembered for studies of
properties of liquid and solid helium and later of crystals
other rare gases~‘‘cryocrystals’’ in the modern terminology!.
For one of the authors of this article~M.-D.! acquaintance
with these papers 20 years after their publication played
important role in the choice of technique for investigati
transport phenomena in solid helium. The volume of wo
that Shubnikov and his colleagues were able to accomplis
Kharkov in the 1930s during the brief period~less than 7
years! allotted to him by fate is indeed impressive. Esp
cially now, when one can in all seriousness compare
conditions under which that work was done with the con
1651063-777X/2002/28(3)/7/$22.00
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tions that exist today in basic science in the territory of t
former Soviet Union. This example can serve as inspirat
for optimism and emulation.

In this paper we present the results of a study of
properties of metastable impurity–helium samples that fo
when a flow of gaseous4He containing impurity water vapo
is condensed on the surface of superfluid He II. Brief repo
of the observation of a new form of water—a poro
impurity–helium condensate permeated with superfl
helium—and a description of the experimental setup use
prepare the water samples have been publis
previously.1–4

It should be recalled that features of the behavior
impurity–helium condensates were first observed by Sav
and Shalnikov more than 55 years ago.5 It was observed tha
the properties and character of the interaction between im
rity particles formed in the vapor over liquid helium depe
not only on the composition of the impurity but also substa
tially on the properties of the liquid. For example, whe
gaseous4He containing an air impurity was admitted into
Dewar containing normal He I~helium temperatureT.Tl) a
fog arose in the vapor over the He I, i.e., the impurity m
ecules of the gas were joined into small clusters. When
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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liquid was cooled belowTl the fog disappeared, i.e., th
transition from normal He I to superfluid He II was accom
panied by substantial changes in the size and rate of pre
tation of the clusters in the vapor over the liquid as well as
the shape of the ‘‘flakes’’ formed in the volume of the liqu
through the agglomeration of clusters. Moreover, upon s
sequent heating of the liquid and the transition from He II
He I the flakes, containing a hydrogen impurity, decompo
into fine particles, with a ‘‘halo’’ forming above the decom
posing flakes. These observations5 served as a basis for th
development of modern methods of obtaining metallic na
particles by the evaporation of a metal in liquid helium v
por. Judging from the data of electron microsco
measurements,6 the characteristic dimensions of iron nan
clusters prepared in this way for use in experiments on
visualization of the distribution of Abrikosov vortices i
type-II superconductors ranged from a few nanometers
hundreds of nanometers, the average diameter of the
ticles being 5–7 nm.

The next step in this direction was the development o
new technique for preparing metastable impurity syste
containing molecules and atoms~free radicals! of molecular
gases by blowing jets of gaseous4He containing impurity
molecules and/or atoms of a gas to be studied into super
He II.7,8 A gaseous mixture containing 1–3% impurity w
passed beforehand through a liquid-nitrogen-cooled g
discharge tube~dissociator! and was admitted into a Dewa
containing He II through a narrow aperture;0.5 mm in
diameter in the bottom of the tube. The distance from the
nozzle to the surface of the superfluid helium was;2 cm.
The relative concentration of impurity atoms of the molec
lar gas, e.g., N2 or D2, in the conical gas jet, with a sharp rim
set against the surface of the liquid, reached 90%. The c
centration of nitrogen atoms in the nitrogen condensate in
II was comparable to the concentration of N2 molecules. This
was many times larger than the estimates made in
monograph9 as to the maximum achievable concentration
free radicals in a molecular matrix, which were calculat
from the results of studies of the properties of samples p
pared by deposition of the substance on a cold substra
vacuum, i.e., the change in the preparation technique qu
tatively altered the properties of the samples obtained.

Up-to-date information on the structure and properties
impurity–helium condensates formed in He II by molecu
and rare gases and an extensive bibliography on this t
are given in Ref. 10. According to the data of x-ray studi
in cold vapor over the surface of He II the majority of im
purity molecules and atoms join together into clusters w
an average diameter of several nanometers, in agree
with the measurements of Ref. 6. The average dimension
the solid particles in impurity–helium condensates of r
gases and nitrogen in He II reach 2–6 nm. Judging from
ultrasonic absorption, the characteristic sizes of the pore
these condensates are distributed over a wide range,
;8 to ;800 nm.

The technique of Refs. 7–10 for preparing impurity co
densates, which has acquitted itself well in experiments w
molecular and rare gases, turns out to be unsuitable for w
ing with substances whose triple point is much higher th
the triple point of nitrogen, since the impurity condenses
pi-
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the bottom of the gas-discharge tube and rapidly clogs
exit nozzle through which the helium vapor is blown. Fu
thermore, during preparation of a sample under a dense
jet on the surface of He II and in the volume of the liqui
strong convective flows arise, leading to intense mixing
the liquid and possibly having a substantial effect on
properties of the impurity–helium condensate forme
Therefore, when doing a study of the properties of cond
sates of highly~water! or slightly ~alcohol! polar liquids1–4

we replaced the dissociator with a wide glass tube of in
diameter 9 mm, the lower part of which was filled with s
perfluid helium and served as a working cell for preparat
of the sample.

We were quite interested in making an attempt to o
serve the new form of condensed water at lo
temperatures—a He-II permeated porous water condensa
which seemed to us very important for the development
both the condensed matter physics and natural sciences
whole, since water is one of the most important substan
for life, and the detection of traces of water in one form
another in the universe serves as an indicator of the poss
ity of existence of life on distant planets. It followed from
the calculations11 that even at room temperatures H2O mol-
ecules in the saturated vapor over the liquid should join i
clusters. The trapping of water clusters consisting of sev
molecules—linear isomeric chains of the type~H2O)N for
N<6 or three-dimensional ‘‘cages’’ forN.6—by drops of
He II with a diameter of around 50 nm traveling through
vessel containing water vapor was successfully observe
the experiments of Ref. 12. Unfortunately, the behavior
the water clusters upon the coalescence of the drops of H
was not investigated there.12 However, based on the resul
of Refs. 5–12, it is reasonable to assume that individual m
ecules and small clusters of H2O introduced into a working
cell with a flow of gaseous4He will agglomerate at the
vapor–superfluid He II interface into nanoparticles with d
mensions of the order of several nanometers. It is known
neutral impurity particles~except for impurities of alkali and
alkaline-earth metals! in He II are surrounded by one or tw
layers of solidified helium. Therefore it is reasonable to su
pose that the core of a porous impurity condensate accu
lating below the surface of He II will consist of water nan
particles ~nanoclusters! surrounded by a layer of solidified
helium. Since these solid particles and the superfluid liq
surrounding them interact strongly with each other and
tially form a transparent gel-like layer of condensate, wh
is subsequently transformed into a denser iceberg, it is n
ral to call this condensate watergel.

As compared to highly porous aerogel, which is wide
used for studying the behavior of superfluid liquid in a r
stricted geometry, watergel and impurity–gel condensate
molecular and rare gases in He II have this essential dif
ence: the properties of the as-prepared impurity sample
vary noticeably in time or with increasing temperature of t
He II; the size of the pores between solid particles var
over wide limits, from a few nanometers to several hund
nanometers, and the existence region of the sample
bounded on the low-temperature side.
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1. SAMPLE PREPARATION TECHNIQUE

The construction of the low-temperature part of the a
paratus is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A gaseous mixt
containing around 3% H2O impurity molecules in4He is
admitted from an external filling system8 into the working
cell 1, which is made from a glass tube with an inner dia
eter of 9 mm terminated with an aperture 1.5 mm in dia
eter. The lower part of the tube is located in a glass test t
2. The device is placed inside a glass helium Dewar5. Ger-
manium thermometers3 and4 permit monitoring of the tem-
perature distribution along the cell and at the bottom of
test tube. The test tube and cell can be periodically filled w
superfluid liquid from an external helium bath by means o
thermal pump6. Gaseous4He with a water vapor impurity is
condensed on the He II surface in the cell1. Besides visual
observations of the processes occurring in the cell as
impurity accumulates and as the condensate is heated
progress of the experiment can be recorded by an extern
mounted video camera connected to a monitor and comp

Before the start of the experiment the temperature of
liquid 4He in the Dewar was lowered toT'1.4 K by pump-
ing out helium vapor through a valve9. For monitoring the
rate of admission of the gas flow we used a differential m
nometer7, which could be used to measure the press
difference between the gas in the tube1 and in the Dewar5
and as necessary to connect the cell with the external he
bath for equalization of the pressures. Observations sho
that in the optimal regime of admission the pressure diff
enceDP between the cell and external Dewar was'0.2 torr,
which corresponded to an average rate of admission of
gas;1 cm3/s under normal conditions. The temperature
the He II in the cell during the admission was elevated by

FIG. 1. Diagram of the low-temperature part of the device.1—Glass cell,
2—outer test tube,3—metal needle holding thermometers,4—germanium
thermometer, 5—glass helium Dewar, 6—thermomechanical pump
7—differential manometer,8—line for admission of the gaseous mixtur
9—line for pumping out helium vapor from the Dewar.
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more than 0.03 K in comparison with the initial temperatu
The heat released in the condensation of the gas flow on
He II surface (;5 mW! was removed through evaporatio
of helium from the test tube2. For a mixture admission time
t<15 min the number of H2O molecules entering the work
ing cell was<1022. Here a significant fraction of the impu
rity ~more than 90% by our estimates! was condensed in the
upper part of the tube in the form of several individual i
rings, separated by transparent bands. Apparently each o
ring corresponds to ice of a different structure: it is known13

that at the triple point ice has a hexagonal structure, wh
when water is deposited in vacuum on a substrate coo
below nitrogen temperatures a layer of amorphous ice for
The structure of the samples formed in the condensation
water clusters on a substrate cooled below 4 K, to say n
ing of the surface of a superfluid liquid, had not been stud
previously.

In the optimal regime of admission of the gas (DP
;0.2 Torr,T;1.4 K! a gel-like layer~cloud! of condensate,
transparent to visible light, formed beneath the surface of
liquid helium and slowly (<0.5 mm/min! drifted downward
along the wall of the tube. Usually the admission w
stopped when the average thickness of the layer reached
mm. At a constant temperature in the cell the cloud w
suspended motionless at the walls at a depth of;1 cm be-
low the surface of the liquid. The form of the impurit
sample was transformed over time (;10 min! from a cloud
with a shape that varied as it moved to a denser, judg
from the decrease in its transmission of light, practically i
mobile ‘‘iceberg’’ of oval shape with an average diamet
close to the diameter of the tube (;9 mm!, suspended on the
walls of the cell. The change in shape of one of the icebe
in liquid helium as the temperature was raised can be
sessed from the series of photographs shown in Fig. 2.
repeating the admission, one can prepare 3 or 4 iceb
stacked inside the cell, and the touching edges of the
bergs do not stick together as the temperature of the liqui
raised or when the icebergs are extracted from the He II

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Evolution of the icebergs in superfluid He II and in an
atmosphere of gaseous helium at temperatures below Tl

At a constant temperatureT,1.6 K the shape of an im-
mobile iceberg in He II remained practically unchanged o
several hours. When the temperature of the He II was ra
above 1.6 K, the average diameter of the icebergs decre
monotonically, and the icebergs became denser, judging f
the decrease in the transmission of light. This was accom
nied by rotations and displacements of the oval icebe
down into the volume of the cell as long as the lowest ic
berg, if there were several, did not get hung up on the up
end of the needle3 on which the thermometers wer
mounted in the cell or on one of the thermometers bef
reaching the bottom of the cell, i.e., the average diamete
the icebergs gradually decreased from;9 to ;6 mm.

For comparison, we recall that in the case of impurit
helium samples of rare and molecular gases,10 raising the
temperature of the He II above 1.6 K was also accompan
by irreversible changes in the properties of the sample
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particular, by growth of the ultrasonic absorption coefficie
and by an increase in the average dimensions of the n
particles forming the solid core of the porous condens
judging from x-ray measurements. The increase in the
mensions of the solid particles of the condensate was at
uted in Ref. 10 to an increase in the diffusion coefficient
4He atoms in the layer of solidified helium around each i
purity particle and to surface diffusion of impurity molecul
or atoms, promoting the coalescence of small clusters
larger aggregates.

As was mentioned in Refs. 1–3, upon a gradual (;0.1
mm/min! decrease in the He II level in the cell at a consta
temperatureT,1.6 K over the course of a few minutes on
can observe the top edge of an immobilely suspended
berg sticking up above the surface of the He II. Then
iceberg abruptly subsides and again becomes suspende
low the surface of the liquid. We were able to observe up
six successive slips of an iceberg as the level of the liq
was lowered. The abrupt slips of the iceberg were accom
nied by small jumps in the pressure in the cell (DP<1 Torr!,
but the temperature of the He II remained practically u
changed, i.e., the jumps were caused by the flow of cold
from the surface of the sample, which was warmed by
external light source. To decrease the amplitudes of th
pressure jumps at the end of the admission of the gas

FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of the shape of the iceberg in liquid helium. T
top row shows a monotonic lowering of the He II level in the cell
T51.4 K. An iceberg moves downward into the volume of the liquid
jumps ~see the first frame!. In the bottom row, the three frames on the le
were taken as the temperature in the He II was raised (T<Tl), while the
two frames on the right show the evolution of the shape of the iceber
He I upon a slow increase in the temperature nearT'2.3 and at a pressure
close to the saturated vapor pressure. The times at which the frames
taken are indicated below each frame.
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impurity both inlets of the differential manometer7 ~Fig. 1!
were connected to the external bath.

A still stronger flow of gaseous helium was observed
the temperature of icebergs freshly extracted from the H
at T;1.4 K was slowly raised~the icebergs were stacke
along the thermometer-holding needle3 above the surface o
the liquid layer remaining on the bottom of the cell!. As long
as the level of He II in the outer test tube2 was higher than
or touching the bottom of the cell1, bubbles of the gas
emerging from the aperture at the bottom of the cell wo
periodically come up through the liquid layer. When the lev
of the liquid was lowered below the bottom of the cell by
small distance~0.5–2 mm! from the upper aperture, a clearl
visible cone with a depth of;1 mm could be seen on the fla
surface of the He II, indicating the existence of a strong g
jet emerging from the cell. At this time the temperature of t
icebergs, warmed by the external illuminator, increas
monotonically from 1.4 to;1.6 K, the indications of the
upper and lower thermometers inside the cell being pra
cally the same. If the cell was again filled with He II at
temperature of;1.4 K, these observations were well repr
ducible upon a subsequent lowering of the level of liqu
~although the icebergs did not float up behind the rising le
of He II!.

When the level of He II in the outer test tube was low
ered further, the temperature of the icebergs and the gas
rounding them in the cell continued to increase monoto
cally to T51.8 K. Above 1.8 K the readings of th
thermometers began to diverge noticeably, the thermom
that was not in direct contact with one of the icebergs w
heated faster. In the temperature interval 1.8–2.2 K the t
mometer on which one of the icebergs rested registered s
temperature jumps with an amplitudeDT;0.3 K, accompa-
nied by decomposition of the icebergs. Above 2.2 K the g
temperature inside the cell increased quite rapidly toT>4 K,
and here the readings of the two thermometers3 again coin-
cided. The decomposition of the icebergs was accompa
by the formation of a fine powder~apparently, amorphous
ice13!, which collected on the bottom of the cell. The tot
volume of the powder was nearly two orders of magnitu
less than the volume of the initial icebergs. From this it
easy to estimate that more than 97% of the apparent vol
of an iceberg is made up of solid and liquid helium, i.e., t
total water content in the volume of an initial iceberg w
<1020 H2O molecules/cm3.

Continuing the comparison with impurity–helium con
densates of rare and molecular gases,10 we note that the
samples of these condensates were not destroyed on he
in an atmosphere of gaseous4He to T>7 K, and the subse-
quent decomposition of the samples was accompanied
sublimation of the impurity, i.e., the structure and existen
region of these samples differ substantially from the cor
sponding characteristics for watergel. In addition to the d
ference in the composition of the impurity particles, this m
be due to the difference in the technique used to prepare
impurity–helium samples.

2.2. Icebergs in the normal liquid

Observations of the evolution of the form of iceber
immersed in liquid helium showed that the icebergs can e
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even at temperatures aboveTl ~see the last two frames in th
lower row in Fig. 2!. Therefore, the decomposition of th
samples of water condensate on heating in a gaseous a
sphere atT>1.8 K cannot be attributed solely to the trans
tion of liquid helium in the pores from the superfluid He II
the normal liquid He I state and, accordingly, to the nonu
form heating of the surface of the porous samples unde
lumination by the external source as a consequence of
manyfold drop of the thermal conductivity of the liquid h
lium in the pores. Moreover, it turned out that the tempe
ture Td at which the rapid decomposition of the icebergs
He I occurs depends strongly on the vapor pressureP over
the surface of the liquid. We recall that the density of liqu
helium is maximum at a temperature approximately 0.003
aboveTl , while the thermal conductivity of the normal liq
uid is so small that when warm gas from the external sup
is admitted to the outer bath the temperature difference a
the liquid He I column at the bottom of the cell and at t
surface of the liquid can reach;2 K. This allows us to study
the existence region of the watergel in the normal liquid
different pressures. Observations showed that at a pres
P'150 Torr the rapid decomposition of the icebergs beg
at Td'2.5 K, and when the external pressure is increase
P'760 Torr the temperature of decomposition of the ic
bergs reachesTd'4 K.

The results of a study of the existence region of
watergel are presented in Fig. 3. The continuous curve on
P–T diagram is the boundary of the existence region of l
uid 4He at the saturated vapor pressure. The black dots i
cate the transition temperatureTl of the liquid from the nor-
mal to the superfluid state at the different pressures.
triangles correspond to the temperatures of decompositio
the gel in gaseous helium~1.8 K! and in the normal liquid.
The crosses connecting the triangles are shown as an ai
visualizing the existence region of the watergel. At the end
the previous Section we pointed out that impurity–heliu
samples of molecular and rare gases are not destroye
heating to;7 K, i.e., the existence regions of the conde
sates formed by the molecular or rare gases and water v
are markedly different.

FIG. 3. P–T phase diagram, showing the existence region of the icebe
The solid curve describes the liquid–vapor transition at the equilibr
vapor pressure of4He. The black dots indicate the transition region of t
liquid from the normal to the superfluid state. The triangles indicate
temperatures at which the icebergs decompose upon heating in an
sphere of gaseous4He ~1.8 K! and when immersed in He I at a pressure
150 torr and at atmospheric pressure.
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Increasing the temperature of the liquid in the surroun
ing test tube and in the cell aboveTl was accompanied, as
rule, by the onset of low-frequency (;10 Hz! acoustic vi-
brations in the working cell. Here the oscillations of the He
level in the cell were accompanied by vertical oscillations
the iceberg resting on the upper end of the needle on wh
the thermometers3 were mounted~Fig. 1!, i.e., the moving
normal liquid entrained the iceberg with it. The amplitude
the oscillations of the liquid level in the cell reached;3
mm, while the amplitude of the displacements of an iceb
with a diameter of around 6 mm was;1 mm. If to a first
approximation we neglect the friction of the iceberg and l
uid against the walls of the cell~an oscillating viscous liquid
is flowing around the solid sphere resting on the need!,
then from the ratio of the amplitudes we can estimate that
density r I of the iceberg in He I atT;2.4 K is slightly
higher than the density of the surrounding liquid:Dr/rL

5(r I2rL)/rL;0.01. The density of an iceberg can also
estimated another way, assuming that at the instant it bre
away from the substrate the force of gravity is counterb
anced by the viscous forces; such an estimate leads to a
Dr/rL<0.1. Both of these estimates agree in order of m
nitude with the estimate given above for the total water c
tent (<1020 molecules/cm3) in the iceberg. Better than
order-of-magnitude agreement of the estimates cannot be
pected, since the iceberg diameter decreases by almost a
tor of 1.5, from;9 to ;6 mm, as the temperature of th
liquid increases from 1.4 to 2.4 K. Simultaneously with t
change in the visual volume the size of the impurity partic
can increase somewhat during thermocycling and, acc
ingly, the contribution toDr for the solid layer around the
nanoparticles also changes, particularly since the solidifi
tion pressure of the liquid falls by almost a factor of tw
when the temperature decreases from 2.4 to 1.4 K, and
density of solid4He on the melting curve is approximate
1.4 times higher than the densityrL of superfluid helium at
the saturated vapor pressure.

In any of the estimates the density of the iceberg float
in He II is approximately 1.3 times lower than the density
solid helium. It is unsurprising, therefore, that helium cry
tals that are formed in the solidification of pure He II whic
has been compressed above 25 atm break away from
walls and fall to the bottom of the experimental cell, whi
the icebergs are ‘‘suspended’’ beneath the surface of
liquid.

2.3. Phenomena at the interface

As a rule, the condensation of a gas flow was done a
constant or slowly lowering~at a rate of,1021 mm/min! He
II level in the working cell at a pressure differenceDP
;0.2 Torr. The time of admission of the gaseous mixture
preparation of a gel-like layer of condensate<5 mm thick
did not exceed 15 min. Then the admission was stopped,
after 10–15 min an iceberg formed under the surface of
He II. When the preparation of several icebergs was requi
the process of gas admission was repeated. In this proce
a several-centimeter-long portion of the tube above the H
surface remained transparent, although a frosty-looking b
of ice appeared in the upper part of the glass tube.
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At high pressures (DP>0.6 Torr! or for a prolonged
admission of the gaseous mixture, the shape of the inter
in the volume of the cell, observed on the monitor, var
noticeably with time. The initially flat interface~vapor–He
II ! began to curve noticeably, i.e., the layer of condens
grew not only below the surface of the He II but also alo
the vapor–liquid interface. An example of the evolution
the shape of the interface with time atDP'0.6 Torr and a
constant temperature of the liquid 1.4 K is shown in Fig.
The change in shape of the boundary indicates that a tr
parent layer of impurity condensate, well wet by superflu
helium, is growing from the walls towards the center of t
cell. If the pump6 ~see Fig. 1! is turned on and the He I
level is increased abruptly to the initial position, then t
interface, observed on the monitor, becomes flat ag
~vapor–He II boundary!. If the liquid level is lowered gradu-
ally, the curved meniscus reappears. If the liquid level
dropped suddenly and a layer of ‘‘dry’’ condensate is e
posed and illuminated by the external light source, after s
eral minutes in the atmosphere of gaseous helium~the con-
densate absorbs visible light much more strongly than
helium or glass and it therefore is heated faster!, instead of a
transparent uniform layer, individual granules of ice app
on the glass walls. When the liquid level is restored to
initial state, the interface again appears flat, but granule
ice which are formed in the decomposition of the layer c
be clearly discerned at the walls of the cell below the He
surface. Consequently, the metastable layer of impurity w

FIG. 4. Changes in the profile of the interface in the cell during the adm
sion of gaseous4He containing a water vapor impurity at a high rate
admission of the mixture;DP50.6 Torr, T51.4 K. The numbers on the
frames indicate the time at which they were taken~hours.minutes.seconds!.
The first and last frames correspond to the vapor–He II interface~the start of
admission, and the end of admission; after the addition of liquid into the
the He II level returned to its initial state!.
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condensate is wet by the He II much better than are the w
of the glass cell or the ice granules that form on the wa
when the condensate, overheated by the light, decompo
Unlike an iceberg, which floats beneath the surface of
liquid and interacts weakly with the walls of the cell, th
layer of condensate that grows from the walls of the c
along the interface at a high rate of admission of the mixt
does not move downward when the He II level is lowere
and the ice granules formed in the decomposition of the la
are held on the surface of the glass walls and do not fal
the bottom of the cell.

When the rate of admission of the mixture was increa
further (DP.1 Torr! or when the interface was intense
illuminated by a lamp in an attempt to improve the con
tions for observation of the growth of the layer of conde
sate, it was observed that during the condensation of the
flow, gas bubbles form on the surface of the liquid in a ma
ner reminiscent of boiling on the surface of a superfluid l
uid. This can be explained by the formation and decompo
tion of a metastable layer of condensate, accompanied by
release of a rather larger amount of gaseous4He. Simulta-
neously, ice granules appear on the walls of the cell,
shape and disposition of which remain practically unchan
when the temperature is raised to 4.2 K and then lowe
again.

In a number of cases at high rates of admission of
impurity we observed the uncontrolled decomposition of
condensate layer at the interface, accompanied by str
pressure jumps in the cell (DP increased to 20 Torr!, which
led to expulsion of superfluid liquid together with the ic
bergs found in it from the working cell1 into the test tube2.
Judging from the readings of the thermometers3 and4, the
temperature of the liquid remained practically unchang
during this process. Extrusion of icebergs through an ap
ture 1.5 mm in diameter at the bottom of the cell led
decomposition, and a fine powder appeared on the bottom
the test tube2 in the superfluid He II, the volume of the
powder being much less than the volume of the initial co
densate. After this the pressures in the cell and in the o
test tube were equalized, and He II from the test tube ag
returned to cell1.

As control observations showed, increasing the tempe
ture of the liquid to 4.2 K and cooling to 1.4 K had prac
cally no effect on the parameters of a powder created
extrusion, just as had been the case in the decompositio
the icebergs upon heating in4He or in the decomposition o
the layer of condensate at the liquid–vapor interface~ice
granules on the walls of the cell!, i.e., the decomposition o
the icebergs is accompanied by a substantial change in
structure and properties of the water samples.

CONCLUSION

The main results of our studies of the properties of
liquid-helium-permeated porous water condensate that fo
when gaseous4He containing a water vapor impurity is in
troduced into a cell filled with superfluid He II atT;1.4 K
are as follows:

1. At a low rate of admission of the mixture (DP;0.2
Torr! the as-prepared gel-like layer~cloud! of water conden-
sate beneath the surface of the He II is transformed in a t
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of ;10 min into a denser iceberg, having an oval shape w
an average diameter close to the diameter of the cell (d59
mm! and suspended on the walls of the cell in the He
volume. The shape of an iceberg remains unchanged
constant temperatureT,1.6 K.

This behavior is characteristic for gels formed in t
interaction of a finely disperse suspension with a surround
liquid matrix — a dispersion medium~sol–gel reaction!.

2. As the temperature of the He II is increased above
K, the volume of the iceberg decreases monotonically, a
manifested in a gradual shift of the iceberg downward alo
the walls of the cell, i.e., the structure of the sample c
change smoothly as the temperature of the liquid is raise

One of the reasons for this may be the enlargemen
the impurity nanoparticles and the decrease in the ave
size of the pores between the randomly packed partic
similar to what was observed in the experiments of Ref.

3. The temperature interval in which icebergs exist d
pends strongly on the properties of the surrounding med
~Fig. 3!. In an atmosphere of gaseous helium the icebe
decompose upon heating above 1.8 K, while in liquid He
a pressureP51 atm they can exist to 4 K.

In contrast to the water condensate, impurity cond
sates of rare and molecular gases begin to decompos
tensely when the temperature of the surrounding medium
raised above 7 K.10

4. The total water content in the volume of the iceber
according to an estimate based on the volumes of the in
sample and the powder formed upon the decomposition
the iceberg, was<1020 H2O molecules/cm3. The density of
the icebergs estimated from the observations of oscillati
of the iceberg when acoustic vibrations arise in the cell c
taining He I, is not more than a few percent higher than
density of the surrounding liquid, i.e., approximately 1
times smaller than the density of solid4He at the same tem
peratures.

The decomposition of the water condensate in a gase
atmosphere is accompanied by the escape of a jet of
helium. The properties of the ice powder forming in the d
composition do not change upon thermocycling in the int
val 1.4–5 K. Consequently, the internal structure of the i
tial icebergs and the ice particles making up the powde
qualitatively different.

Using the results of studies of the properties of meta
clusters arising in the evaporation of a metal in dense hel
vapor6 and the properties of impurity–helium condensates
molecular and atomic gases,7–10 it is natural to assume tha
the water condensate consists mainly of water nanoclus
with an average diameter of the order of 5 nm~i.e., one
cluster can contain of the order of 103 isomeric chains and/o
h
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three-dimensional ‘‘cages’’ of H2O molecules!,12 each of
which is surrounded by a layer of solidified helium. Th
interaction of these neutral complexes with each other
with superfluid He II gives rise to a metastable porous c
densate~watergel!, the properties of which vary noticeabl
with changes in the properties of the surrounding medium
follows from preliminary observations that the condens
formed upon condensation of a vapor of ethyl alcohol~a
weakly polar liquid at room temperatures! is still less stable
than the water condensate and can decompose even in H
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Magnetic-field and temperature dependence of the critical current in thin epitaxial films
of the high-temperature superconductor YBa 2Cu3O7Àd
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The magnetic-field dependence~in a field H applied along the normal to the film planez! and
temperature dependence of the critical current densityj c are investigated in high-quality
biaxially oriented epitaxial films of YBa2Cu3O72d , with maximum values ofj c reaching
23106 A/cm2 in zero magnetic field atT577 K. It is found that the value ofj c(Hz ,T), which
is independent ofHz in the low-field regionHz,Hm , is well approximated atHz.Hm

by the function j c(Hz ,T)/ j c(0,T)5a ln(H* /Hz) over a rather wide region 0.95
. j c(Hz ,T)/ j c(0,T).0.3. HereH* 5Hme1/a is proportional tot512T/Tc , at least in the
temperature region where the measurements are made, and the parametera is nearly independent
of temperature. For the sample with the highest value of the critical current density for
Hz→0 an anomalously sharp transition from the low-field plateau to the logarithmic behavior is
observed. Some published data onj c(Hz ,T) in epitaxial thin films of HTSCs are analyzed,
and it is shown that an approximation of the given form is also applicable to the results of other
authors. Although the value ofj c(H50,t) itself, like the values ofH* , are substantially
different for films investigated by different authors, the values ofa obtained when their results
are approximated by a logarithmic dependence are extremely close to one another and to
the values found in our studies. A model is proposed which qualitatively explains the nature of
the observed behavior ofj c(Hz ,T), and the basic properties of this model are discussed.
It is shown that the approximately logarithmic dependence is due to a mechanism involving the
depinning of the ensemble of Abrikosov vortices pinned at edge dislocations in the low-
angle grain boundaries that exist in epitaxial thin films of HTSCs. A sharp transition from the
plateau to the logarithmic segment is realized if atH'Hm there is a change of the
mechanism governing the critical current density, specifically, in the case when forH,Hm the
value of j c is limited more strongly by the transparency of the grain boundaries to the
superconducting current than by the depinning of vortices in low fields. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1468520#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been shown in a large number of papers1–7 that in
epitaxial thin films of HTSCs the critical current densityj c

can reach values two or three orders of magnitude larger
in single crystals of the same substances, attaining value
(2 – 3)3106 A/cm2 and higher in zero magnetic field a
T577 K. This property of epitaxial thin films is importan
for practical applications and is usually attributed to a m
effective vortex pinning in them~see reviews8,9!.

In particular, a governing role in determining the val
of the critical current in epitaxial films may be played b
low-angle boundaries between single-crystal blocks~grains!
misoriented in the (a,b) plane; such grains are a characte
istic element of the structure of epitaxial films obtained
various methods of deposition.9 These grain boundarie
1721063-777X/2002/28(3)/12/$22.00
an
of

e

-

~GBs! represent a quasiperiodic chain of edge dislocati
~EDs!. This, on the one hand, limits the admissible limitin
value of the superconducting~SC! current in the sample as
result of local suppression of the SC order parameter nea
GBs.10,11 On the other hand, the high density of edge dis
cations in the GBs can lead to an effective vortex pinnin
promoting an increase in the critical current.

The magnetic-field dependence of the critical curre
density j c in HTSC epitaxial films has been investigated
many studies~see, e.g., Refs. 8 and 9 and references c
therein! in which the dependence of the current flowing
the plane of the film is measured as a function of the m
nitude and direction of the applied magnetic fieldH at dif-
ferent temperatures. The angular dependence ofj c generally
exhibits features at anglesuH50 andp/2 between the direc-
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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tion of H and the normalz to the film plane. The first of
these features is attributed to vortex pinning on dislocati
in the GBs parallel to thec axis, and the second feature
usually attributed to the presence of a transition layer w
misfit dislocations near the substrate. Depending on the
tures of the technology used to prepare the film, it may
hibit both of these features simultaneously or only one
them, e.g., atuH50.7–9,12

In this paper we discuss only the experimental data
tained for the magnetic fieldH oriented along the normalz to
the film surface, parallel to thec axis (uH50), and from
now on the subscriptz on Hz will in most cases be dropped

Typical results described in the literature13–16 for this
case include the finding that the field dependencej c(H) can
be divided into several segments corresponding to defi
magnetic field intervals. In the first of these, forH
,1 – 20 mT~depending on the temperatureT! the value of
j c is independent of the applied field. At higher fieldsj c

begins to decrease with increasingH. In the majority of
papers~see, e.g., Refs. 9, 13, and 16! the authors identify an
intermediate interval on this part of thej c curve, in whichj c

falls off by a nearly inverse square-root law,H21/2, after
which j c begins to fall off with increasing field in propor
tional to the higher power 1/H. The authors of the experi
mental studies call attention to the presence of a correla
between the observedj c(H) curves and the structural defec
in the films. For example, in Ref. 13 it was pointed out th
the value of the characteristic field at which the transit
from the low-field plateau to the region of strong field d
pendencej c(H) occurs is related to the value of the disloc
tion density in the film~here dislocations not involved in th
low-angle GBs are considered!. The authors of Ref. 15 cal
attention to the presence of a correlation between the mi
structure of the ‘‘islands’’—grains separated by GBs—a
the character of the decline ofj c(H,T) in epitaxial thin films
of HTSCs.

The results of studies ofj c(H,T) are usually discusse
on the basis of various mechanisms of vortex~or vortex-
lattice! depinning with allowance for the presence of pinni
centers specific to epitaxial thin films: linear edge dislo
tions in the GBs. These boundaries, as a rule, form a t
dimensional mesh with the dimensions of the cells~grains!
distributed randomly about some mean value, as is well s
with the aid of high-resolution electron microscopy~see,
e.g., Refs. 17 and 18!. Depending on the technology used
grow the films, the mean linear dimensions of the grains
range from a few tens of nanometers to hundreds of nan
eters.

In particular, we have considered the mechanisms
volving a transition from an ‘‘irregular’’ vortex lattice, eac
vortex of which is pinned at a dislocation distributed in
mesh of GBs to a more regular vortex lattice in which at le
some of the vortices are forced to locate inside the gra
where there are no such effective pinning centers.9 Here the
dependencej c(H);H21/2 is usually attributed to an electro
magnetic vortex–vortex interaction at an average dista
between vorticesa0;B21/2, whereB is the magnetic induc-
tion. For a thin slab, under the assumption of a unifo
s
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distribution of the magnetization, one hasB5H by virtue of
the fact that the demagnetizing factor is close to unity
Hiz.

In this paper we investigate the magnetic-field and te
perature dependence of the critical current density in hi
quality epitaxial films of YBa2Cu3O72d grown by the laser
sputtering ~ablation! method, with a critical temperatur
of the superconducting transitionTc591 K and a max-
imum value j c523106 A/cm2 in zero magnetic field at
T577 K.

It was found that the value ofj c(Hz ,T), which in the
low-field region Hz,Hm is independent ofH, is well ap-
proximated in the region Hz.Hm by a relation
j c(Hz ,T)/ j c(0,T)5a ln(H* /Hz), where the parametera is
nearly independent of temperature to within the measu
ment error, and the parameterH* 5Hme1/a is proportional to
t, at least in the region of smallt where the measuremen
were made. For the sample with the largest value ofj c(H
50,T577 K) the transition from the low-field plateau to th
logarithmic dependence is extremely sharp.

Analysis of some published data onj c(Hz ,T) in epitax-
ial thin films of HTSCs shows that an approximation of th
form is applicable not only to our results but also to t
results of other authors.13–16 Although the values ofj c(H
50,t) andH* are substantially different for the films stud
ied by different authors, the values ofa turn out to be ex-
tremely close. Because of this, in the present paper we
cuss a possible model that qualitatively explains the natur
the observed behavior ofj c(Hz ,T).

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1. Samples and measurement method

The samples used for the measurements in this st
were obtained by deposition on a polished single-crystal s
strate of~100! LaAlO3 by laser evaporation of the materia
to be deposited using a laser beam with a specially sha
profile ~see Ref. 17 for a description of the technique!. It
follows from previous studies18,19 that this method yields ep
itaxial YBa2Cu3O72d films with c axis oriented along the
normal to their surface. A ‘‘mesh’’ of low-angle grain bound
aries arises in the film plane. Typical angles between tha
and/or b axes in adjacent grains are not more than a f
degrees. The typical average dimensions of the grains ra
from 10 to 100 nm, depending on the deposition conditio

It should be noted that previous high-resolution electro
microscope studies of transverse cuts of grown films18 have
shown that, depending on the deposition conditions, the G
can be ‘‘thin,’’ 12–15 nm, or diffuse, smeared over 30–
nm. It must be assumed that these cases correspond
different structure of the dislocation walls and a differe
accumulation of defects near them.

In this study we investigated two films, R48 and R53
with the same thicknesses, each 300 nm, and the sam
mensions in the plane,'0.530.5 cm, but obtained in differ-
ent deposition regimes. Film R48 was deposited by eva
rating YBa2Cu3O72d by means of a two-beam solid-sta
Nd:YAG laser from two rotating stoichiometric targets at
substrate temperature of around 740– 750 °C and an oxy
pressure in the chamber of around 0.2 mbar. The ave
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transverse size of the single-crystal grains obtained in
deposition regime, as monitored with an electron mic
scope, is 20–50 nm. The films grown in this regime usua
have an extremely narrow~with respect to temperature! tran-
sition to the superconducting state and a high critical curr
density. Film R532 was grown in a regime that ordinar
produces films with a wider~in temperature! transition to the
superconducting state and lowerj c .

Measurements of the critical parametersj c andTc of the
HTSC films were made by a contactless low-frequency m
netic susceptibility method at a frequency of 937 Hz in t
temperature interval 77–100 K and in a magnetic field
tween zero and 0.06 T. The contactless measurement
nique used to measure the critical current density was ju
fied in Refs. 20 and 21 with the use of a model of the criti
state of type-II superconductors~the Bean model22!. It is
based on analysis of the dependence of the imaginary pa
the complex magnetic susceptibilityx9 of the samples on the
amplitude of the alternating magnetic fieldh; . The mea-
sured value ofx9(h;) reaches a maximum at a certain val
h;5hm . In the general case the value ofhm depends on the
critical current density and the shape and dimensions of
sample in a rather complicated way. It was shown in Ref.
that for a disk-shaped thin film in an alternating magne
field perpendicular to the film, the relation betweenj c and
hm should be described by the relationj c51.030hm /dz ,
where dz is the film thickness~here j c is in A/m,2 hm is in
A/m, anddz is in meters!. It was shown in Ref. 21 that thi
same expression describes quite well the results of exp
ments on films of other isometric shapes, including squa

It should be noted that in Refs. 20 and 21 the justific
tion for the induction method of measuringj c from the am-
plitude of the exciting fieldhm at which x9(h;) reaches a
maximum was based on the assumption thatj c is indepen-
dent of the magnetic field in the interval2hm,H,hm . In
addition, the relation betweenj c andhm was obtained for the
case when there is no external static magnetic field. Th
fore, the use of this method for determiningj c in a magnetic
field and, moreover, in the field region wherej c depends on
H, requires further theoretical justification.

In Refs. 14 and 15 this method was used for measu
j c(H) in YBCO films in a rather wide field interval 0<H
<5 T. The authors of Ref. 14 pointed out that the applicat
of a static fieldHz does not in and of itself modify the rela
tions obtained in Refs. 20 and 21, provided thatj c varies
slowly with field. It can be expected that the method rema
correct for measurements in a magnetic field if the relat
variations inj c(Hz ,T) in the intervalHz6hm are small.

The results of resistive measurements ofj c(H) ~by di-
rect determination of the resistance of samples upon pas
of a transport current!9,16 are in good qualitative agreeme
with the results of contactless induction measurements. T
provides additional justification for the applicability of th
induction method for studying the field dependence ofj c .

We made a special check of the reproducibility of t
values obtained forhm ~and, hence,j c! in measurements a
the field was increased from zero to the maximum value
on the reverse path, as the applied field was decreased
the maximum value to zero. No differences were observe
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the j c(H) curves within the measurement error for the tw
directions of change in the field.

The value ofTc was determined from the start of th
sharp rise inx9(T). The measurement error and the repr
ducibility of the values ofTc were60.1 K.

2.2. Temperature dependence of the critical current at HÄ0

The temperature dependence of the critical curr
j c(0,T) was measured in the absence of a static exte
field ~actually, in the magnetic field of the Earth, which at a
measurement temperatures did not affect the value of
critical current!. Initially, in a small inducing alternating field
with amplitudeh;!hm we measured the temperature depe
dence of the real and imaginary parts of the magnetic s
ceptibility of the film samples. The results of the measu
ments ofx8(T) are presented in Fig. 1. From these resu
we can conclude that the film R48 has not only a high
critical temperature (Tc590.960.1 K) in comparison with
film R532 (Tc589.660.1 K) but also a narrower~with re-
spect to temperature! transition to the superconducting sta
~the rise ofx8(T) occurs in a narrower region!, i.e., it is of
higher quality and uniformity.

The temperature dependence of the critical current d
sity j c(0,t) for these samples, calculated from the values
hm found from measurements ofx9(h;) at each tempera
ture, is plotted in Fig. 2 on a log–log scale. It is seen that
plots can be approximated by the power law

j c~T!5Jn~12T/Tc!
s. ~1!

For the sample R48 the plot has two parts described
functions with different parameters:Jn5(16.765.3)
3107 A/cm2, s51.9360.10 for t5(12T/Tc)<0.048 and
Jn5(2.060.23)3107 A/cm2, s51.2060.05 in the interval
0.048<t<0.154. For sample R532 in the entire investigat
interval 0.008<t<0.136 these parameters have only one
of valuesJn5(5.160.35)3107 A/cm2 and s51.9960.03,
i.e., sample R532 has smaller absolute values of the crit
current, and the change of the exponent in the power law~1!
is not observed for it.

2.3. Magnetic-field dependence of the critical current
density

Measurements of the magnetic-field dependence of
critical current j c(Hz ,t) for the films R48 and R532 were
made for a number of different temperatures in the inter

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence ofx8 ~in arbitrary units! for the films R48
~1! and R532~2!.
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Tc.T.77 K by the above-mentioned method of measur
x9(h;) at each value of the applied magnetic field. A sta
magnetic fieldH up to 60 mT was applied along the norm
to the surface of the film.

The j c(Hz) curves obtained for different values of th
temperature are presented in Fig. 3 in a semilog plot, and
normalized functionj c(Hz ,t)/ j c(0,t) at same temperature
is plotted in Fig. 4.

As we see from these figures, the observedj c(Hz ,t)
curves for low fieldsH,Hm contain a plateau on whichj c is
independent of field. The value ofHm , which determines the
width of the plateau, increases with decreasing tempera
Then, after a rather sharp kink at the pointH5Hm ~sharper
for film R48 and somewhat less sharp for R532!, a region in
which j c falls off rather rapidly with increasing field appear

It follows from the semilog plots that this dependen
for the film R48 can be described by the relation

j c~Hz ,T!/ j c~0,T!5a ln~H* /Hz!. ~2!

The coefficienta found when the experimental data a
approximated by Eq.~2! turns out to be practically indepen
dent of temperature~see Fig. 5!, while the parameterH*
5Hme1/a that determines the field of the transition from t
plateau j c(Hz ,T)5 j c(0,T) to the logarithmic dependenc
~2! is temperature dependent. As we see from Fig. 6, wh
shows a plot of the valuesH* (t) found from the best fit for
the film R48, this dependence can be approximated wi
the experimental error by the function

H* ~t!5Hefft, ~3!

where for sample R48Heff54.160.2 T.
To convince ourselves that it is no accident that the

perimental curves conform to a logarithmic dependence

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the critical current density~plotted ver-
sust512T/Tc! for films R48~a! and R532~b!. The points are experimen
tal, and the solid curves are the approximating functionst1.25 andt2.
g
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re.
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j c(Hz ,T) on the magnetic field, we also show a log–log p
of the same dependencej c(Hz,T)/ j c(0, T) for sample R48
~see Fig. 4b! with a plot of the relationj c(Hz);Hz

21/2 which
is often used for approximating experimental data of t
kind. Also shown are the best-fit curves corresponding,
different temperatures, to relation~2! with the parametersa
shown in Fig. 5 and withH* (t) corresponding to Eq.~3! for
the indicated value ofHeff . We see from Fig. 4a and 4b tha
the logarithmic dependence~2! describes the results muc
better than does the power law.

For film R532 one can apparently also speak of the
istence of a dependence of type~2! for j c(H), starting at
certain values of the field, although the transition regi
from the plateauj c(Hz ,T)5 j c(0,T) to this dependence is
smeared out. To analyze the parameters of the field de
dence ofj c for this sample from the data obtained is rath
complicated in view of the rather narrow interval of ma
netic fields for which measurements were made.

The values found forj c(Hz) in the low-field plateau re-
gion (0,Hz,Hm) for sample R48 corresponded tohm val-
ues of 10 mT atT577 K and 3 mT atT586 K, the closest
temperature toTc for which the field dependence was me
sured. For sample R532 the corresponding value ofhm at 77
K was approximately half as large, and at 86 K one-fifth
large, as for R48, in connection with the lower values ofj c .
These values ofhm are comparable to the widths of the low
field plateau on thej c(Hz ,T) curves in our samples at th
corresponding temperatures. With increasing applied fi
the values ofhm decrease in proportion to the decrease
j c(Hz). From a comparison of these values ofhm with the
data of Figs. 3 and 4 it follows that for sample R48 it is on
in a narrow transition region from the plateau to the logari

FIG. 3. Magnetic-field dependence of the critical current density in the fi
R48 ~a! and R532~b! for temperaturesT @K#: 77 (j); 80 (h); 83 (m); 86
(,). The curves are drawn through the points as a visual aid.
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mic behavior that can one speak of an appreciable varia
of j c(Hz) in the field intervalHz6hm . One can therefore
expect a certain apparent smoothing of the sharpness of
transition, although it looks anomalously sharp even un
these conditions.

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

3.1. Temperature dependence of the critical current density
in zero field

As we have said, for sample R48 the power-law dep
dence j c(0,t)}ts is characterized by the presence
a crossover att50.048 from the values51.9360.10 to
s51.2060.05. This result agrees with the theoretical dep
dencesj c(0,t)}t2 and j c(0,t)}t5/4 obtained on the basis o
the model developed in Refs. 10 and 11, which describe
limitation on the supercurrent density flowing through lo

FIG. 4. Normalized magnetic-field dependence of the critical current den
j c(H)/ j c(0) in the films R48~a,b! and R532~c! for various temperaturesT
@K#: 77 (j); 80 (h); 83 (m); 86 (,). The curves1, 2, 3, and 4 are
approximations according to relation~2! with a andH* , respectively, equal
to 0.208 and 0.206 T, 0.215 and 0.314 T, 0.215 and 0.458 T, and 0.234
0.643 T for curves1–4, respectively.
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angle boundaries between single-crystal grains in HTSC
itaxial films. This mechanism presupposes that the sing
particle pinning force on vortices in low fields is so large th
the critical current necessary for their depinning,j c dep(H
→0,t), exceeds the maximum superconducting curr
j c tr(t) allowed by the transparency of the low-angle boun
aries. As a result of this, the critical current densityj c(0,t) in
the film is equal toj c tr(t).

The low-angle boundaries form a quasiperiodic chain
edge dislocations separated by a distanced that depends on
the mutual misorientation angleu of the grains and is given
by the Frank formula:d(u)5b/2 sin(u/2)'b/u, whereb is
the modulus of the Burgers vector, which is equal in order
magnitude to the lattice constant. As was shown in Refs.
and 11, there exists a non-Josephson mechanism of sup
sion of the supercurrent flowing through such a boundary
the framework of the given mechanism it is taken into a
count that the supercurrent flowing perpendicular to
boundary is spatially redistributed in the channels betw
the insulating cores of the edge dislocations. The maxim
local value of this current density can reach that of the p
breaking current, which is suppressed by the nonsuperc
ducting environment of these nuclei on account of the pr
imity effect. For the case of small anglesu it was found that
the value ofj c tr(t) is described by a relation similar to~10!.
Here several regimes are possible, leading to different ex
nentss in the power law~1! for j c tr(t).

For small values oft, when the coherence lengthj(T)
5j0 /At is rather large and exceedsd(u), a function ~1!
with s52 should be realized, whereas in the region of larg

FIG. 5. Values ofa found by fitting the magnetic-field dependencej c(H) in
the film R48 by relation~2! for different temperatures (t). The line con-
necting the points is drawn as a visual aid.

FIG. 6. Dependence ont of the values obtained forH* by fitting the data on
j c(H,t)/ j c(0,t) for the film R48 by relation~2! (d) and by approximating
this dependence by the relationH* 5tHeff with Heff54.1 T ~—!.
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t, where d(u).j(t), there are two possible regimes, d
pending on the parametersG1 andG2 characterizing, respec
tively, the degree of local variation of the superconduct
properties of the film near the boundaries~in particular, sup-
pression of the superconducting order parameterC and of
the pair-breaking currentj 0}C3! and the ‘‘geometric
shadow’’ effect created by the insulating cores of the ed
dislocations.

In the case of a rather small value of the parameterG2 ,
which corresponds to dislocation cores of small radius~i.e., a
large transparency of the low-angle boundaries!, when the
conditionG1G2!2 holds, with increasingt a crossover from
exponents52 to s53/2 should be observed at a critic
valuetc determined from the conditiond(u)52j(tc). Such
a crossover has been observed experimentally attc50.048
for a high-quality 50-nm thick YBa2Cu3O72d epitaxial film
investigated in Ref. 11.

At large values of the parametersG1 and G2 , when
G1G2@2, which corresponds to large~of the order of 10–20
Å! radii of the nonsuperconducting cores of the edge dis
cations, according to Ref. 11 a crossover fromj c tr(t);t2 to
j c tr(t);t5/4 should be observed with increasingt. The re-
sults obtained for the film R48~see Fig. 2a! clearly are in
accord with this theoretical prediction. Starting from t
valuetc at which this crossover is observed and the exp
mental values ofj c(t) on different sides of it, one can us
formula ~22! of Ref. 11 to estimate the values of the para
etersG1 andG2 for the edge dislocations in the grain boun
aries asG1'4 andG2'3.6At.

In the case of large values ofG2 the region of the ‘‘geo-
metric shadow’’ of the dislocation core becomes large. Th
the width of the superconducting channel between dislo
tions can become smaller thanj(t) even at rather large val
ues oft. In this case there will be a quadratic dependen
j c tr(t);t2 in the entire interval of observations, which e
sentially corresponds to the formation of anS–N–Scontact
along the grain boundaries. It can be assumed that it is
case that is realized in the film R532.

The mechanism wherein the critical current density
limited by the transparency of the grain boundaries does
presuppose a magnetic-field dependence ofj c tr(t). Thus, if
it is j c tr(t) that limits the observed value ofj c(0,t), then the
magnetic-field dependence ofj c(H,t) should have a platea
for all fields at which the conditionj c dep(H,t)< j c tr(t)
holds.

Below, in an analysis of the magnetic-field dependen
we shall see thatj c dep(H,t) can also lead to a plateau at lo
fields. The possibility of distinguishing the situationj c tr(t)
< j c dep(H→0,t) and j c tr(t)> j c dep(H→0,t) from the ex-
perimental data apparently reduces to an analysis of the
sible temperature dependences ofj c tr(t) and j c dep(H
→0,t) and their comparison with experiment. In addition,
is expected that the sharpness of the transition from the
teau to the part with substantial magnetic-field depende
of j c will be different in these two cases.

We note that in Ref. 13, on the basis of estimates m
there, the view was expressed that for the samples we in
tigated, the value ofj c in low fields, corresponding to the
plateau on the initial part ofj c(H), is determined by the
pair-breaking current. Here the pair-breaking current w
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equal, not even to the maximum local critical current dens
achieved in the flow of current through the dislocation wa
but to its average measured value.

In the film R48, in which the dependencej c(H50,t)
exhibits the crossover expected on the basis of the mode
Refs. 10 and 11, the value ofj c(H50,t) itself is large, in
agreement with the estimates,10,11 and one observes an ex
tremely sharp transition from the plateau to the logarithm
part of j c(H,t). This suggests that the conditionj c tr(t)
< j c dep(H→0,t) is met in it, andj c(H50,t) is determined
by j c tr(t) in accordance with the model.10,11

In spite of the possibility of explaining the temperatu
dependencej c(H50,t) in the R532 film on the basis of th
model of Refs. 10 and 11, there are apparently insuffici
data to support the conclusion that the relationj c tr(t)
< j c dep(H→0,t holds!, which is necessary in order to in
voke this model.

3.2. Magnetic-field dependence of the critical current
density. Comparison with the data of other authors

The magnetic-field dependence ofj c in the region
H.Hm is due to the growth of the density of vortices an
enhancement of the interaction between them as the m
netic field is increased. We note that the presence of a l
field plateau on thej c(H) curve in epitaxial films has bee
reported repeatedly in the literature~see Refs. 9, 13–16 etc.!.
Nevertheless, we do not know of any published data
which j c(H)/ j c(0) on the descending part would be d
scribed by a relation of the form~2!.

This raises the question of whether a dependence of
type ~2! is characteristic for our samples only or if it applie
to the results of measurements by other authors on analo
HTSC films. To check this we took the results of Ref. 9~see
Fig. 36a of that paper!, obtained from a resistive~four-probe!
measurement ofj c(Hz) at temperatures of 54 and 81 K. A
analysis of those data is presented in Fig. 7, which shows
best-fit curves corresponding to expression~2! with the op-
timally chosen parameters and also a dependence of the
j c(Hz);Hz

21/2. We see that a dependence of the type~2!
gives a better~over a wider field interval! description of the
results presented in Fig. 36a of Ref. 9 than does an inv
square-root dependence.

FIG. 7. Data on the magnetic-field dependence ofj c(H) given in Fig. 36a of
Ref. 9 for temperaturesT @K#: 54 (s,n); 81 (d,m). The lines show the
approximation of the data by relation~2! with the corresponding parameter
For comparison the approximation of the data forT554 K by a function
j c(H);H21/2 is also shown.
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We further analyzed the data presented in Ref. 13, wh
measurements ofj c(Hz) were made by the torsional magn
tometer method for a film with an annular cutout at tempe
tures of 80, 60, 40, and 4.2 K. The results of this analysis
shown in Fig. 8a in the form a log–log plot: the points a
the data of Ref. 13, and the curves are the result of t
approximation@on the initial part ofj c(Hz)# by Eq. ~2! with
the optimally chosen parameters. Here the parametera was
found to be 0.24, 0.22, 0.21, and 0.19~for the four tempera-
ture values indicated above, respectively!. The values of
H* (t) found from the best fit are shown in Fig. 9. For tem
peratures 80–40 K the points conform to the straight l

FIG. 8. Plots ofj c(H,T)/ j c(0,T) constructed according to the data in Fig.
of Ref. 13 for temperaturesT @K#: 80 (j); 60 (h); 40 (m); 4.2 (,). The
solid lines1–4 correspond to relation~2! with parametersa andH* equal to
0.241 and 0.239 T, 0.225 and 0.667 T, 0.211 and 1.495 T, and 0.192
5.463 T. Curves5 and6 show an approximation of the data by relation~4!
for 80 and 4.2 K, respectively. The dotted curves connect the points
visual aid. For comparison the line corresponding toy;H21/2 is also
shown.

FIG. 9. Dependence of the values ofH* found from an approximation of
the data of Ref. 13~see Fig. 8a of the present paper! by relation~2!. The
points are connected by a solid line for clarity. The dotted line correspo
to the relationH* 52.3t T.
re
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ir

e

H* (t)52.3t T. The value ofH* for T54.2 K lies substan-
tially above this line. We note that Fig. 9 corresponds to
plot of B* (T) given in Fig. 4 of Ref. 13 after a recalculatio
of the data tot instead ofT, since, in accordance with th
method used to determine it in Ref. 13,B* corresponds to
the quantity Hm5H* e21/a introduced in Eq.~2! of the
present paper. At the same time,Hm(t)}H* (t), since the
value ofa for the data of Ref. 13 and also for our results
nearly independent of temperature. Our fit to the data of R
13 on the temperature dependence ofj c(0,T) indicates a de-
pendence linear int: j c(0,T)5 j c(0,T→0)t, for the sample
investigated in that study.

It is seen in Fig. 8 that the data of Ref. 13 at all tem
peratures in low fieldsH,Hm include a segmentj c(Hz ,T)
5 j c(0,T), followed by somewhat wider~than in the case of
film R48! regions of transition to a logarithmic dependen
of the type ~2!. After that the dependence of the type~2!
holds in the interval 0.95> j c(Hz ,T)/ j c(0,T)>0.25– 0.3, af-
ter which come segments of a slower depende
j c(logHz

21).
It should be noted that fitting the data13 in Fig. 8 by a

relation of the form

j c~Hz ,T!/ j c~0,T!5a1 ln@~H1* 1Hz!/Hz#, ~4!

which at low fields practically coincides with~2!, allows one
to describe the experimental data to good accuracy up
field values an order of magnitude larger than can be d
using relation~2!. The optimal values ofa1 and H1* are
somewhat different froma andH* . The curves for such a fi
are also shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 10 shows the results of a fitting by relation~2! of
the data forj c(Hz ,T)/ j c(0,T) obtained from the data in Fig
8 of Ref. 14. We see that these data are also well descr
by this relation, but the transition region from the plateau
Hz,Hm to the logarithmic dependence here is considera
broadened in comparison with our results for sample R
and/or the data of Ref. 13. The linear dependenceH* (t)
;t also holds for higher temperatures~small t<0.45!, and
saturation appears at low temperatures~larget>0.6!.

nd

a

s

FIG. 10. Plots ofj c(H,T)/ j c(0,T) constructed from the data shown in Fig
8 of Ref. 14 for differentT/Tc : 0.89 (j), 0.76 (h), 0.65 (m), 0.53 (n),
0.41 (L), and 0.32 (,). The solid lines1–4 correspond to equation~2!
with the parametersa andH* equal to 0.225 and 1.846 T, 0.231 and 5.91
0.218 and 10.7 T, and 0.217 and 18.26 T. The inset shows a plot ofH*
versust.
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It can be seen from Fig. 2 of Ref. 15 that the experim
tal data of that study can be approximated by relation~2! in
an analogous way on the interval 0.2, j c(Hz ,T)/ j c(0,T)
,0.87.

We note that the results of approximating the data
Refs. 14 and 15 by relation~2! are close to our results fo
sample R532 from the standpoint of the width of the tran
tion region from the plateau to the logarithmic dependen
The values ofj c(0,T) for the samples studied in Refs. 14 an
15 are substantially lower than for R48 and the sample
vestigated in Ref. 13. In this sense the samples in Refs
and 16 are also similar to R532.

At the same time, the sharp kink onj c(Hz ,T)/ j c(0,T) at
the transition from the plateau forHz,Hm to the logarithmic
dependence forHz.Hm for our sample R48 does not have
complete analogy with the data of Refs. 13–15. Even in R
13, where this transition is notably sharper than in Refs.
and 15, for example, it is less sharp than for sample R48

3.3. Magnetic-field dependence of the critical current
in epitaxial films. A model and its consequences

To simplify the problem, let us assume that the on
operative pinning centers for vortices in epitaxial thin film
are rectilinear edge dislocations located in the disloca
walls of the grain boundaries and oriented parallel to
crystallographic axisc. All of the pinning centers of this
kind are identical. These approximations do not affect
qualitative essence of the model and its consequences. I
concentration of edge dislocations is much larger than
vortex concentrationn, then in this approximation one ma
neglect the ‘‘entangling’’ of the flux lines, and if a certa
fraction np of the vortices are pinned at the centers un
discussion~linear defects!, then the total pinning force for a
vortex ensemble attempting to form a vortex lattice will
equal tonpFp ind . In addition, the Lorentz force acting o
this ensemble will be equal tonFL ind . Here Fp ind and
FL ind5FL ind( j ) are the pinning force and Lorentz force, r
spectively, for an individual vortex.

Then the condition for collective breakaway of the vo
tices from the pinning centers~a jumplike transition to the
‘‘flux flow’’ regime ! takes the form

~np /n!Fp ind2FL ind~ j c!50, ~5!

where the expression for the Lorentz force acting on an
dividual vortex has the standard form:

FL ind~ j !5
f0

c
j . ~6!

The pinning force on an individual edge dislocation lyin
normal to the plane of the film and parallel to the magne
field depends on the dimensions of the core of the edge
location, on the state of the material~normal metal, insulator!
in the core and in the region adjacent to it, and on the pro
of the pinning potential well«p(u), whereu is the displace-
ment of the vortex axis, which is parallel toz, relative to the
center of the core of the edge dislocation in the (x,y) plane.
In particular, for a model of single-particle pinning of a vo
tex on an edge dislocation with an insulating core of rad
r c,j5j0t21/2, the maximum pinning force can be writte
in the form23
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Fp ind5S d«p~u!

du D
max

5
9

32S 2

3D 1/2«0r c
2

j3 >0.23
«0r c

2

j3 , ~7!

where«05(f0/4pl)2, l5l0t21/2 is the penetration depth
of the magnetic field, (d«p(u)/du)max is the maximum value
of the derivative with respect to the displacement of a vor
in the pinning potential well in the direction perpendicular
the axis of the dislocation, for a vortex oriented parallel
this axis.

Substitution of~6! and ~7! into ~5! leads to the expres
sion

j c dep~H,t!/ j c dep~0,t!5np~H !/n~H !, ~8!

where

j c dep~0,t!50.23
cf0r c

2

~4pl0!2j0
3 t5/2.

We see that the rationp /n is the only factor in~8! that
depends on the magnetic inductionB in the film ~which is
equal to the external fieldHz , since the demagnetizing facto
is close to unity!.

We note that expression~7! is obtained for a model of
pinning at a dislocation with a small insulating core. In t
case when the dimensions of the core are large~or when the
core is a normal metal instead of an insulator!, Eq. ~7! will
be somewhat different and may even lead to a different
dependence ofj c dep(H50,t). However, the proportionality
of j c dep(H,t) to np /n does not change, and expression~8!
remains valid, although with a different dependence
j c dep(0,t). However, we will not discuss these cases in d
tail here.

In the absence of pinning centers an ensemble ofn vor-
tices in a thin film placed in a magnetic fieldH perpendicular
to its surface would form a regular hexagonal lattice with
lattice parametera'Af0 /H. The presence of pinning cen
ters causes this lattice to be distorted in such a way that
maximum number of vortices are located at the pinning c
ters for which the deviations from the positions correspo
ing to the sites of the regular lattice are as small as poss
Here a certain fraction of the vortices are forced to lie o
side the pinning centers, i.e., they remain unpinned. T
number of such vortices is determined by the number of
pinning centers in the sample and the configuration of th
displacements and also the field-dependent vortex lattice
rametera. As a result, the rationp /n becomes dependent o
H.

In a two-dimensional vortex lattice parallel to thez axis,
a vortex displaced by a distancedr5r2r0 ~herer5x1y,

r5Ax21y2! from the ‘‘regular’’ position at the pointr0 ,
acquires an additional energy24,25

«dist~dr!5
«0

a2 ~dr!25
f0H

~8pl!2 ~dr!2. ~9!

At the same time, having the vortex located at the pinn
centers leads to an energy benefit equal to the pinning en
for a linear insulating defect parallel to the field:25
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«p52
«0r c

2

2j2 ; r c!j. ~10!

Here the pinning of the vortex is energetically favorab
if the condition«dist(dr)1«p,0 holds.

As a result, the value ofd, equal to the critical value o
the displacementdr up to which the vortex will remained
pinned to an edge dislocation displaced from a regular p
tion in the lattice, is

d5
r c

j0
S 2f0t

H D 1/2

5S At

H D 1/2

. ~11!

The notationA52r c
2f0 /j0

2 has been introduced for conve
nience.

Further, in order to findj c dep(H,t) according to Eq.~8!,
it is necessary to calculate the rationp(H)/n(H); this is the
key feature of the model under study.

We restrict discussion to the magnetic field region
which d is much greater than the distanced between dislo-
cations in the low-angle boundaries between grains. In
cased actually characterizes the distance from a site of
regular vortex lattice to the nearest boundary between gra
On the other hand, sinced!a andd!^L&, where^L& is the
average linear dimension of the grains, the condit
a@^L& can hold in this same field region. For fields suf
ciently low as to ensure satisfaction of this condition and
a random distribution of grain boundaries, the probability
trapping a vortex at one of the pinning centers~i.e., on a
linear edge dislocation in a low-angle grain boundary! is
equal to the product of the probability that a point at whi
the electromagnetic energy of a given vortex is minimum~a
site of the ‘‘regular’’ vortex lattice! will fall within a grain of
a certain shape and size and the probability that this p
lies a distance less thand from the boundary of the grain
Suppose that the grains are square. Then the probability
sity for a site of the ‘‘regular’’ vortex lattice to fall within a
grain with linear dimensionsL will be W(L)}L2P(L),
whereP(L) is the probability density function of the grain
with respect toL. The probability that this site will lie less
than a distanced from the grain boundary will be equal t
the ratio of the area of a strip of widthd near the boundarie
of the grain to the areaL2 of the whole grain:

P̃~L,d!5H 1, L<2d;

L22~L22d!2

L2 , L.2d.
~12!

As a result, we obtain the following expression for t
critical current in terms of the fraction of pinned vortices:

j c dep~H,t!/ j c dep~0,t!5np~H !/n~H !5E
0

2d
W~L !dL

1E
2d

`

W~L !@12~L22d!2/L2#dL.

~13!
i-

is
e
s.

n

r
f

nt

n-

The dependence on the value of the applied fieldH enters
Eq. ~13! only through the functiond(H).

Analysis of expression~13! for different distributions
W(L) ~or P(L)! shows that if these distributions are chara
terized by the parameterk5^L&/s, wheres is a width pa-
rameter of the distribution function, then fork@1 the func-
tion j c dep(H,t)/ j c dep(0,t) calculated according to formula
~13! is practically independent of the particular form
W(L). It has a characteristic shape with a plateau at l
fields followed by a decline. The declining segment is w
described by the approximating relation~2! in an interval
0.9. j c dep(H,t)/ j c dep(0,t).0.3 or even a little bit wider
than that. With increasingk the parametera in ~2!, which
characterizes the slope of the field dependencej c dep(H,t)
near the inflection point in a semilog plot, tends toward t
same limiting value'0.25 regardless of the form ofW(L).
When a rectangular distribution function is chosen, this va
of a remains practically unchanged, even whenk is de-
creased tok51.1. For a smoother distribution function th
value of a corresponding to the best fit of the field depe
dence increases smoothly, starting atk,4 – 5, reaching a
value '0.18 ask→1. A comparison with experiment wil
allow one to choose the optimal value ofk.

We note that the values ofa indicated above were
determined by equating the derivatives with respect toh
of the approximating functiony5a ln(H* /H) and of the
function obtained from~13! at the point of its maximum
slope. A determination of the optimal value ofa in a
comparison of the function~13! with the approximating
function by the least-squares method in the interval 0
, j c dep(H,t)/ j c dep(0,t),0.85 will lead to somewhat
smaller values of this parameter in comparison with that
termined from the derivative with respect to lnH at the point
of maximum slope, whereas the values ofH* come out
somewhat higher.

The value ofH* obtained from fitting the correspondin
segment~13! by relation~2! increases with increasinĝL&.
From this standpoint one can understand qualitatively
growth B* 5Hm5H* e21/a mentioned in Ref. 13 for
samples containing, in addition to grain boundaries, e
dislocations inside the grains, oriented normal to the fi
surface. The presence of such dislocations can be taken
account effectively in the framework of the model cons
ered above as a decrease of^L&, which will lead to growth of
B* 5Hm}H* (a is possibly independent oft!. For the same
reason, apparently, the values ofH* will be significantly
larger when the data of Ref. 14 are approximated by a lo
rithmic dependence than in the case of our sample R48 or
data of Ref. 13. In addition, it should be assumed that in
case of Ref. 14 there were pinning centers with a wea
pinning, which will lead to substantially lower values o
j c dep(0,t).

Our most thorough analysis of expression~13! was done
for the case of a distribution function of the gamma typ
which has been found15 to agree with the experimentall
measured size distribution of the grains. This distribution h
the form

P~L !5
mn

G~n!
Ln21e2mL, ~14!
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where n5(^L&/s)25k2, m5^L&/s25k2/^L&5k/s. The
distribution function found experimentally in Ref. 15 is be
fit by ~14! for n52.57 (k51.60) and̂ L&518 nm.

In the case of square grains it corresponds to the follo
ing density for the distribution of areas occupied by t
grains as a function of their linear dimensions:

W~L !5
mn12

G~n12!
Ln11e2mL. ~15!

Integration of expression~13! with this distribution den-
sity gives

j c dep~H,t!/ j c dep~0,t!

512

k4
1

h
GFk2,

k2

Ah
G2

2k2

Ah
GF11k2,

k2

Ah
G1GF21k2,

k2

Ah
G

G@21k2#
,

~16!

whereG@x# and G@x,x8# are the complete and incomple
Euler gamma functions, respectively, andh5H^L&2/
(4At).

In Fig. 11 the function~16! is plotted as a function ofh
for differentk. We see that the curves have a plateau at sm
h and then, after an inflection, the sharpness of which
creases with increasingk, a region of logarithmic depen
dence. After that the dependence on lnh becomes less steep
By approximating the logarithmic part by the expressi
j c dep(H,t)/ j c dep(0,t)5a ln(h* /h), one can find the optima
values ofa and h* 5H* ^L&2/(4At), which depend on the
parameterk of the distribution function~14!. Herea takes on
values from 0.248 fork@1 to 0.186 fork→1 when it is
determined from the derivative at the point of maximu
slope. The functionsa(k) andh* (k) determined both from a
comparison of the derivatives and by the least-squa
method are shown in Fig. 12.

It should be noted that the area of the film cannot
completely filled by square grains with a continuous rand
distribution with respect to sizesL. The simplest way of
achieving dense filling is realized in the case of rectangu
grains with an independent random distribution of the

FIG. 11. Plots ofj c dep(h)/ j c dep(h50) constructed according to formul
~16! for differentk: 1.01~1!, 2 ~2!, 4 ~3!, 8 ~4!. Lines1* , 2* , and4* are the
approximating functionsj c dep(h) of the typea ln(h* /h) for the descending
part, corresponding to values ofa andh* equal to 0.185 and 33.5, 0.203 an
80.04, and 0.244 and 83.11, respectively. The values ofa andh* were taken
from a least-squares fit to curves1, 2, and4. Lines5 and6 illustrate sche-
matically the casesj c tr(0). j c dep(H→0) and j c tr(0), j c dep(H→0).
t

-

ll
-

s

e

r
-

mensionsLx and Ly , which is described by the product o
functions P(Lx) and P(Ly) given by relation~14!, for ex-
ample. In that case the fraction of pinned vortices is equa

np /n512
1

G2~v !
@G~n, 2md!22mdG~n21, 2md!#2.

~17!

In spite of the difference of the analytical expressio
~16! and ~17!, the field dependences corresponding to th
are extremely close~differing in the slope near the inflectio
point by not more than 5%!, which confirms the aforemen
tioned weak influence of the detailed shape of the distri
tion function onj c(Hz ,T).

Thus the results of our measurements and Refs. 14
15 can be described by distribution function~14! with the
corresponding values of the parameterk. The values ofH*
can also be matched with the distribution~14! by a suitable
choice of the values of̂L&.

In the case of the experimental data obtained for our fi
R48, with a sharp kink in the field dependencej c(Hz ,T) at a
point H5Hm , it must be assumed further that the conditi
j c tr(t)< j c dep(H→0,t) holds for all the temperatures a
which measurements were made~except, perhaps, the high
est temperatureT586 K, which corresponds tot50.055!.
Without this condition there is no distribution function th
can account for the observed sharp transition of
j c(Hz,T)/ j c(0,T) from the plateau to the logarithmic par
We note that our estimates ofj c tr(t) based on the formulas
in Ref. 11 and the value ofj c dep(0,t) show that these quan
tities are of the same order and that their ratio depends on
detailed structure of the pinning potential and the gr
boundaries and also ont. In the case of thin films with the
highest values ofj c(H50,t), such as sample R48, one ca
expect thatj c tr(t)< j c dep(H→0,t) for t.tcr , wheretcr is
the threshold value for havingj c tr(t)/ j c dep(H→0,t)<1 or
.1.

According to the above analysis, when the sign of t
inequality changes one should simultaneously observe bo
decrease in the sharpness of the transition ofj c(H) from the
plateau to the logarithmic dependence and a change in
exponents of the power law~1! for j c(H50,t). Thus for

FIG. 12. Curves ofa(k) andh* (k) obtained from an approximation of the
descending part ofj c dep(h) by a function of the typea ln(h* /h). The solid
curves show the result of a fit according to the values of the derivative
the inflection points of the curves; the dotted curves are the result
least-squares fit.
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films with j c tr(0,t)< j c dep(H→0,t) this can be another rea
son for the crossover inj c(H50,t), in addition to the cause
argued in Refs. 10 and 11.

The transition ofj c(H) from the plateau to the logarith
mic part is also quite sharp for the data of Ref. 13, althou
it is somewhat more smeared that for the film R48. So
smoothing of the kink may be caused by scatter in the
rameters of different grain boundaries in the same sam
There are apparently not yet enough data to justify any
sertions about the sign of the inequalityj c tr(t)/ j c dep(H
→0,t).1 or ,1 in this case, although most likely the co
dition j c tr(t)/ j c dep(H→0,t),1 will be realized here as
well. This assumption is preferable, since such a sharp
flection from the plateau to the logarithmic part as in Ref.
is also difficult to obtain for reasonable parameters of
distribution functionW(L) such that the observed value ofa
is also obtained when the data of Ref. 13 are approxima
by relation~2!. At the same time, our sample R532 and t
samples studied in Refs. 14 and 15 can with complete ju
fication be classed with those for whichj c tr(t)/ j c dep(H
→0,t).1.

Let us mention another feature of approximating the
perimental data by the results of a calculation of~13! with
the functions~12! and ~14!. The parts ofj c(Hz ,T)/ j c(0,T)
directly following the logarithmic part, when one tries
describe them by means of formula~16! @or the experimenta
data of Ref. 13 by formula~4!# go lower than in the calcu
lation using Eq.~11! for d(H). However, excellent agree
ment is achieved when one uses in~12! and~13! the follow-
ing expression ford(H):

d~H !5S At

H~11gH ! D
1/2

~18!

with g!1. Here the results of a calculation of~13! with the
distribution function~14! reduces to~16! but with h replaced
by h(11gh). The optimal values ofg found in the fitting do
not agree with the values expected on the basis of the
sumption that the pinning energy at an edge dislocation
pends on the field in proportion to (12H/Hc2).

Previously we have pointed out that the model that
have used in analyzingj c dep(H,t)—a statistically indepen-
dent distribution of sites of the vortex lattice and the lines
the grain boundaries—has limitations at high fields. It m
be that the feature noted when the experimental data
approximated by formula~16! or ~17! stems from a limita-
tion on the applicability of our proposed model for calcula
ing P̃(L,d), viz., formula ~12!, on the high-field side. This
question will be addressed separately.

We also note that the proposed model gives a temp
ture dependenceH* ;t. This temperature dependence
well satisfied in the region 0.05,t,0.3– 0.5 for all the ex-
perimental data for which a comparison was made. At lar
values oft a deviation from this dependence is observed
the data of Refs. 13 and 14, and, as we have said, t
deviations are of different character.

The predicted dependenceH* ;t is found in the region
in which the Ginzburg–Landau theory is valid, i.e., for sm
t. Therefore we will not comment on the deviations from th
dependence in the region wheret becomes large.
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4. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have established here that the magne
field dependence of the critical current density in epitax
thin films of YBa2Cu3O72d containing low-angle boundarie
between grains, for a magnetic field applied perpendicula
the film plane, a plateau region wherej c is practically inde-
pendent ofH is followed by a segment with a logarithmi
magnetic-field dependence of the formj c(Hz ,T)/ j c(0,T)
5a ln(H* /H). Then the dependence ofj c on the logarithm of
the field becomes less steep and is satisfactorily appr
mated by a dependencej c(Hz ,T);Hz

21/2. A similar behav-
ior is characteristic for thej c(Hz ,T) data obtained by differ-
ent authors.

In the present study, for the sample with the highest cr
cal current@ j c(Hz50, T577 K).106 A/cm2# we have ob-
served experimentally an anomalously sharp transition~a
kink!! in j c(Hz ,T) from the plateau at low fields to the loga
rithmic region. In addition, we have first called attention
the possibility of making the logarithmic approximation~2!
and to the fact that the values ofa obtained by fitting this
approximation to the data of different authors turn out to
practically the same and nearly independent of tempera
~within the measurement error!.

The observed dependencej c(Hz ,T) is explained on the
basis of a model with pinning of an ensemble of Abrikos
vortices on edge dislocations in the grain boundaries, wh
are ‘‘dislocation walls.’’ The vortex lattice turns out to b
mismatched with the spatial distribution of grain boundari
which contain chains of closely spaced dislocations. He
up to a certain value of the field this mismatch is small, a
all the vortices remain pinned. After the applied field
increased above a certain limit, the mismatch grows,
for some of the vortices it is energetically favorable to
located not at the pinning centers—dislocations and gr
boundaries—but inside the grains. As a result, a smaller
rent is needed to produce a Lorentz force on the ensemb
vortices~comprising the distorted vortex lattice! sufficient to
break the vortices away from the pinning centers, i.e.
smaller current become sufficient for the onset of the ‘‘fl
flow’’ regime.

On the assumption of a statistically independent dis
bution of grain boundaries and vortex lattice sites, we ha
obtained a general expression forj c dep(Hz ,T)/ j c dep(0,T).
We have shown that for any distribution function of th
number of grains with respect to their characteristic line
dimensionL, the resulting magnetic-field dependence of t
critical current density can be approximated over a rat
wide interval 0.3, j c(Hz ,T)/ j c dep(0,T),0.9 by a logarith-
mic function. We have shown that the value of the parame
a in such an approximation is rather insensitive to the s
distribution function of the grains, and also to the other p
rameters that take into account the properties of the sam
The parametera varies within narrow limits as a function o
the ratio of the average grain size^L& to the widths of the
distribution function in the region of smallk5^L&/s&1.

At the same time, the value of the characteristic field
the transition from the plateau to the logarithmic depe
dence,Hm5H* e21/a, depends on the value of the avera
grain size^L& itself for any k and also depends onk for
k;1. The sharpness of the transition from the plateau to
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logarithmic part increases with increasingk in the region of
small values ofk and ceases to depend onk for k@1.

As we have already pointed out, it is experimentally e
tablished that for films with a high value ofj c(Hz→0,
T577 K).106 A/cm2 an extremely sharp kink is observe
on j c(Hz) in the transition region from the plateau to th
logarithmic dependence. The sharpness of the transition
not be reconciled with a model in which the critical curre
density in the absence of field is limited by the val
j c dep(0,T), i.e., by depinning of individual vortices unde
the influence of the Lorentz force.

We have shown that in this case the observed dep
dences ofj c(Hz ,T)/ j c(0,T) can be explained on the assum
tion that in the absence of field the critical current density
limited by the transparency of the low-angle grain boun
aries to the supercurrent,j c tr(T). The value of j c tr(T) is
practically independent of the applied field, i.e., in this ca
the situationj c tr(T), j c dep(0,T) is realized, and the shar
kink in j c(Hz ,T)/ j c(0,T) occurs at the fieldHm for which
j c dep(Hm ,T)5 j c tr(T). According to an estimate made, th
value of j c dep(0,T) even in these cases should not be ma
times greater thanj c tr(T). Therefore the magnetic-field de
pendence ofj c dep(H,T), which governsj c(Hz ,T) in fields
H.Hm , corresponds immediately to the logarithmic regi
aboveHm .

For one of the samples~R48! we observed the tempera
ture dependencej c tr(T);t5/4 that had earlier been predicte
theoretically11 for one variant of the relationships among t
parameters governingj c tr(T). Unlike the dependences of th
type t3/2 andt2 ~Ref. 11! or t ~Ref. 13!, this type of depen-
dence had not been reported previously.
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A stationary Josephson effect in point contacts between triplet superconductors is analyzed
theoretically for the most-probable models of the order parameter in UPt3 and Sr2RuO4. The
consequence of misorientation of the crystals in the superconducting banks on this effect
is considered. We show that different models for the order parameter lead to quite different current-
phase relations. For certain angles of misorientation a boundary between superconductors
can generate a spontaneous current parallel to the surface. In a number of cases the state with a
zero Josephson current and minimum of the free energy corresponds to a spontaneous
phase difference. This phase difference depends on the misorientation angle and may possess any
value. We conclude that experimental investigations of the current-phase relations of small
junctions can be used for determination of the order parameter symmetry in the superconductors
mentioned above. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1468521#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Triplet superconductivity, which is an analog of supe
fluidity in 3He, was first discovered in the heavy-fermio
compound UPt3 more than ten years ago.1,2 Recently, a novel
triplet superconductor Sr2RuO4 was found.3,4 In these com-
pounds, the triplet pairing can be reliably determined,
example, by Knight shift experiments,5,6 but the identifica-
tion of the symmetry of the order parameter is a much m
difficult task. A large number of experimental and theoreti
investigations done on UPt3 and Sr2RuO4 are concerned with
different thermodynamic and transport properties, but
precise order-parameter symmetry still remains to be wor
out ~see, for example, Refs. 7, 10–12, and original referen
therein!.

Calculations of the order parameterD̂( k̂) in UPt3 and
Sr2RuO4 as a function of the momentum directionk̂ on the
Fermi surface is a very complex problem. Some general
formation aboutD̂( k̂) can be obtained from the symmetry
the normal state:Gspin-orbit3t3U(1), whereGspin-orbit repre-
sents the point group with inversion,t is the time-inversion
operator, andU(1) is a gauge transformation group. A s
perconducting state breaks one or more symmetries. In
ticular, a transition to the superconducting state implies
appearance of a phase coherence corresponding to bre
of the gauge symmetry. According to the Landau theory13 of
second-order phase transitions, the order parameter tr
forms only according to irreducible representations of
symmetry group of the normal state. Conventional superc
ducting states have the total point symmetry of the cry
1841063-777X/2002/28(3)/6/$22.00
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and belong to the even unitary representationA1g . In uncon-
ventional superconductors this symmetry is broken. The p
ity of a superconductor with inversion symmetry can
specified using the Pauli principle. Because for triplet pair

the spin part ofD̂ is a symmetric second-rank spinor, th
orbital part has to belong to an odd representation. In
general case the triplet pairing is described by an order

rameter of the formD̂( k̂)5 id( k̂)ŝŝ2 , where the vectorŝ
5(ŝ1 ,ŝ2 ,ŝ3), andŝ i are Pauli matrices in the spin space.

vectord( k̂)52d(2 k̂) in spin space is frequently referred t
as an order parameter or a gap vector of the triplet super
ductor. This vector defines the axis along which the Coo
pairs have zero spin projection. Ifd is complex, the spin
components of the order parameter spontaneously b
time-reversal symmetry.

Symmetry considerations reserve for the order param
considerable freedom in the selection of irreducible repres
tation and its basis functions. Therefore in many papers~see,
for example, Refs. 7, 10–12, 14–16! authors consider differ-
ent models~so-called scenarios! of superconductivity in UPt3

and Sr2RuO4, which are based on possible representation
crystallographic point groups. The subsequent compariso
theoretical results with experimental data makes it poss
to draw conclusions about the symmetry of the order para
eter.

In real crystalline superconductors there is no classifi
tion of Cooper pairing by angular momentum~s-wave,
p-wave,d-wave,f-wave pairing, etc.!. However, these terms
are often used for unconventional superconductors in
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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meaning that the point symmetry of the order paramete
the same as that for the corresponding representation o
SO3 symmetry group of an isotropic conductor. In this te
minology conventional superconductors can be referred t
s-wave. For example, ‘‘p-wave’’ pairing corresponds to th
odd two-dimensional representationE1u of the point group
D6h or the Eu representation of the point groupD4h . The
order parameter for these representations has the same
metry as for the superconducting state with angular mom
tum l 51 of Cooper pairs in an isotropic conductor. If th

symmetry ofD̂ cannot be formally related to any irreducib
representation of the SO3 group, these states are usually r
ferred to as hybrid states.

Apparently, in crystalline triplet superconductors the

der parameter has a more complex dependence onk̂ in com-
parison with the well-knownp-wave order parameter for su
perfluid phases of3He. The heavy-fermion superconduct
UPt3 belongs to the hexagonal crystallographic point gro
(D6h), and it is most likely that the pairing state belongs
the E2u ~‘‘ f-wave’’ state! representation. The layered pero
skite material Sr2RuO4 belongs to the tetragonal crystallo
graphic point group (D4h). Initially the simplest ‘‘p-wave’’
model based on theEu representation was proposed for t
superconducting state in this compound.8,9 However, this
model was inconsistent with available experimental data,
later10,11 other ‘‘f-wave’’ models of the pairing state wer
proposed.

Theoretical studies of the specific heat, thermal cond
tivity, and ultrasound absorption for different models of tri
let superconductivity show considerable quantitative diff
ences between calculated dependences.7,10,11,16 The

Josephson effect is much more sensitive to dependenceD̂
on the momentum direction on the Fermi surface. One of
possibilities for forming a Josephson junction is to creat
point contact between two massive superconductors. A
croscopic theory of the stationary Josephson effect in ba
tic point contacts between conventional superconductors
developed in Ref. 17. Later this theory was generalized fo
pinhole model in3He ~Refs. 18 and 19! and for point con-
tacts between ‘‘d-wave’’ high-Tc superconductors.20,21 It was
shown that current-phase relations for the Josephson cu
in such systems are quite different from those of conv
tional superconductors, and states with a spontaneous p
difference become possible. Theoretical and experimenta
vestigations of this effect in novel triplet superconducto
seem to be interesting and enable one to distinguish am
different candidates for the superconducting state.

In Ref. 22 the authors study the interfacial Andre
bound states and their influence on the Josephson cu
between clean ‘‘f-wave’’ super-conductors both sel
consistently~numerically! and non-self-consistently~analyti-
cally!. The temperature dependence of the critical curren
presented. However, in that paper there is no detailed an
sis of the current-phase relations for different orientations
the crystals in the superconducting banks.

In this paper we theoretically investigate the station
Josephson effect in a small ballistic junction between t
bulk triplet superconductors with different orientations of t
crystallographic axes with respect to the junction normal
Sec. 2 we describe our model of the junction and present
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full set of equations. In Sec. 3 the current density in t
junction plane is calculated analytically for a non-se
consistent model of the order parameter. In Sec. 4
current-phase relations for the most-likely models of ‘f-
wave’’ superconductivity in UPt3 and Sr2RuO4 are analyzed
for different mutual orientations of the banks. We end in S
5 with some conclusions.

2. MODEL OF THE CONTACT AND FORMULATION OF THE
PROBLEM

We consider a model of a ballistic point contact as
orifice of diameterd in a partition impenetrable to electron
between two superconducting half spaces~Fig. 1!. We as-
sume that the contact diameterd is much larger than the
Fermi wavelength and use the quasiclassical approach
order to calculate the stationary Josephson current in p
contact we use ‘‘transport-like’’ equations forj-integrated
Green functionsǧ( k̂,r ,«m) ~Ref. 23!

@ i«mť32Ď,ǧ#1 ivFk̂¹ǧ50, ~1!

and the normalization condition

ǧǧ521. ~2!

Here «m5pT(2m11) are discrete Matsubara energies,vF

is the Fermi velocity,k̂ is a unit vector along the electro
velocity, andť35 t̂3^ Î ; t̂ i ~i 51, 2, 3! are Pauli matrices in
a particle-hole space.

The Matsubara propagatorǧ can be written in the
form:24

ǧ5S g11g1ŝ ~g21g2ŝ2!i ŝ2

i ŝ2~g31g3ŝ ! g42ŝ2g4ŝŝ2
D ; ~3!

as can be done for an arbitrary Nambu matrix. Matrix stru
ture of the off-diagonal self-energyĎ in Nambu space is

Ď5S 0 idŝŝ2

i ŝ2d* ŝ 0 D . ~4!

Below we consider so-called unitary states, for whichd
3d* 50.

The gap vectord has to be determined from the sel
consistency equation:

FIG. 1. Scheme of a contact in the form of an orifice between two su
conducting banks, which are misorientated by an anglea.
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d~ k̂,r !5pTN~0!(
m

^V~ k̂,k̂8!g2~ k̂8,r ,«m!&, ~5!

whereV( k̂,k̂8) is a pairing interaction potential;^...& stands
for averaging over directions of an electron momentum
the Fermi surface;N(0) is the electron density of states.

Solutions of Eqs.~1!, ~5! must satisfy the conditions fo
the Green functions and vectord in the banks of supercon
ductors far from the orifice:

ǧ~7`!5
i«mť32Ď1,2

A«m
2 1ud1,2u2

; ~6!

d~7`!5d1,2~ k̂!expS 7
if

2 D , ~7!

wheref is the external phase difference. Equations~1! and
~5! have to be supplemented by the boundary continuity c
ditions at the contact plane and conditions of reflection at
interface between superconductors. Below we assume
this interface is smooth and that electron scattering is ne
gible.

3. CALCULATION OF THE CURRENT DENSITY

The solution of Eqs.~1! and ~5! allows us to calculate
the current density:

j ~r !52peTvFN~0!(
m

^ k̂g1~ k̂,r ,«m!&. ~8!

We consider the simple model of a constant order par
eter up to the surface. The pair breaking and the scatterin
the partition and in the junction are ignored. This model c
be rigorously found for calculations of the current density~8!
in ballistic point contacts between conventional superc
ductors in the zero approximation in the small parame
d/j0 ~j0 is the coherence length!.17 In anisotropically paired
superconductors the order parameter changes at distanc
the order ofj0 even near a specular surface.25,26 Thus for
calculations of the current~8! in the leading approximation
in the parameterd/j0 it is necessary to solve Eq.~5! near the
surface of a semi-infinite superconductor. It can be done o
numerically and will be the subject of our future investig
tions. Below we assume that the order parameter does
depend on coordinates and in each half space is equal t
value ~7! far from the point contact. For this non-sel
consistent model the current-phase relation of a Josep
junction can be calculated analytically. This makes it p
sible to analyze the main features of the current-phase r
tions for different scenarios of ‘‘f-wave’’ superconductivity.
We believe that under this strong assumption our results
scribe the real situation qualitatively, as has been justified
point contacts between ‘‘d-wave’’ superconductors20 and pin-
holes in3He.27 It was also shown in Ref. 22 that for a conta
between ‘‘f-wave’’ superconductors there is also good qua
tative agreement between the self-consistent and non-
consistent solutions~although, of course, quantitative dis
tinctions are present!.
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In a ballistic case the system of 16 equations for fun
tions gi andgi can be decomposed into independent bloc
of equations. The set of equations which enables us to
the Green functiong1 is

ivFk̂¹g11~g3d2g2d* !50; ~9!

ivFk̂¹g212i ~d3g31d* 3g2!50; ~10!

ivFk̂¹g322i«mg322g1d* 2 id* 3g250; ~11!

ivFk̂¹g212i«mg212g1d2 id3g250; ~12!

whereg25g12g4 . Equations~9!–~12! can be solved by in-
tegrating over ballistic trajectories of electrons in the rig
and left half spaces. The general solution satisfying
boundary conditions~6! at infinity is

g1
~n!5

i«m

Vn
1 iCn exp~22sVnt !; ~13!

g2
~n!5Cn exp~22sVnt !; ~14!

g2
~n!52

2Cndn2dn3Cn

22shVn12«m
exp~22sVnt !2

dn

Vn
; ~15!

g3
~n!52

2Cndn* 1dn* 3Cn

2shVn12«m
exp~22sVnt !2

dn*

Vn
; ~16!

where t is the time of flight along the trajectory, sgn(t)
5sgn(z)5s; h5sgn(vz); Vn5A«m

2 1udnu2. By matching the
solutions~13!–~16! at the orifice plane (t50), we find the
constantsCn andCn . Index n numbers the left (n51) and
right (n52) half spaces. The functiong1(0)5g1

(1)(20)
5g1

(2)(10), which determines the current density in th
contact, is

g1~0!5
i«m~V11V2!cosz1h~«m

2 1V1V2!sinz

DW 1DW 21~«m
2 1V1V2!cosz2 i«mh~V11V2!sinz

.

~17!

In formula ~17! we have taken into account that for unita
states the vectorsd1,2 can be written as

dn5DW n expicn , ~18!

whereDW 1,2 are real vectors.
Knowing the functiong1(0), one cancalculate the cur-

rent density at the orifice planej (0):

j ~0!54peN~0!vFT (
m50

` E dk̂k̂ Reg1~0!, ~19!

where

Reg1~0!

5
@D1

2D2
2 cosz1~«m

2 1V1V2!DW 1DW 2#sinz

@DW 1DW 21~«m
2 1V1V2!cosz#21«m

2 ~V11V2!2 sin2 z

~20!

or, alternatively,
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Reg1~0!5
D1D2

2 (
6

sin~z6u!

«m
2 1V1V21D1D2 cos~z6u!

,

~21!

whereu is defined byDW 1( k̂)DW 2( k̂)5D1( k̂)D2( k̂)cosu, and
z( k̂)5c2( k̂)2c1( k̂)1f.

Misorientation of the crystals would generally result
the appearance of current along the interface,20,22 as can be
calculated by projecting the vectorj on the corresponding
direction.

We consider a rotationR only in the right-hand super
conductor~see Fig. 1!, ~i.e., d2( k̂)5Rd1(R21k̂)!. Thec axis
in the left half space is chosen along the partition betw
superconductors~along thez axis in Fig. 1!. To illustrate
results obtained by computing Eq.~19!, we plot the current-
phase relation for different below-mentioned scenarios off-
wave’’ superconductivity for two different geometries corr
sponding to different orientations of the crystals to the rig
and to the left at the interface~see Fig. 1!:

~i! The basalab plane to the right is rotated about thec
axis by an anglea; ĉ1i ĉ2 .

~ii ! The c axis to the right is rotated about the conta
axis ~y axis in Fig. 1! by an anglea; b̂1i b̂2 .

Further calculations require a certain model of the vec
order parameterd.

4. CURRENT-PHASE RELATION FOR DIFFERENT
SCENARIOS OF ‘‘ F-WAVE’’ SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

The model which has been successful to explain prop
ties of the superconducting phases in UPt3 is based on the
odd-parityE2u representation of the hexagonal point gro
D6h for strong spin-orbital coupling with vectord locked
along the c axis of the lattice:10 d5D0ẑ@h1Y11h2Y2#,
whereY15kz(kx

22ky
2) andY252kxkykz are the basis func

tion of the representation.1! The coordinate axesx, y, z here
and below are chosen along the crystallographic axesâ, b̂, ĉ
as at the left in Fig. 1. This model describes the hexago
analog of spin-triplet ‘‘f-wave’’ pairing. For the high-
temperatureA-phase (h250) the order parameter has a
equatorial line node and two longitudinal line nodes. In t
low-temperatureB phase (h25 i ) or the axial state

d5D0ẑkz~kx1 iky!2 ~22!

the longitudinal line nodes are closed and there is a pai
point nodes. TheB phase~22! breaks the time-reversal sym
metry. The functionD05D0(T) in Eq. ~22! and below de-
scribes the dependence of the order parameterd on tempera-
ture T ~in carrying out numerical calculations we assum
T50!.

Other candidates for describing the orbital states, wh
imply that the effective spin-orbital coupling in UPt3 is
weak, are the unitary planar state

d5D0kz@ x̂~kx
22ky

2!1 ŷ2kxky# ~23!

@or d5D0(Y1 ,Y2,0)# and the non-unitary bipolar stated
5D0(Y1 ,iY2,0).7 In Fig. 2 we plot the Josephson curren
phase relationj J(f)5 j y(y50) calculated from Eq.~19! for
both the axial@with the order parameter given by Eq.~22!#
and the planar@Eq. ~23!# states for a particular value ofa
n

t

t

r

r-

al

e

of

h

under the rotation of the basalab plane to the right@the
geometry~i!#. For simplicity we use a spherical model of th
Fermi surface. For the axial state the current-phase relatio
just a slanted sinusoid and for the planar state it shows ap
state.’’ The appearance of thep state at low temperatures i
due to the fact that different quasiparticle trajectories cont
ute to the current with different effective phase differenc
z( k̂) @see Eqs.~19! and~21!#.19 Such a different behavior ca
be a criterion for distinguishing between the axial and
planar states, taking advantage of the phase-sensitive Jos
son effect. Note that for the axial model the Josephson
rent formally does not equal zero atf50. This state is un-
stable~does not correspond to a minimum of the Joseph
energy!, and a state with a spontaneous phase differe
~value f0 in Fig. 2!, which depends on the misorientatio
anglea, is realized.

The remarkable influence of the misorientation anglea
on the current-phase relation is shown in Fig. 3 for the ax
state in the geometry~ii !. For some values ofa ~in Fig. 3 it
is a5p/3! there are more than one state, which correspo
to minima of the Josephson energy~j J50 andd jJ /df.0!.

The calculatedx andz components~which are parallel to
the surface! of the currentj s(f) are shown in Fig. 4 for the
same axial state in the geometry~ii !. Note that the current
tangential to the surface as a function off is not zero when
the Josephson current~Fig. 3! is zero. This spontaneous tan
gential current~see also Ref. 22! is due to a specific ‘‘prox-
imity effect’’ similar to the spontaneous current in contac
between ‘‘d-wave’’ superconductors.20,28 The total current is

FIG. 2. Josephson current densities versus phasef for axial ~22! and planar
~23! states in the geometry~i!; misorientation anglea5p/4; the current is
given in units ofj 05(p/2)eN(0)vFD0(0).

FIG. 3. Josephson current versus phasef for the axial ~22! state in the
geometry~ii ! for different a.
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determined by the Green function, which depends on
order parameters in both superconductors. As a result of
for nonzero misorientation angles a current parallel to
surface can be generated. In the geometry~i! the tangential
current for both the axial and planar states atT50 is absent.

The first candidate for the superconducting state
Sr2RuO4 was the ‘‘p-wave’’ model8

d5D0ẑ~ k̂x1 i k̂y!. ~24!

Recently11,12 it was shown that the pairing state in Sr2RuO4

most likely has lines of nodes. It was suggested that this
occur if the spin-triplet state belongs to a nontrivial realiz
tion of the Eu representation of the groupD4h , with either
B2g^ Eu ~Ref. 12! or B1g^ Eu ~Ref. 11! symmetry:

d5D0ẑk̂xk̂y~ k̂x1 i k̂y!, for B2g^ Eu symmetry; ~25!

d5D0ẑ~ k̂x
22 k̂y

2!~ k̂x1 i k̂y!, for B1g^ Eu symmetry.
~26!

Note that models~24!–~26! of the order parameter spontan
ously break time-reversal symmetry.

Taking into account a quasi-two-dimensional electr
energy spectrum in Sr2RuO4, we calculate the current~19!
numerically using the model of a cylindrical Fermi surfac
The Josephson current for the hybrid ‘‘f-wave’’ model of the
order parameter Eq.~26! is compared to the ‘‘p-wave’’ model
~Eq. ~24!! in Fig. 5 ~for a5p/4!. Note that the critical cur-
rent for the ‘‘f-wave’’ model is several times smaller~for the
same value ofD0! than for the ‘‘p-wave’’ model. This differ-
ent character of the current-phase relations enables us to
tinguish between the two states.

In Figs. 6 and 7 we present the Josephson current and
tangential current for the hybrid ‘‘f-wave’’ model for differ-

FIG. 4. Thex ~a! and z ~b! components of the tangential current vers
phasef for the axial state~22! in the geometry~ii ! for different a.
e
is,
e
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ent misorientation anglesa ~for the ‘‘p-wave’’ model it
equals zero!. Just as in Fig. 2 for the ‘‘f-wave’’ order param-
eter ~22!, in Fig. 6 for the hybrid ‘‘f-wave’’ model ~25! the
steady state of the junction with zero Josephson current
responds to a nonzero spontaneous phase difference i
misorientation angleaÞ0.

CONCLUSION

We have considered the stationary Josephson effec
point contacts between triplet superconductors. Our anal
is based on models with ‘‘f-wave’’ symmetry of the order
parameter belonging to the two-dimensional representat
of the crystallographic symmetry groups. It is shown that
current-phase relations are quite different for different mo
els of the order parameter. Because the order param
phase depends on the momentum direction on the Fermi
face, misorientation of the superconductors leads to a sp
taneous phase difference that corresponds to zero Josep
current and to the minimum of the weak-link energy. Th
phase difference depends on the misorientation angle and
possess any values. We have found that in contrast to
‘‘ p-wave’’ model, in the ‘‘f-wave’’ models the spontaneou
current may be generated in a direction which is tangentia
the orifice plane. Generally speaking this current is not eq
to zero in the absence of the Josephson current. We dem
strate that the study of the current-phase relation of a sm
Josephson junction for different crystallographic orientatio
of the banks enables one to assess the applicability of di
ent models to the triplet superconductors UPt3 and Sr2RuO4.

FIG. 5. Josephson current versus phasef for hybrid ‘‘ f-wave’’ and ‘‘p-
wave’’ states in the geometry~i!; a5p/4.

FIG. 6. Josephson current versus phasef for the hybrid ‘‘f-wave’’ state in
the geometry~i! for different a.
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It is clear that such experiments require very clean
perconductors and perfect structures of the junction beca
of pair-breaking effects of nonmagnetic impurities and d
fects in triplet superconductors. The influence of single i
purities and interfacial roughness in the plane of the cont
which may essentially decrease the critical current of
junction, will be analyzed in our next paper.
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MgB2: Synthesis, sound velocity, and dynamics of the vortex phase
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The sound velocity is measured in polycrystalline MgB2 synthesized from the constituent
elements, and the bulk modulus in compression and the Debye temperature are calculated. The
conversion of an elastic wave into electromagnetic radiation is investigated in the mixed
state. The dynamic parameters of the vortex lattice are estimated. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1468522#
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SYNTHESIS AND REAL STRUCTURE

Magnesium diboride powder was obtained by synthe
from the elements Mg~98% pure! and B~99.5% pure! in an
argon medium. The powder was sintered in a high-press
chamber of the anvil-cell type with a lenticular cell. Th
necessary compression was provided by a hydraulic p
with a 6300 kN force. The powder was heated to the requ
temperature, not by the conventional indirect heating,1 but by
passing a current through the cylindrical samples to be
tered, which gave a more uniform temperature distribut
over the volume of the sample. The preliminary compact
of the powder was done by a cold two-sided pressing
pressures of up to 1.3 GPa. The pressed sample was p
in a capsule of graphitic boron nitride, which was mounted
the working channel of the high-pressure chamber. A
completion of the sintering cycle the material was coo
under pressure, and then the pressure was reduced to a
spheric. The rate of buildup and relief of the pressure was
GPa/s. During the heating and cooling stages the tempera
was changed at a rate of 100 deg/s. The chosen constru
of the cell of the high-pressure chamber provided for hyd
static compression of the material to be sintered to press
of up to 4.5 GPa and heating to temperatures of up to 200
with holds of up to 300 s.

According to the data of an x-ray analysis the samp
contained magnesium diboride MgB2 and an insignificant
amount of manganese oxide MgO.

Microstructural and fractographic studies of the samp
were carried out on a Camebax CX-50 setup. The x-ray
crospectral analysis established the presence of the ch
teristic lines of magnesium, boron, and oxygen.

A study of the real structure of the samples was done
the thin-foil and diffraction microanalysis methods with th
use of a PE´M-U transmission electron microscope.

The results of the study showed that the samples
characterized by appreciable scatter in the grain sizes: in
dition to very fine particles (d'0.1mm! there are also rathe
1901063-777X/2002/28(3)/4/$22.00
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large ones~up to 30mm!, in agreement with the results o
Ref. 2.

Some of the large grains are highly fragmented, app
ently as a result of the deformation during the preparation
the sample. It was noticed that those grains had a high d
sity of defects, contained fine microcracks and pores,
had large dislocation pileups~Fig. 1!. The data of electron
microanalysis also attest to strong fragmentation: most of
reflections were smeared into arcs.

FIG. 1. Typical picture of the real structure of the MgB2 sample, demon-
strating the substantial inhomogeneity of the structure and the presen
appreciable scatter in the size of the grains.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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In addition to the fragmented grains, there were a
rather large (d.5 mm! low-defect grains having a cubi
configuration, which is characteristic of the compound Mg
which crystallizes in a cubic structure.

In certain parts of the structure, in particular, near po
and along the boundaries of individual, clearly facet
grains, the presence of interlayers of an amorphous ph
similar to that observed in Ref. 3, was noted.

SOUND VELOCITY

As far as we know, no experimental results from me
surements of the sound velocity in MgB2 have been pub-
lished yet. In imperfect samples the most reliable data on
sound velocity can be obtained only by analysis of the fi
signal, which has passed through the sample along the s
est path. Interconversion of different modes at inhomoge
ities ~including at grain boundaries! makes the more distan
reflections less suitable for measurements, as does to u
some version of a resonance method.

The method used in this paper was modified somew
from that described in Ref. 4. In essence it consists in
measurement, in a fixed frequency interval, of the pha
frequency characteristics of two acoustic lines, consisting
delay lines with a sample between them and delay lines w
out a sample. The difference of the phase–frequency cu
in the absence of interference distortions in the sample
straight line with a slope determined by the sound veloc
that is sought. For millimeter sample lengths the error
measurement of the absolute value of the frequency at
quencies of;55 MHz lies in the range 0.2–0.3% at a signa
to-noise ratio of;3.

The velocity values measured atT577 K ~acoustic path
length ;4 mm!, viz., Vt54.833105 cm/s and Vl58.2
3105 cm/s are only effective values, since defects~pores,
microcracks! decrease the sound propagation velocity.5 The
MgB2 sample under study had a well-defined geome
shape, making it possible to estimate its porosity (;0.13)
rather accurately by a simple weighing. Using the appro
proposed in Ref. 5, we obtained the corrected values of
velocities:Vt55.123105 cm/s andVl58.763105 cm/s. Fi-
nally, the limitations imposed in the porous-medium mod
make this procedure much more uncertain than the erro
measurement of the effective values of the velocity. The v
ues obtained are considerably lower than the calcula
values,6 although it may be that the correction introduced
not complete, since it does not make allowance for the p
ence of microcracks. Starting from the corrected values
the velocities and the x-ray density, we calculated the b
modulus (B05110 GPa! and Debye temperature (QD5787
K!. The latter value is close to that corresponding to
quantities obtained from heat-capacity measurementsQD

5746–800 K; see the literature cited in Ref. 6!.

DYNAMICS OF THE VORTEX PHASE

The critical temperature (Tc537 K! and transition width
(dTc'2 K! are determined from the measurements of
high-frequency magnetic susceptibility.

To estimate the dynamical parameters of the vortex
tice we have for the first time used the method proposed
o
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Ref. 7, wherein they are extracted from data on the conv
sion of transverse sound into an electromagnetic field. T
sound wave vectorq was oriented parallel to the extern
magnetic fieldH and orthogonal to the MgB2–free-space
interface. The electromagnetic radiation was registered b
coil oriented with the plane of its windings also parallel
H. The amplitude and phase of the Hall component of
electromagnetic field were measured~the electric field vector
EH was orthogonal to the displacement vectoru in the sound
wave!. Such experiments had been done before~but only the
amplitudeEH had been recorded! on either low-temperature8

or high-temperature9 superconductors, and a simplified the
retical approach to their description is proposed forth in R
10. However, the relations obtained in Ref. 10 do not adm
correct passage to the limit of the normal state, as will
necessary in order to obtain quantitative information~see
below!.

A more detailed analysis in the framework of the co
tinuum approximation and the two-fluid model7 leads to the
relation

EH5
1

c
Bu̇S kL

21kns
2

q21kL
21kns

2 D
3S a*

a* 1q2~B2/4p!~kL
2/q21kL

21kns
2 D . ~1!

Here B is the induction in the sample, which is practical
equal to the external fieldH except in a narrow field region
aroundHc1 . The wave numbers appearing in~1! have the
following model dependences on temperature and field:

kL
25l22~12t4!~12b!,

kns
2 52id22@12~12t4!~12b!#,

where l is the low-temperature penetration depth in t
Meissner phase,d is the skin penetration depth (d22

52pvsn /c2; sn is the conductivity of the normal metal!,
t5T/Tc , andb5B/Bc2 (Tc and Bc2 are the critical values
of the temperature and magnetic field!.

The complex quantitya* 5 ivh1aL ~h is the coeffi-
cient of friction andaL is the Labusch ‘‘spring’’ parameter!
describes the dynamics of the vortex lattice, which vibra
during the propagation of an elastic wave. Bardeen a
Stephen11 gave a simple estimate forh: h5BBc2sn /c2. It
may be noted thataL→0 for b→1.

For b51 we havekL50 andkns
2 52id22, and Eq.~1!

reduces to the known expression for a normal metal in
local limit.12 In the normal state the phase ofEH leadsu̇ by
w05arctan(q2d2/2), and uEHc/u̇u varies linearly with H,
with a slope (11tan2 w0)20.5. According to published data,13

for MgB2 the penetration depthl lies in the range 800–2000
Å. At the frequencies used hereq;d21;103, and therefore
for (12b).1022 and at practically any temperature w
have kL@q,uknsu, and relation~1! reduces to the simple
form

EH5
1

c
Bu̇S a*

a* 1q2~B2/4p!
D , ~2!
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which is suitable all the way down to the Meissner state.
emphasize that the factor multiplyingq2 in Eq. ~2!, unlike
the situation in Eq.~1!, is not identical to the bending modu
lus C44 of the vortex lattice, since the latter should soften
Hc2 is approached.14 For (12b)!1 (vh'2Bc2

2 /4pd2, aL

'0, kns
2 '2id22) both Eqs.~2! and ~1! reduce to the corre

sponding relation for the normal metal at any value ofkL
2 .

This means that even in an ideally homogeneous sample
electric fieldEH changes continuously~without a jump! at
the transition ofH throughHc2 . As H is decreased further
the evolution ofEH depends on the relationship betwe
vh, aL , and the elastic modulusC445B2/4p of the vortex
lattice. Obviously, sooner or later the situationua* u@C44

will arise, and in that case the phase ofEH will coincide with
the phase ofu̇, anduEHc/u̇u will also vary linearly with the
field, but now with a unit slope. Thus in the casel22

@q2,d22 relation ~2! describes the behavior ofEH in the
entire field interval fromHc2 to Hc1 .

The measuredEH curves are presented in Fig. 2. In vie
of the limited range of magnetic fields accessible in our m
surements, informative experiments could be done only
rather high temperatures. We see that the phase of the s
at the transition ofH throughHc2 changes by approximatel
w0'50° @Fig. 2a#. The ratio of the slopes (;1.6) in the
regions of linear variation ofuEHu is in good agreement with

FIG. 2. Field dependence of the phase~a! and amplitude~b! of the Hall
component of the radiated electromagnetic field at different temperatur
e

s

he

-
at
nalthe value that follows from our analysis:A11tan2 w0 @Fig.
2b#. Knowing w0 , we can estimate the depth of the sk
layer in the normal phase at the frequencies used hered
'2.331023 cm! and the resistivity atT>Tc (rn512.5
mV•cm).

Relation~2! can easily be inverted to extract the real a
imaginary parts ofa* from experimental data without an
additional assumptions. Of course, this can be done in
case when one is able to track the variation of both
modulus and phase ofEH in the accessible magnetic fiel
region. It is also obvious that this procedure is doable only
that field region where the amplitude and phase ofEH devi-
ate noticeably from their limiting values. The result of such
construction is shown in Fig. 3.

As expected,h varies practically linearly with applied
field. For a knownsn , the slope of this relation is deter
mined, in accordance with Ref. 11, by the value ofHc2 .
Extrapolation of the data in Fig. 3 by a straight line pass
through the origin gaveHc2'3.2 T, practically equal to the
field that determines the beginning of the change in the ph
of EH at T528 K @Fig. 2a#. This means that in the MgB2
sample under study,Hc2 is limited by the condition of over-
lap of the cores of the vortices and not by the Clogs
paramagnetic limit.12

It is seen from the results presented in Fig. 2 that
main change in the phase ofEH is practically finished by the
start of the deviation ofuEHu from the linear dependenc
characterizing the normal phase. This means that in this s
the inequalityvh,aL<q2C44 holds, andaL can be esti-
mated either by inverting relation~2! with a* 'aL or simply
from the relationaL'q2Hm

2 /4p, whereHm is the character-
istic field at which the transition ofuEHu from one linear
trend to another occurs. In particular, forT520 K an esti-
mate of the Labusch parameter givesaL;431013dyn/cm4.
Using the order-of-magnitude relationaL'BIc /cr, whereI c

is the critical current andr is the characteristic spatial sca
of the pinning potential, which forH@Hc1 is close to the
period of the vortex structure, we obtainI c'33104 A/cm2

(T520 K, H'3 T!.
This study was supported by the Government Foun.

FIG. 3. Reconstruction of the coefficient of frictionvh and Labusch pa-
rameteraL .
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LOW-TEMPERATURE MAGNETISM

Features of the magnetic behavior of Mn 2ÀxCrxSb alloys in the low-temperature state

V. I. Val’kov, V. I. Kamenev,* S. A. Buzhinsky, and N. A. Romanova

A. A. Galkin Donetsk Physicotechnical Institute, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
ul. R. Lyuksemburg 72, 83114 Donetsk, Ukraine
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The spontaneous and magnetic-field-induced first-order magnetic phase transitions in single-
crystal samples of the alloy system Mn22xCrxSb ~symmetry space groupP4/nmm! are investigated
in samples withx50.06 andx50.12. It is found that the spontaneous first-order transitions
from the high-temperature to the low-temperature phase are not accompanied by complete
vanishing of the magnetization. At the induced transitions the magnetization before and
after the transition is an increasing linear function of field. It is concluded on the basis of the
results that the ground state in these alloys cannot be one of collinear antiferromagnetism,
as had been thought previously. Other possibilities for interpreting the ground state and the
mechanisms of order–disorder transitions inherent to magnets with itinerant carriers of
magnetism are examined. It is conjectured that the local magnetic moment has a ferromagnetic
and a periodic component which are formed by itinerantd electrons and coexist in low-
and high-temperature phases. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1468523#
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INTRODUCTION

Intermetallic alloys of the system Mn22xCrxSb with the
tetragonal crystal latticeC38 ~symmetry space group
P4/nmm! are known for their unique magnetic behavio
Ferrimagnetic~FiM! in the high-temperature state, they lo
a large fraction of their magnetization on cooling. As t
chromium concentration is increased~to x50.035! the mag-
netization initially decreases as a result of two succes
first-order phase transitions~through an intermediate phas!
followed by yet another first-order transition.1–8 In spite of
the large number of experimental and theoretical papers
voted to the study of this phenomenon, no consensus
been reached as to its nature. The most important disag
ment, in our view, is in the interpretation of the magne
structure of the low-temperature~LT! state of the alloys. In
particular, according to Ref. 1, at the transition to the
state of the alloy withx50.03 its magnetization decreas
from 40 to 4 G•cm3/g. At the same time, neutron-diffractio
studies2 reveal the presence of collinear antiferromagne
~AF! ordering of the magnetic moments in the LT sta
which presupposes zero magnetization. It is clear that res
ing this contradiction is an important problem not only f
establishing the true magnetic structure of alloys of the p
ticular system Mn22xCrxSb but may also lead to fundame
tally new approaches to the interpretation of neutro
diffraction results and to the establishment of ne
mechanisms of formation of the macroscopic magnetic pr
erties of matter.

This paper is devoted to refining the magnetic struct
of the LT state of the system Mn22xCrxSb by an experimen
tal study of the response of this system to a magnetic fi
We analyze the possible reasons for the aforementioned
tradiction and propose a way of resolving it based on tak
1941063-777X/2002/28(3)/5/$22.00
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into account the peculiarities of the formation of the ma
netically ordered state in a substance in the presence of
erant carriers of magnetism.

SAMPLES AND METHODS OF STUDY

These studies were done on the same single-cry
samples of Mn22xCrxSb withx50.06 andx50.12 as in Ref.
9. The magnetic properties were studied in static~up to 12
kOe, inclusive! and pulsed~up to 200 kOe! magnetic fields.
In static fields the balance and vibrational methods were u
to determine the temperature dependence and fields de
dence of the magnetization. In pulsed magnetic field the
thermal curves of the magnetization versus field were stud
by an induction method of measurement. The changes of
parameters of the crystal lattice and phase state of
samples at the phase transition were determined by the x
diffraction method on a DRON-3.0 diffractometer in NiKa

radiation from the shift and change in intensity of the refle
tions from the ~400! and ~007! planes ~diffraction angles
2u;108° and 124°!. For this the single-crystal samples o
the respective alloys were preliminarily adjusted a
mounted in the reflecting position in a low-temperature
tachment to the diffractometer, where they were cooled b
flow of gaseous nitrogen. The temperature of the samp
during the recording of the reflections was stabilized
within 0.2 K. The error in the determination of the lattic
parameters was not more than 1023 Å. The error in the de-
termination of the phase composition of the samples was

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the m
netizations of Mn22xCrxSb samples withx50.06 and 0.12
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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in a static magnetic fieldH511 kOe directed along the te
tragonal axisc of the crystals. As we see from Fig. 1, th
temperature behavior of the samples of both composition
qualitatively similar and is in good agreement with the
sults of Ref. 1. As the temperature is lowered, a hig
temperature~HT! magnetically ordered~according to Ref. 2,
ferrimagnetic! state arises, starting atTc;530 K. When a
certain critical temperatureTs is reached, equal to 305 K fo
x50.12 and to 220 K forx50.06, the magnetization de
creases in a jump, attesting to the transition of the sample
the LT state~antiferromagnetic in the opinion of the autho
of Ref. 1!. This transition exhibits temperature hysteresis
K for x50.12 and 12 K forx50.06, indicating that this can
be characterized as a pronounced first-order phase trans
The temperature interval in which the transition from the H
to the LT state occurs is around 8 K. It should be noted t
the values of the specific magnetization of the samples in
LT state are lower than in the HT state but are still nonze
and at low temperatures these values are the same fo
samples of both compositions.

The response of the samples of both compositions to
external magnetic field is also qualitatively similar. The fe
tures of this response in the different magnetically orde
states can be seen from the results obtained for the sa
with x50.12, for example. These results are presented
Fig. 2, which shows the magnetization curvess(H) of the
crystal in static~Fig. 2a! and pulsed~Fig. 2b and 2c! mag-
netic fields oriented parallel and perpendicular to the tetr
onal axis for different temperatures corresponding to diff
ent magnetically ordered states of the sample. It follo
from an analysis and comparison of the curves in Fig. 2 th

In the HT state thec axis is the easy axis, as is clear
illustrated by curves1 and2 in Fig. 2a.

2. In the LT state there is practically no axial anisotro
of the magnetization~the s(H) curves forHic and H'c
coincide; see curve3 in Fig. 2a!.

3. In the HT state for sufficiently high fields the magn
tization increases linearly with increasing field streng
The rate of growth of the magnetization,ds/dH for Hic
and H'c are the same, amounting to 4.531022 G•cm3/
(g•kOe) and are practically independent of temperature~see
curves3 in Fig. 2b and 2c!.

4. The magnetization in the LT state occurs in two sta

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetizations of alloys of the
system Mn22xCrxSb in a magnetic field of 12 kOe parallel to thec axis of
the crystals for samples with different chromium concentrationsx: 0.06~1!,
0.12 ~2!.
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~curves2 in Fig. 2b and 2c!. In low magnetic fields thes(H)
curve has the typical form for a ferro- or ferrimagnet~see
also curve3 in Fig. 2a!. The change in magnetization in hig
magnetic fields has a threshold character. Thes(H) curves
have a region of anomalously sharp growth to a value
ceeding the magnetization in the HT state. The reverse,
creasing path of the magnetization occurs with field hys
esis. Outside of this region the field dependence of
magnetization is linear and close to that in the HT state.

The position of the region of sharp change ins(H) can
be characterized by the field valuesHc1 andHc2 in Fig. 2b,
in which the change reaches one-half of its value during
increase and decrease of the field, respectively. Figur
shows plots ofHc1 and Hc2 versus temperature for th
samples withx50.06 and 0.12.

The behavior of the crystal structure near the tempe
ture of the phase transition between the HT and LT state
illustrated by the x-ray diffraction results shown in Fig. 4 f
the case of the crystal withx50.06, in which the magneto
striction effect is more strongly expressed on account of

FIG. 2. Magnetization curves of the alloy Mn1.88Cr0.12Sb in various fields
for different orientations of the fieldH relative to the tetragonal axisc of the
crystal and different temperatures: a—static field,T5346 K, Hic ~1!, H'c
~2!; Hic, H'c, T5292 K ~3!; b—pulsed field, H'c, T577 K ~1!,
T5312 K ~2!, T5334 K ~3!; c—pulsed field, Hic, T577 K ~1!,
T5312 K ~2!, T5334 K ~3!.
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larger magnetization jump at the phase transition than for
sample withx50.12. As we see from the temperature dep
dence of the parameters of the tetragonal crystal latticea and
c shown in Figs. 4a and b, the transition to the LT state
accompanied by jumplike changes in the lattice paramet
an increase ina by 0.11% and a decrease inc by 0.42%. The
inset in Fig. 4b shows the temperature dependence of
concentrationI LT of the LT phase in the crystal at the fo
ward and reverse phase transitions, constructed on the
of the relative changes with temperature of the intensities
the x-ray peaks from the~007! planes in the LT and HT

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the critical inducing fieldsHc for alloys
of the Mn22xCrxSb system:x50.06 ~1!, x50.12 ~2!.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the crystal lattice parametersa andc for
a sample withx50.12~the inset shows the variation of the concentration
the LT phaseI LT(T) near the phase transition temperature!.
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states. It follows fromI LT(T) that the width of the het-
erophase region at the transition is not more than 10 K
should be noted that the shape and intensity of the pe
from the~007! and~400! planes and also the area under the
peaks remain unchanged at the transition. This once a
attests to the high quality of the samples and provides a b
for asserting that the HT and LT states are crystallograp
cally homogeneous outside of the heterophase region.

DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Taking into account the results obtained above, let
return to the analysis of the possible causes of the existe
of nonzero magnetization in Mn22xCrxSb alloys at low tem-
peratures under the condition that their LT state is antifer
magnetically ordered.

1. It seems natural to assume that the HT phase does
disappear completely at the phase transition, and at low t
peratures both antiferromagnetically and ferrimagnetica
ordered macroscopic regions coexist in the sample. Suc
state might arise on account of a nonuniform distribution
ingredients in the sample or could be the result of of
called ‘‘smeared’’ transitions. Such transitions have been
served in several ferroelectrics.10 Their characteristic signa
ture is the energetically favorable coexistence of alterna
phases in a wide region of temperatures and pressures.

However, in the present case this cause seems unlike
view of the following circumstances. First, no traces of t
HT phase are observed in the x-ray patterns at low temp
tures~see Fig. 4b!, even though the ratio of the magnetiz
tions of the sample in the HT and LT states nearTs ~Fig. 1!
indicates that the fraction of that phase should amoun
;20%. Second, the phase transition occurs in a narro
(;8 K) temperature interval. Given the strong depende
of Ts on x ~see Fig. 1!, these facts attest to the high quali
and uniformity of the samples. Third, the LT state lacks t
anisotropy of the magnetization process that is character
for the HT state~see Fig. 2b and 2c!. Finally, the nonzero
magnetization cannot be a consequence of the coherent
cipitation of the FiM phase Mn1.070Cr0.11Sb, with a Curie
temperature of;360 K, which was observed in Ref. 9. If i
were, the temperature dependence of the magnetizatio
the samples in the LT state in Fig. 1 would have the char
teristic shape of the curves for a precipitated phase,
those shown in Ref. 9. All of this evidence points to the fa
that the spontaneous magnetism in the LT phase is n
simple manifestation of the presence of macroscopic reg
of the FiM phase, and other ideas are needed in orde
understand it. One such idea might be the coexistence
ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism as canted antife
magnetism.

A particular case of such coexistence is realized in
intermediate phaseI F observed in Mn22xCrxSb alloys with
x,0.035.2 Those alloys exhibit two first-order magnet
transformations as the temperature is lowered: FiM–I F and
I F – AF, accompanied by a decrease in volume of the crys
chemical cell and magnetization. Here, as in alloys with
larger chromium concentration, the LT phase, provisiona
designated as AF, also has a finite value of the spontane
magnetization. In Ref. 5 the stability of the magnetic stru
ture of the intermediate phase was analyzed on the bas
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the Heisenberg model, which required imposing specific
strictions that are not obviously satisfiable. This circu
stance is due to the properties of the regular Heisenb
model, in which the canted structure turns out to be energ
cally unfavorable.11

A completely different situation exists in the case of iti
erant carriers of magnetism, which, in our view, play an i
portant role in the formation of the magnetic properties
the alloys in question. Indeed, according to the neutron
fraction data,2 the values of the local magnetic moments
the octahedral and tetrahedral interstices of the lattice in
loys of the system Mn2Sb–Cr2Sb are not proportional to a
integer value of the spin, and the order–disorder transiti
are always accompanied by a change in their moduli. T
may be a consequence of the collectivization of thed elec-
trons. Therefore, in interpreting the magnetic properties
the alloys under study it is reasonable to employ cert
ideas of the spin-fluctuation theory of itinera
magnetism12,13 and to indicate its most characteristic fe
tures. One of these is the possibility of describing cert
electronic states in transition metal alloys which are crea
by mobiled electrons but which admit the existence of ma
netic moments localized at lattice centers. The spatial va
tion of the magnetic moment in a lattice with centers en
merated by the indexj and with radius vectorRj arises as a
consequence of the band motion of the electrons and ca
described with the use of a wave vectorQ: M j5MO

1MQ cos(Q•Rj ). The quantityQ is determined by the to
pology of the Fermi surface. Here, in contrast to the Heis
berg model with localizedd electrons, the uniformMO and
periodic MQ cos(Q•Rj ) components are not mutuall
exclusive.12 The relative orientation of the Fourier comp
nentsMO andMQ determines the type of phase coexisten
A parallel orientation describes ferrimagnetism in an al
with crystallographically equivalent centers of the sa
chemical type~such a case is impossible in the Heisenb
model!. A mutually perpendicular arrangement of these co
ponents corresponds to the canted structure.12–14This means
that regardless of the symmetry of the lattice and the p
ence of anisotropy in the crystal, states in which ferrom
netic, antiferromagnetic, and ferrimagnetic properties coe
are possible. The thermodynamics of such states is desc
by interrelated order parameters, in the capacity of which
use the uniform and periodic Fourier components of
magnetic moment.12,15 Such a thermodynamic approach w
used previously for a model description of the magne
properties of the alloys Fea2xMnxAs (a'1.6).16 Since the
alloys Fea2xMnxAs and the alloys investigated in the prese
study are isostructural~symmetry space groupP4/nmm,
with magnetic atoms located in octahedral and tetrahe
positions of the C38 crystal lattice!, the thermodynamic po
tential constructed in Ref. 16 may be used to describe
magnetic properties of the system Mn22xCrxSb as well. The
standard analysis of such a potential shows that under ce
conditions the temperature dependence and field depend
of the magnetization of the system have the form shown
Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 also shows the possible config

tions of the ferromagnetic vectorM̃ ~heavy arrows! and an-
tiferromagnetic vectorM ~light arrows! in relation to the
crystal cell. The cell is denoted schematically by circle
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They are separated from each other by a distance equal t
lattice constantc along the tetragonal axis. The vectorsM̃
and M are, respectively, the algebraic sums of the unifo
and periodic Fourier components of the magnetic mome
in the octahedral and tetrahedral positions of the lattice
more detailed explanation of Figs. 5 and 6 can be found
Ref. 16. Here we note only that the magnetization of
system is determined by the magnitude of the vectorM̃ . The
temperature dependenceM̃ (T) agrees qualitatively with the
temperature dependence of the magnetizations obtained ex-
perimentally.

In the phase of coexistence of the order parameters
saturation magnetization can have an especially strong
pendence on the external magnetic field, since it can ra

FIG. 5. Possible temperature dependence of the ferromagnetic vectorM̃ and
antiferromagnetic vectorM allowed by the model of coexisting order pa
rameters.

FIG. 6. Dependence of the ferromagnetic and antiferomagnetic vector

the external fieldHiM̃ according to the model of coexisting order param
eters.
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easily increase the uniform and decrease the periodic Fo
components of the magnetic moment while conserving
square modulus. In the presence of only a ferromagnetic
der parameter a change of the saturation magnetization
occur only through a change in the modulus of the magn
moment and would require a large expenditure of energy~of
the order of the energy of the intra-ion exchange interac
of the d electrons!. The monotonic increase of the magne
zation under the influence of the magnetic field, which
observed experimentally at the lowest temperatures, wh
the paraprocess is practically absent, can be regarded a
another piece of evidence for the two-component nature
the magnetic moment in the alloys under study.

Temperature dependence of the order parameter can
to magnetic phase transitions of the order–disorder type,12–16

for which the magnetically ordered state is determined by
local characteristics of the lattice sites and is not due to se
ration of the material into macroscopic phases. The LT–
transitions investigated here, which lead to a decrease o
magnetization, are possibly due to a redistribution of the s
density between these components in favor of the perio
component~Fig. 5!. The anisotropic properties can als
change in this case if the total magnetic moment devia
from the tetragonal axis as a result of the transition. The fi
dependence of the magnetization, represented by curve3 in
Fig. 2a and curves1 in Fig. 2b and 2c, are consistent wit
these conclusions.

The investigated mechanism for the order–disorder tr
sitions is due, first, to the interaction and competition
magnetic modes having wave vectors of different symme
Then the exchange striction, which was given considera
attention in Refs. 4 and 5 as being the main mechanism
the order–disorder transitions in Mn22xCrxSb alloys, may be
a consequence and not a cause of the observed transitio

CONCLUSION

As a result of magnetic and x-ray studies of sing
crystal samples of the alloy system Mn22xCrxSb we have
obtained the following results:

a! We have established the existence of a spontane
magnetization in the LT phase, where the neutron diffract
data suggests an AF ordering of the magnetic moments.

b! We have observed first-order phase transitions
duced by high magnetic fields from the LT to the HT sta
ier
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and a strong linear dependence of the saturation magne
tion on the field in those phases.

c! We have shown that the features of the magnetic
havior of these compounds is not a consequence of inho
geneity of the samples or the presence of remnants of the
phase in the LT phase.

On the basis of an analysis of the results obtained,
have proposed a new point of view as to the classification
the magnetically ordered phases in Mn22xCrxSb alloys and
the mechanisms of the phase transitions between th
phases. We have conjectured that ferromagnetic and an
romagnetic components of the magnetic moment can coe
in the LT and HT states. A direct check of this conjectu
might be made by a neutron diffraction study of these ma
rials, the analysis of which should be done with allowan
for the peculiarities due to the itinerant character of the c
riers of magnetism.

The authors thank Prof. K. Berner of the University
Göttingen, Germany for furnishing the single-crystal samp
of the system Mn22xCrxSb.
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Mechanism for the changes with temperature of the EPR spectrum of the Fe 3¿ ion
in polycrystalline materials containing complexes with a multiwell potential
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The temperature dependence of the EPR spectrum of the Fe31 ion in polycrystalline materials is
investigated on the basis of a numerical modeling of the spectrum. A comparison is made
of the changes in the spectrum with temperature for two different mechanisms. The first
mechanism involves the temperature dependence of the parameters of the spin
Hamiltonian, and the second the existence of a system with a multiwell potential. A comparison
of the outcomes for these two mechanisms with the experimental data shows that the
second mechanism is the governing one. In that mechanism a change in the occupation of the
excited vibronic states leads to a change in the shape of the EPR spectrum. The possibility
of obtaining additional information about the parameters characterizing the distribution of the
vibronic states over energy is demonstrated. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1468524#
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Unusual temperature dependence of the EPR spec
of the Fe31 ion in a number of organic materials was o
served in Refs. 1–4. The objects of study were nitrozob-
naphthol Na@FeO6(C10H8N)3# in Ref. 1, an Fe31-ion mag-
netic center in polyaniline in Ref. 2, bromcresol gre
C21H14Br4O5S in Ref. 3, and caolinite in Ref. 4. The resu
ing absorption line of the EPR spectrum in those paper1–4

was represented in the form a superposition of two resona
lines and a nonresonant background. The first line is
scribed by an effectiveg factor of '4.3, the second by
g'2. Changing the temperature leads to a change of
relative integral intensities of the resonance lines. Line1
(g'4.3) has a maximum intensity at a temperature of 4.2
Increasing the temperature leads to a decrease of the in
sity of line 1. At T5300 K line 1 is not observed for any o
the materials investigated in Refs. 1–4. The relative inten
of line 2 (g'2) has its maximum value forT5300 K.
Resonance lines1 and2 were referred to in Refs. 1–4 as th
low-temperature and high-temperature EPR spectra.
change in intensities has the appearance of a redistributio
the intensity between the low- and high-temperature spec
In Refs. 1–4 it was assumed that the observed tempera
dependence of the EPR spectrum is a manifestation of
properties of a system with a multiwell potential. A manife
tation of the Jahn–Teller effect~in the usual understanding o
it! for the Fe31 ion is unlikely, since it is ans ion. Therefore,
it was assumed in Refs. 1–4 that the Fe31 ion is a magnetic
probe, the spectrum of which reflects the dynamics of
molecules of the nearest-neighbor environment.

The conjecture made in Refs. 1–4 as to the nature of
mechanism responsible for the change of the EPR spec
with temperature is insufficiently well justified and is bas
on the analogous behavior of the EPR resonance line of
well-studied magnetic center formed by the Jahn–Teller
Cu21 in an octahedral environment. An alternative mech
nism for the observed changes in the spectrum is also
sible. This would involve the temperature dependence of
zero splitting parameterD of the spin Hamiltonian describ
1991063-777X/2002/28(3)/4/$22.00
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ing the EPR spectrum. The goal of this study is to investig
the influence of the temperature dependence of the param
of the spin Hamiltonian on the EPR spectrum and to de
mine to most effective mechanism for temperature-indu
changes in the spectrum of the Fe31 ion in a polycrystalline
substance.

The most complete compendium of previously publish
results of calculations of the EPR spectrum of the Fe31 ion
in polycrystalline materials is presented in Ref. 5. The E
spectra have been studied in more detail for the limit
values of the initial splitting parameterD@hn andD!hn,
for which calculations have been done in analytical form.
the region of the intermediate valuesD'hn the EPR spec-
trum can be modeled only by numerical methods. Accord
to the results presented in Ref. 5, forD@hn andE5D/3 the
EPR spectrum of the Fe31 ion in a polycrystalline material is
represented by a single resonance line with an effectivg
factor of'4.3. ForD!hn the most intense line of the EPR
spectrum hasg'2.0

Resonance lines with such ag factor were observed in
Refs. 1–4 at various temperatures. The maximum inten
of line 1 (g'4.3) occurs at low~helium! temperatures, while
that of line2 (g'2.0) occurs at high~room! temperatures.

If it is assumed that the change of the spectrum w
temperature in Refs. 1–4 is due to the temperature dep
dence of the parameterD, then, according to the experimen
tal data1–4 and the results presented in Ref. 5, for satisfact
of the conditionsD.10hn andD,hn/10 the parameterD
should vary in a range of values from 0.03 to 3 cm21.

To study the influence of the temperature dependenc
D on the EPR spectrum, we have done a numerical calc
tion and modeling of the EPR spectrum of the Fe31 ion for
values of the zero splitting parameterD50.001– 3 cm21.
For modeling the absorption line shape the frequency of
microwave field plays a key role. In this study the calcu
tions were done for the most often used X band of frequ
cies. For definiteness we chose the frequencyn59.24
GHz, which was used in Refs. 1–4.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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The procedure used to calculate the absorption
shape for each value of the parameterD is as follows. The
direction of the magnetic field relative to the direction of t
symmetry axis of the magnetic center was specified. T
direction of the magnetic field is described by the two ang
u and w of a spherical coordinate system. For the specifi
field direction the energies of the spin states were calcula
as functions of the magnitude of the magnetic field. Th
functions and the value of the quantumhn were used to
determine the resonance fields. The transition probabili
were calculated for each value of the resonance field. It
assumed that the resonance line of each transition h
Lorentzian shape. It was assumed that the linewidthDH0 is
independent of temperature and, for definiteness, equa
0.04 kOe. The resulting absorption line was obtained by
eraging over all orientations of the magnetic field.

The spin Hamiltonian of the ion Fe31 was chosen in the
form

H5gb~H•S!1D@Sz
22S~S11!/3#1E~Sx

22Sy
2!, ~1!

whereb is the Bohr magneton,H is the external magnetic
field, Sx , Sy , andSz are the spin operators, andD andE are
the second-order zero splitting parameters. The parametD
describes the anisotropy of the magnetic center along
principal symmetry axis, while the parameterE is deter-
mined by the rhombic distortions of the nearest-neighbor
vironment; g is the g factor of the spin multiplet. For the
Fe31 ion this usually has the valueg52.0.

For comparison with the experimental results the cal
lations were done under the condition of maximal rhom
distortion of the environment of the magnetic ion,E5D/3,
which apparently holds quite well for the magnetic cent
studied in Refs. 1–4. This is indicated by the absence
splitting of line 1 ~Ref. 5!.

The fourth-order initial splitting was not taken into a
count in view of the smallness of those parameters in co
parison with the second-order terms and also for the rea
that the determinative experimental results were obtained
polycrystalline materials.

The results of these calculations are presented in Fig
which shows the absorption line shape of the Fe31 ion in a
polycrystalline sample for the following values of the ze
splitting parameter:D50.001, 0.02, 0.05, 0.08, 0.09, 0.1
0.2, 0.3 cm21. We see that there are three regions ofD
values. The first can be taken asD,0.08 cm21. In this re-
gion one observes a central, most intense resonance line
g52.0 and peaks symmetrically located on both sides,
the resonance line1 is absent in this region ofD values. The
second region is forD.0.1 cm21 (D.hn/3). In that region
the resonance line1 is observed in the EPR spectrum.
should be noted that forD.0.3 cm21 the EPR spectrum ha
the same shape as the spectrum forD50.3 cm21, which is
shown in Fig. 1. In the third region, 0.08<D<0.1 cm21, the
EPR spectrum is a set of rather intense resonance lines, s
of which cannot even approximately be assigned to eit
line 1 or line 2. According to the data of Fig. 1, line1 is
observed forD.hn'0.3 cm21 and may also be observe
for hn/3,D,hn.

To understand the reasons for the appearance of
resonance lines~1 and2! in the EPR spectrum of polycrys
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talline materials it is necessary to analyze the dependenc
the resonance fields on the orientation of the magnetic fi
and the transition probabilities. The dependence of the re
nance fields on the orientation of the of the external magn
field for values of the parameterD from the three different
regions is shown in Fig. 2. The transition probabilities d
pend on the values of the parameters of the spin Ham
tonian, the frequency of the microwave field, and the orie
tation of the external magnetic field relative to the axis
symmetry of the magnetic center, and therefore the calc
tion was done for all the ‘‘allowed’’ and ‘‘forbidden’’ reso-
nance transitions.

In Fig. 2a an arrow indicates the resonance field wh
absorption line is the basis for the formation of line1 in the
polycrystalline material. The resonance field forming line2
is indicated by an arrow in Fig. 2c. A characteristic feature
these resonance fields is that they depend weakly on the
entation of the magnetic field.

It should be noted that the plot in Fig. 2b does not co
tain resonance fields forming the resonance lines1 and2.

If the shape of the EPR spectrum in Fig. 1 is compa
with the absorption line shape obtained experimentally
Refs. 1–4, it can be concluded that the mechanism resp
sible for the temperature dependence of the EPR spectru
the Fe31 ion in polycrystalline materials1–4 cannot be due to
the temperature dependence of the zero splitting param
In Refs. 1–4 the resonance lines1 and2 are observed simul-
taneously over practically the entire temperature inter
from liquid-helium temperature to room temperature. T

FIG. 1. Dependence of the absorption line shape in the EPR spectrum o
Fe31 ion in a polycrystalline material on the value of the initial splittin
parameter.
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results presented in Fig. 1 show that lines1 and2 cannot be
observed simultaneously if the temperature dependenc
the EPR spectrum is governed by the mechanism base
the temperature dependence of the zero splitting param
Furthermore, we see in Fig. 1 that forD,0.08 cm21 the
EPR spectrum is not a single line2 but a set of partially or
completely allowed resonance lines.

To model the absorption line shape that should be
served in the case of a mechanism based on the appea
of a multiwell system it is necessary to determine the dep
dence of theD values for the various vibronic states on t
energies of these states. An exact solution of this prob
presents significant difficulties, especially since the cau
giving rise to the multiwell system have not been studied
full measure. For a qualitative analysis it can be suppo
that this dependence has the form

D5D0 exp@2~«/«0!2 ln 2#, ~2!

whereD is the zero splitting corresponding to the vibron
state with energy« for the multiwell system, andD0 is the
maximum value of the zero splitting, which corresponds
the ground vibronic state. The parameter«0 determines the
height of the barrier separating the potential wells of
multiwell system. According to Refs. 3 and 4,«0

;15 cm21. For observation of line1 at low temperatures i
is necessary that the parameterD0>0.15 cm21 ~see Fig. 1!.
If it is assumed thatD050.2 cm21, then the absorption line

FIG. 2. Dependence of the resonance fields on the direction of the ext
magnetic field forD51.0 ~a!, 0.1 ~b!, and 0.03 cm21 ~c!.
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of the Fe31 ion in polycrystalline materials at temperatur
T54.2, 10, 40, 100, and 295 K will have the shape shown
Fig. 3. These absorption lines can be obtained as a result
summation of the contributions from the set of vibron
states, which are characterized by different values of the
ergy « and of the parameterD corresponding to this energy
The occupationN of the vibronic state with energy« can be
written as

N5N0 exp~2«/kT!/ (
n51

`

exp~2«n /kT!, ~3!

whereN0 is the number of magnetic centers in the crysta
The temperature dependence of the EPR spectrum~see

Fig. 3! agrees well with the experimental temperature dep
dence of the spectrum in Refs. 1–4. It should be noted
that lines1 and 2 are observed simultaneously over prac
cally the entire temperature interval. Furthermore, it is se
in Fig. 3 that decreasing the temperature leads not only
decrease in the intensity of line2 but also to an increase in it
width. This suggests that the mechanism responsible for
temperature dependence of the EPR spectrum of the F31

ion in the polycrystalline materials investigated in Refs. 1
is determined by the properties of the physical system hav
the multiwell potential.

The temperature dependence of the spectrum is de
mined by the temperature dependence of the occupatio
the vibronic states of the system. At helium temperature
excited states are weakly occupied. The main contribut
comes from the ground state and the states located ne
For these statesD is close to its maximum value, and ther

al

FIG. 3. Changes with temperature of the EPR spectrum of the Fe31 ion in a
polycrystalline material forD050.2 cm21, «0510 cm21.
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fore line 1 has the highest intensity. Increasing the tempe
ture leads to occupation of the above-barrier states («.«0)
and, hence, to an increase in the intensity of line2. The
transition of the magnetic centers to over-barrier states le
to a decrease in the number of magnetic centers foun
under-barrier states. As a result of this, the intensity of lin1
decreases with increasing temperature. It should be n
that in order to have a significant decrease in the intensit
line 1 it is necessary that at high temperatures the numbe
magnetic centers found in the over-barrier states be sig
cantly larger than the number of magnetic centers in und
barrier states.

The absorption line shapes shown in Fig. 3 were cal
lated using an infinite number of discrete vibronic states
the system. The line shape for the lower states, corresp
ing to values of the parameterD50.001 cm21 and 20 values
in the intervalD50.01– 0.2 cm21 were calculated by the
method described previously for Fig. 1. The line shapes
some of these states are shown in Fig. 1. In calculating
data presented in Fig. 3, the barrier height«0 was taken
equal to 10 cm21. Therefore, states withD.0.1 cm21 are
under-barrier, and those withD<0.1 cm21 are over-barrier.
The line shapes of the highly excited statesD
,0.001 cm21) were assumed to be the same as for the s
with D50.001 cm21. In the calculation of the occupatio
numbers the sum in relation~3! is broken into two parts. In
the first part the energy of the vibronic states is determi
from the specified values of the parameterD according to
expression~2!. In calculating the second part of the sum
corresponding to highly excited vibronic states (D
,0.001 cm21), it was assumed that in this region of ene
gies the vibronic states are equidistant, which made it p
sible to calculate the second part of the sum analytically

The integral intensity of any EPR resonance line d
creases with increasing temperature. The mechanism for
temperature dependence involves a change in the occup
of the resonance states of the spin multiplet. In order to d
onstrate the manifestations of the properties of the multiw
system in purest form, this mechanism was not taken
account in the calculation of the resonance lines in Fig
However, the intensity of line2 at T5295 K is noticeably
lower than the intensity of line1 at T54.2 K. The reason for
this is that the average value of the energy of the occup
vibronic states increases with increasing temperature.

There is another noteworthy feature of the data prese
in Fig. 3. With decreasing temperature the absorption
becomes less ‘‘smooth.’’ The lower the temperature,
greater the intensity of the additional peaks distributed o
the entire interval of magnetic fields. This is outwardly sim
lar to a noise signal. The cause of this behavior is appare
due to the discreteness of theD values chosen for the de
scription of the vibronic states. At high temperatures
states are occupied more uniformly, and this leads to be
averaging. At low temperatures the main contribution com
from a few states located near the ground state. At the cho
discreteness this is 3–4 states. Since this feature is abse
the experimental curves,1–4 it should be assumed that th
splitting of the vibronic states is considerably smaller th
that which was assumed in the calculation of the data in F
3 (DD50.01 cm21).
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The absorption line shape~see Fig. 3! depends to a sig-
nificant degree on the distribution~2!. Figure 4 shows the
changes in the EPR spectrum with temperature forD0

50.15 cm21. As we see from a comparison of the data
Figs. 3 and 4, line2 can be observed experimentally
liquid-helium temperature. Decreasing the parameterD0

leads to a decrease in the intensity of line2 observed atT
54.2 K. If the parameterD0<0.1 cm21 (D0<hn/3), then
the resonance line1 may not be observed experimentall
Here the features of the multiwell system are manifested
the features of the temperature dependence of the widt
line 2.

*E-mail: vvasyukov@mail.ru
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Raman scattering in a LiNiPO 4 single crystal
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The complete Raman spectra of a single crystal of LiNiPO4 for a wide temperature range are
reported. Of the 36 Raman-active modes predicted by group theory, 33 have been
detected. The spectra are successfully analyzed in terms of internal modes of the (PO4)32 group
and external modes. Multiphonon Raman scattering is also discussed. Low-frequency lines,
observed in the antiferromagnetic phase, are assigned to magnon scattering and are discussed
briefly. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1468525#
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INTRODUCTION

The lithium orthophosphate of nickel belongs to a fam
of antiferromagnets with the general formula LiMPO4

~where M5Fe21, Mn21, Co21, Ni21! and which are known
to be magnetoelectrics.1,2 In the paramagnetic phase the
compounds have the same orthorhombic space groupPnma,
but the magnetic groups in their antiferromagnetic phase
partly different. All of them allow the occurrence of the lin
ear magnetoelectric~ME! effect. The mechanisms respo
sible for the ME effect in LiMPO4 remain an open question

The majority of experimental investigations of the line
ME effect in LiMPO4 compounds realized so far have be
restricted to the study of the quasistatic properties, i.e.
measurement of the quasistatic magnetic~electric! moment
induced by an external quasistatic electric~magnetic! field.
Much less attention has been paid to the spectrum of elem
tary excitations and to the influence of ME interaction
excited states. The nature of the large value of the ME co
ficient in LiCoPO4 is not yet clear. It may lie in the specifi
arrangement of the low-energy electronic energy levels
the magnetic ion and their interaction with a vibration
spectrum.

The motivation for the present study is manifold. One
the objectives is to determine the frequency and symmetr
the long-wavelength, ork50, Raman-active phonons and
compare them with the results of group theory analy
based on both the factor-group and site-symmetry metho

At low temperature LiNiPO4 undergoes a transition to a
antiferromagnetic~AF! phase, and thus additional lines du
to light scattering by spin waves, both first and second or
may be observed in the Raman spectra.

Owing to the ME effect the Raman spectrum may
more complicated in the AF phase due to an additio
mechanism of light scattering predicted by Pradhan.3 The
origin of the mechanism resides in the possible~via ME!
interaction of the electric~magnetic! vector of the incident
light with the magnetic~electric! vector of the scattered light
The effect should be proportional at least to the value of
2031063-777X/2002/28(3)/7/$22.00
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ME coefficients at the frequency of visible light, which a
unknown. The ‘‘Pradhan’’ lines in the spectrum may in pri
ciple be separated via their difference given by the polari
tion selection rules.

Motivated by the above considerations, a Raman sca
ing study of LiNiPO4 has been undertaken. In this paper w
are reporting spectra of the observed elementary excitat
in the frequency region from 4 to 1200 cm21 and at tempera-
tures between 5 and 300 K.

SYNTHESIS OF LiNiPO 4 SINGLE CRYSTALS
AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Single crystals of the orthophosphates LiMPO4 (M
5Mn,Fe,Co,Ni) can be obtained by conventional soluti
growth ~see, e.g., Refs. 4 and 5! in LiCl flux. This high-
temperature halide solvent is advantageous as it consists
tially of an element present in the final compound and h
rather low viscosity in the molten phase, favoring stab
growth. Different experimental variants according to the f
lowing reactions are possible for obtaining the starting ort
phosphate:

M~OH!21NH4H2PO41Li3PO4→LiMPO4

1NH31H2O, ~1!

M3~PO4!21Li3PO4→3LiMPO4, ~2!

MCl21Li3PO4→LiMPO412LiCl. ~3!

For each of these reactions, a stoichiometric molar ratio
reacting materials is required. Reaction~2! was first used for
the synthesis of LiMnPO4 crystals by dissolving the startin
reactants in LiCl, followed by cooling.6 The method was
later modified slightly for the growth of LiFePO4 crystals7

and adapted for the growth of single crystals of the en
series LiMPO4, with M5Mn, Fe, Co and Ni.8

In the present study, for growing LiNiPO4 single crys-
tals, reaction~3! was used and performed in a LiCl flux
allowing us to obtain single crystals large enough for phy
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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cal experiments~; 1–5 mm3!. The molar ratio between
LiNiPO4 and LiCl in the starting mixture was optimized
1:3. Platinum crucibles of 30 ml volume were filled with
maximum of 45 g of a stoichiometric mixture of the pow
ders, followed by a pre-melting at 800 °C. Due to the hi
volatility of the solvent, the crucibles were sealed by arg
arc welding and a hole of;50 mm diameter was drilled
through the lid in order to equilibrate the pressure.

The growth temperature profile was as follows: 1! heat-
ing in 5 h to 890 °C, 2! soaking at 890 °C for 4 h, 3! slow
cooling at 0.755 °C/h to 715 °C, 4! slow cooling at 1.4 °C/h
to 680 °C and 5! crystal recovery at 680 °C. The crystal r
covery from the molten flux was the last critical problem
be solved for obtaining weakly stressed crystals. For
purpose the crucible was rapidly removed from the furna
two holes were pierced in the lid, and the remaining liqu
was quickly poured on a porous ceramic.

The Raman spectra were measured on a LiNiPO4 single
crystal of high optical quality. The sample was cut as a re
angular parallelepiped with edges of 4.2, 3.0, and 2.4 m
parallel to the crystallographic axesa, b, c of the orthorhom-
bic cell, respectively. Since thea, b, andc axes correspond to
the principal axes of the dielectric tensor, this sample sh
minimized errors due to birefringence in polarized Ram
measurements. The system of coordinates was chosen
Xia, Yib, andZic.

The Raman spectra were recorded with a Jobin-Yv
U-1000 double monochromator equipped with a cooled p
tomultiplier and photon counting electronics. The right-an
scattering geometry was used. In order to reduce the be
induced heating of the sample and to enhance the scat
light intensity, the 632.8 nm line of a He-Ne laser operat
at powers up to 30 mW was used in the experiments. For
yellow-orange crystals of LiNiPO4, the transmission win-
dow is centered in the region of;573 nm.9,10 The tempera-
ture interval 4.2–300 K was covered by using a special
tical cryostat. The sample was kept in an exchange
atmosphere.

STRUCTURAL AND MAGNETIC FEATURES OF LiNiPO 4

The lithium orthophosphates LiMPO4 ~M5Co21 or
Ni21! are isostructural with the minerals lithiophilite (M
5Mn) and triphilite (M5Fe), which belong to the olivine
family.1,11,12 The orthorhombic unit cell contains four for
mula units and is described by space groupPnma (D2h

16)
~Ref. 12!. The crystal structure can be understood as a ne
hexagonal close packing of oxygen atoms. Each phosph
atom in the crystal is surrounded by four oxygen atoms, c
ating a distorted tetrahedral (PO4)32 group with Cs(m'b)
point symmetry. The Ni21 and Li21 ions occupy positions
with site symmetryCs and Ci , respectively. They are sur
rounded by distorted octahedra of oxygen atoms. The nic
ions lie in puckered planes perpendicular to thea axis. Ad-
jacent planes are separated by PO4 tetrahedra sharing corner
and edges with the LiO6 octahedra.

Above TN519.1 K the crystal manifests paramagne
behavior.13 Below TN a relatively strong AF coupling be
tween nearest-neighbor nickel ions occurs within the pu
ered plane via –Ni–O–Ni-superexchange pathways.11,13,14

However, there is no direct or first-order superexchange~via
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one common ion! coupling between the moments in differe
planes, and only higher-order interactions are possi
involving the phosphate groups as an ‘‘exchange bridg
Each Ni21 has a net of at least four antiferromagne
Ni–O–P–ONilinks to Ni21 ions in adjacent planes. Accord
ing to neutron scattering data,13,14 the antiferromagnetic or-
dering takes place with preservation of the unit cell. T
spins of the nickel ions lie along the crystal axisc and alter-
nate up and down. Until recently the magnetic space
point groups were considered to bePnm8a and mm8m,
respectively.11 Recent neutron diffraction work has show
that a space-modulated spin structure occurs in a nar
temperature range close toTN with a magnetic incommensu
rate short–range order persisting up to about 40 K.15,16

The magnetic field dependence of the polarization
duced via the ME effect in LiNiPO4 shows a so-called ‘‘but-
terfly loop’’ feature both when the magnetic fieldH is ap-
plied along thea axis, i.e., perpendicular to the spin directio
~c axis!,17 as well as forH applied along the spin direction.18

Usually such behavior appears due to the presence of a s
taneous magnetic moment in a compound~see, e.g., Refs. 19
and 20!. Since such a small spontaneous magnetization
recently found21 for the related LiCoPO4, also showing
‘‘butterfly loops,’’ 2 the occurrence of a spontaneous mag
tization in LiNiPO4 can be expected, too. Thus a symme
lower thanmm8m will be required.

In spite of the fact that themm8m symmetry forbids a
spontaneous magnetic moment, it was recently shown th
retically that a ‘‘butterfly loop’’ can also be realized i
4-sublattice fully compensated antiferromagnets with an ‘‘
direct cross’’ magnetic structure.22 In such a structure the
above-mentioned symmetrymm8m allows spin canting in
pairs of adjacent sublattices, but the resulting magnetic m
ment of a pair is ‘‘hidden,’’ because another spin pair fu
compensates it in the unit cell. However, this mechani
does not seem to apply to LiNiPO4 because, as stated abov
it is very likely that the ‘‘butterfly loops’’ are due to a spon
taneous magnetization.

GROUP THEORY ANALYSIS OF FUNDAMENTAL
VIBRATIONS

A group theory analysis of the LiMPO4 family of com-
pounds was done in Ref. 23. Let us summarize the esse
results. In all of them the unit cell contains 4 formula uni
The vibrational representationGvibr of the 84 normal modes
at the center of the Brillouin zone (k50) is distributed on
the irreducible representations of theD2h point group as fol-
lows: Gvibr511Ag17B1g111B2g17B3g110Au114B1u

110B2u114B3u . Among them there are 3 acoustic mode
45 antisymmetrical modes, active in IR absorption for t
B1u , B2u , and B3u representations, and 36 symmetric
Raman-active optical modes. The latter modes correspon
the polarization of the excited and scattered light in the c
sen coordinate system as:Ag-(XX), (YY), (ZZ),
B1g-(XY), (YX), B2g-(XZ), (ZX), andB3g-(YZ), ~ZY!.

In a first-order approximation, the vibrations can
separated into internal vibrations (G int) of the (PO4)32 tet-
rahedra and external vibrations in which they move and
tate as solid units. The external vibrations are separated
the translational motions of the center-of-mass of (PO4)32,
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Li1 and Co21 ions (G trans) and hindered rotations~libera-
tions! of the (PO4)32 ions (G libr). Such separation is rathe
arbitrary and may be used in the group-theory analysis
clarity only. In fact, they are not completely independe
The analysis gives the following representation for t
above-listed types of vibration:

G int56Ag13B1g16B2g13B3g13Au16B1u

13B2u16B3u ,

G trans54Ag12B1g14B2g12B3g15Au16B1u

14B2u16B3u ,

and

G libr5Ag12B1g1B2g12B3g12Au1B1u

12B2u1B3u .

Theoretically, a static splitting due to theCs crystal-field
symmetry and a dynamic splitting due to the presence o
formula units in the unit cell could take place for the fr
quencies of the internal vibrations of (PO4)32 tetrahedra.
Experimentally, this may or may not be observed, depend
on the crystal field effects.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Polarized Raman spectra of a LiNiPO4 single crystal,
taken at 5 K for different orientations of the sample sufficie
to classify the symmetry types of all the Raman-act
modes, are shown in Fig. 1. The intense lines which per
when the temperature rises fromT,TN to room temperature
are identified here as first-order phonon excitations. T
symmetry assignments were made by means of polariza
measurements and are listed in Table I. Some ‘‘leak throu
of forbidden lines in certain polarization configurations
evident in these spectra, arising from slight misorientation
the crystal and/or the wide-angle-aperture optics which
used in the experiments to collect scattered light. The Ram
spectra of LiNiPO4 are very similar to those of LiCoPO4
~Ref. 23!.

Study of internal modes

Characteristic phonon lines with frequencies higher th
400 cm21 are observed. The lines were identified in acc
dance with their closeness to the frequencies of the fun
mental vibrational modes of a free PO4 tetrahedron, which
are 980 (v1), 365 (v2), 1082 (v3), and 515 (v4) cm21 ~Ref.
24!. The reducible vibrational representation of a free P4

tetrahedron decomposes toA11E1F113F2 irreducible
representations of itsTd symmetry group. The interna
modes are labeled using Herzberg’s notation24 as: v1 ~A1 ,
symmetric P–O stretching!, the doubly degeneratev2 ~E,
symmetricO–P–Obond bending!, the triply degeneratev3

(F2 , antisymmetric P–O stretching!, and the triply degener-
ate v4 ~F2 , antisymmetricO–P–Obond bending!. The re-
maining modesF1 and F2 are external and correspond
rotation and translation of PO4 as a whole unit, respectively

In LiNiPO4 the point symmetry of (PO4)32 ions isCs ,
which is lower than theTd symmetry of the free ion, and
hence the degeneracy of the free ion frequencies mus
lifted as: A1→A8, E→A81A9, F1→A812A9, F2→2A8
r
.
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1A9. Since there are four (PO4)32 ions within the primitive
unit cell, there are four times as many modes of each spe
They can be further related to theD2h factor-group symme-
try of the crystal, giving the rules: 4A8→Ag1B2g1B1u

1B3u and 4A9→B1g1B3g1Au1B2u . As a result, the in-
ternal phonons atk50 in the LiNiPO4 crystal originate from
the fundamental vibrational modes of a free PO4 tetrahedron
as shown in the following scheme:v1→Ag1B2g1B1u

1B3u , v2→Ag1B1g1B2g1B3g1Au1B1u1B2u1B3u , v3

and v4→2Ag1B1g12B2g1B3g1Au12B1u1B2u12B3u .
The frequencies of the phonons may be split due to a
namical effect.

In the crystal, the value of frequency splitting of thev i

( i 51 – 4) modes of the phosphate group is an indicator
the strength of the coupling to an environment. In the a
sence of interaction between them, the modes in quar
Ag1B2g1B1u1B3u andB1g1B3g1Au1B2u , which origi-

FIG. 1. Low-temperature~5 K! polarized Raman spectra of a LiNiPO4

single crystal. The spectral resolution is 2.0 cm21.
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TABLE I. Experimentally observed frequencies~cm21! of vibrational excitations of the LiNiPO4 single crystal at 5 K~300 K! and their
classification.

* Irreducible representations and the internal mode indexes of a free PO4 tetrahedron.24
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nate fromA8 andA9 types of vibrations, respectively, woul
each have the same frequency. Unfortunately, to the be
the authors’ knowledge, no IR work has yet been done
this single crystal.1! Hence we have no experimental da
about IR-active phonons withB1u , B3u , andB2u symmetry
~Au phonons are neither IR nor Raman active!, which belong
to the above-mentioned quartets, and so we have no wa
calculating the full range of frequency splitting of thev i

modes in the crystal. Nevertheless the frequency separa
of Ag and B2g , and of B1g and B3g modes indicate tha
dynamical effects are far from negligible~see Table I!. It
should be noted that theB2g component of the stretchin
modev1 is weak and difficult to observe.

The separation of fundamental vibrations into intern
and external ones is valid in the case where the respec
vibration frequencies differ considerably. Although the lo
est Raman-active internal modes at;420 cm21 are quite far
of
r

of

on

l
ve

from the highest external modes at;330 cm21, the situation
is not so clear for antisymmetrical modes. For example,
external antisymmetrical vibrations which involve trans
tional motions of light Li1 ions, are expected to be higher
frequency. Nevertheless, the internal-external modes
proximation still retains the merit of providing a good bas
for understanding thek50 modes in the LiMPO4 com-
pound.

Study of external modes

Following the scheme given above, all sharp lines bel
330 cm21 and above 100 cm21 are assigned to the extern
librational and translational modes. An essential differen
between theXX, YY, and ZZ diagonal components of th
scattering tensor, belonging toAg symmetry, reflects the con
siderable anisotropy of the LiNiPO4 structure~Fig. 1!. It is
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evident from Table I that the correct number of bands w
Ag , B2g , andB3g symmetry are present, while the numb
of B1g peaks is deficient. Only 3 peaks are clearly visible
the spectra of appropriate polarization. Since the crystal
dergoes no structural phase transitions, the phonon l
show only a weak frequency shift and broadening with
creasing temperature. The total shift of all phonon lines
the temperature range from 4.2 to 300 K does not excee
cm21 ~Table I!.

An assignment of these lines to rotational and trans
tional modes is conditional, because they have the s
symmetry and, hence, may strongly interact with one
other. We can only say something about the specific con
bution of rotation and translation in each real mode in
crystal. It is known26 that the temperature dependence of
phonon linewidth is determined mainly via two mechanism
~i! anharmonicity of the corresponding vibrational mode a
~ii ! relaxation processes which may be related to ma
particle decay or accidental reorientation, typical for atom
complexes. The first mechanism provides a linear temp
ture dependence of the spectral linewidth, while the sec
one is represented as Arrhenius-like contribution to the
broadening.

The reorientational motions in the LiMPO4 crystals can
be accomplished by the (PO4)32 tetrahedra only during thei
hindered rotations. Hence theB3g modes at 174.5 and 32
cm21 in the LiCoPO4 have been preferentially assigned
liberations,23 due to the essential contribution of the mech
nism ~ii ! to the temperature dependence of their widths. I
interesting that only theB3g spectrum shows an essenti
difference in the character of line broadening~Fig. 2!. In the
frequency range of external vibrations theB3g spectrum con-
tains 2 translational and 2 librational modes. The first p
may be described as translational motions of the Ni21 ions
relative to the (PO4)32 ions parallel to the crystal axisb. The
second one is represented by linear combinations of
phase, around axisa, and out-of-phase, around axisc, rota-

FIG. 2. Temperature behavior of theB3g external modes in LiNiPO4 . The
numbers indicate the temperature in K: 300~1!, 250~2!, 200~3!, 150~4!, 90
~5!, 25 ~6!, 5 ~7!. The spectral resolution is 2.0 cm21.
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tions of four (PO4)32 tetrahedra in the unit cell. The exper
mental results for the temperature dependence of
damping of the correspondingB3g modes at 193 and 329
cm21 in LiNiPO4 are found to be similar to LiCoPO4 ~Fig.
3!. This supports our assignment of these modes to one
predominantly rotational character. In the other polarizatio
the temperature behavior of linewidths does not sh
enough difference to give preference to one of the t
mechanisms of broadening. Thus the classification of the
ternal modes remains, of course, qualitative.

Second-order vibrational spectra

In addition to one-phonon peaks, there are weak featu
around 750, 811, 887, and 919 cm21 in the polarizations
corresponding to the diagonal components of the scatte
tensor, which we assign to two-phonon scattering~see Fig.
1!. A more prominent structure is evident inYYpolarization.
In the off-diagonal Raman polarizations the second-or
spectrum is weak.

The bands at 887 and 919 cm21 can be assigned to th
two-phonon excitation and overtone of 442.5 and 46
cm21 bending modes, respectively. Of course they can a
be formed by combinations of other modes with appro
mately correct frequencies, such as: (581.51308), (592.5
1325), and (5821329) cm21.

The broad bands at 750 and 811 cm21 are very likely the
combination ofO–P–Obond bending vibrationsv2 andv4

and some external modes, for example: (4621287.5),
(581.51242.5), (422.51325), (470.51329.5), (442.5
1329) cm21. In contrast to overtones, the combined ban
arise from two-particle processes, which involve pairs
phonons with the only restriction that the sum wave vec
must be zero. If phonons in the pair have some freque
dispersion, they produce broad bands in a second-order
man spectrum.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the widthG at half height of the phonon
lines in the low-frequencyB3g spectrum~see Fig. 2!.
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Low-frequency excitations in AF phase

In the low-frequency Raman spectra of LiNiPO4 a set of
lines appears atT,TN . Representative spectra in three e
perimental geometries, recorded at temperatures above
belowTN and covering the frequency range 0–210 cm21, are
shown in Fig. 4. Well belowTN theYYspectrum comprises
peak at 60 cm21, accompanied by a broad asymmetric ba
which shows a maximum intensity at 66.5 cm21, and the
cutoff frequency is about 130 cm21. There is a peak at 58.
cm21 in the ZY spectrum and a peak at 56.5 cm21 with a
shoulder on the low-frequency side of theYX spectrum. No
visible features were observed in theXZ spectrum, and so i
is not reproduced here. The observed peaks are attribute
magnon scattering, because they vanish aboveTN519.1 K.
However, a definite assignment of the lines to distinct ex
tations modes is not possible at the present stage of inv
gation. There are no data on the magnon dispersion cu
nor results of antiferromagnetic resonance experiments f
which the energy of a zone-center (k50) magnon atT
50 K may be estimated. For the time being we can only n
that the number of observed lines in the Raman spectr
LiNiPO4 at T!TN exceeds the number that may be predic
by the square two-dimensional model of the antiferomag
used in Ref. 13.

CONCLUSION

Finally, we summarize the present results and the
maining problems. The Raman spectrum of LiNiPO4 dis-
plays reasonable agreement with group theory predictio
The internal-external modes approximation is satisfactory
the lattice dynamics of LiMPO4 compounds. The vibration
of the (PO4)32 ions may be treated by the site-grou
method. The observed splitting of thev2 , v3 , andv4 modes
of the ‘‘free’’ tetrahedral complex indicate that in LiNiPO4

the host-lattice phosphate interaction and the dynamic c
pling between (PO4)32 complexes is not weak.

FIG. 4. Low-frequency spectra of LiNiPO4 at 25~1! and 5~2! K. The sharp
lines at 122, 177.5, 193.5, and 199 cm21 are the vibrational modes. Th
spectral resolution is 2.0 cm21.
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Due to the anharmonicity of the vibrational modes, ov
tones, and two-phonon excitations, which are combinati
of the external and the bending vibrations of the (PO4)32

complexes, are observed in the Raman spectra.
We have revealed no violations of the polarization sel

tion rules below the Ne´el temperature of LiNiPO4 which
may be connected with the Pradhan mechanism of light s
tering in ME crystals.3 Thus the effect is considered to b
weak1 and hence will be difficult to observe in this com
pound. The static values of the ME susceptibility in LiNiPO4

are considerably smaller than in LiCoPO4, as experiments2

have shown. Assuming that the magnetoelectric coefficie
are not much changed at optical frequencies from their st
values, there is a chance to observe them in LiCoPO4. In
addition, detailed investigations of phonons by infrared a
sorption are necessary. To the best of the authors’ knowle
no IR work has yet been done on these single crystals,
such experiments would be very helpful in the discussion
this new effect in Raman scattering.

The evidence of long-range antiferromagnetic order
observed in the form of the appearance of additional line
56.5, 58.5, 60 cm21 and of a broad asymmetric band at 66
cm21 at temperatures belowTN . Their frequencies and be
havior with changing temperature allow them to be identifi
as the Raman scattering on spin-wave excitations. A defi
assignment of the lines to distinct excitations is not poss
at the present stage of investigation. Detailed experime
data on the temperature and magnetic-field dependenc
the low-frequency Raman spectrum of LiNiPO4 remain a
topic for future study.
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LOW-DIMENSIONAL AND DISORDERED SYSTEMS

Infrared spectra of thin films of cryocondensates of an isotopic water mixture
A. Aldijarov, A. Drobyshev,* and S. Sarsembinov

Kazakh State National University, Tole bi 96, 480012 Almaty, Kazakhstan
~Submitted September 28, 2001; revised November 13, 2001!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.28, 297–303~March 2002!

The spectral characteristics of thin films of vacuum condensates of an isotopic water mixture
consisting of 10% H2O, 50% HDO, and 40% D2O are investigated. The cryocondensates
are obtained on a metallic mirror at a temperature of 30 K and a pressure of the gas phase over
the substrate during the cryodeposition of 6.731024 Pa. The IR spectra are investigated
in the frequency range 4200– 400 cm21 for films of different thicknesses (d50.1– 2.5mm). It is
found that the increasing thickness of the water film during the course of the condensation
leads to substantial changes in the spectral reflectivity in the range of characteristic frequencies of
the intramolecular vibrations—an increase in the absorption intensity and in the width of the
spectral bands. It is found that ford>2.5 mm a film of water cryocondensate is optically
transparent over a wide spectral interval. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1468526#
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INTRODUCTION

The optical properties of cryocondensates of water
heavy water have been investigated in quite a few pap
Some of these papers can truly be called classic.1–3 While
mainly aimed at ascertaining the interrelationship betw
the parameters of the intermolecular interaction and
structure of ices, they laid a reliable foundation for furth
study of such objects, including variously stimulat
structural–morphological transformations. In the last two
cades an active research on the properties of solid and h
water at low temperatures has resumed: in addition to a n
ber of new experiments of a purely scientific, basic-resea
interest, there is also the need to solve a wide range of
plied problems. These are mainly in connection with p
longing the service life of artificial objects in space, nucle
power, the development of laser technology based on ma
isolated impurity cryocondensates, etc. Here, thanks to
advent of a unique new method, it has become possibl
attack experimental problems of a higher level. These can
arbitrarily divided into three research areas:

— The study of cluster formation processes in epitax
layers.4,5 Here the objects of study are monolayers of dep
ited water. Based on the IR spectra obtained, one can r
conclusions as to the structure of the clusters forming
cold substrates.

— The use of the cryomatrix isolation technique for o
taining information about the character of the changes in
characteristic intramolecular vibrations of isolated molecu
and about their interaction with each other, including agg
gate formation processes of various orders.6,7

— The classical study of thin films of cryovacuum co
densates, the thickness of which is comparable to the w
length of the characteristic intramolecular vibrations.8–10

Such studies, as a rule, yield data on the growth rate
thermophysical and optical characteristics of cryovacu
2101063-777X/2002/28(3)/5/$22.00
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condensates as functions of the thermodynamic parame
of the deposition. On the basis of the results obtained,
can draw preliminary conclusions as to the structure of
cryocondensate and its transformations.

This is the approach that was implemented in the pres
study and in some previous papers. For the past decad
have been studying the relationships governing the forma
of vacuum cryocondensates with various kinds of intram
lecular symmetry.9–11 However, the circumstances set for
below have made it necessary to do additional research
the cryodeposition processes and the properties of c
vacuum condensates, particularly water and heavy wate

1. The previous studies were done on film samples m
than 3 mm thick. Thus possible size effects manifested
thinner samples would have escaped our notice.

2. The data obtained concerning the possible existenc
structural modifications of heavy-water vacuum condensa
in a wide temperature interval9 have required additional
more detailed investigation, including the study of thin film

3. A decisive role in the formation of various types
ices is played by the hydrogen bond. Its influence on
state of the interacting molecules is expressed in a chang
the spectral characteristics of cryocondensates at frequen
in the ranges of the characteristic vibrations. This influen
may be different, depending on the type of vibrations and
degree of connectedness of the molecules. In this sense
study of the condensation processes for an isotopic w
mixture and the measurement of the IR spectra of the fi
obtained can promote an understanding of the physical
cesses occurring in the course of the cryocondensation
water vapor on a cooled substrate.

Thus the main problem of these studies was to inve
gate the influence of the thickness of heavy-water cryoc
densate films on the spectral reflectivity of the substrate–
system at frequencies in the range of the characteristic vi
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Diagram of the experiment and typical interferograms of a heavy-water cryocondensate film for different angles of incidence of the laser
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tions of the molecules H2O, HDO, and D2O.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES

Measurements were made on the experimental appa
described in detail in Ref. 10. It is a universal cryogen
vacuum spectrophotometer with which one can also mea
the refractive indices, growth rate, and thickness of cryoc
densate films. For these measurements the apparatus
equipped with a two-beam laser interferometer. The vacu
for the apparatus10 was produced by a NORD-250 ion pum
with a residual pressure of 6.731026 Pa. To study thin cryo-
condensate films it is necessary to ensure that residual g
are not condensed with the substance to be studied, and
requires improving the limiting vacuum in the chamber. F
this purpose the apparatus was further equipped with
NVK-320-5 cryocondensation pump, which made it possi
to pump the chamber down beforehand to a pressure of
31028 Pa.

We also modified the temperature stabilization system
the cryostat of the apparatus. The cryostat was mounte
the upper low-temperature flange of the microcryogenic m
chine of a Gifford–McMahon system. The temperature s
bilization system used previously could not maintain t
temperature to the level desired. By mounting additio
heaters and monitoring the experiment with a computer,
were able to maintain the temperature of the condensa
surface to within 0.05 K.

A diagram of the experiment and typical interferogram
of the growth of a cryocondensate film are shown in Fig.

As in Ref. 10, to obtain the reflection spectra of t
samples we used an IKS-29 IR spectrometer. In the appar
described in Ref. 10 the measurements were made
single-beam mode, which complicated the processing of
spectra because of the high noise level. To improve the q
ity of the IR spectra we set up an optical bypass channe
permit making measurements in the two-beam mode. A
result, the quality of the spectra obtained was improved
nificantly. The accuracy of the spectral measurements
0.75 cm21 with a resolutionR5850, according to the docu
mentation for the spectrometer.

To monitor the isotopic composition of the water w
made mass-spectrometric measurements with an IPD
~which measures the partial pressures of the residual ga!.
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On the basis of the mass spectra obtained~Fig. 2!, the mass
composition of the water was calculated as 10% H2O, 50%
HDO, and 40% D2O. The measurement error was 3–5%.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The IR reflection spectra of water cryocondensate fil
of different thickness are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. All
the samples were condensed from the gas phase under
tical conditions—the substrate temperature was 30 K,
the pressure of the gas phase during the cryodeposition
maintained at 6.731024 Pa. The data in Fig. 3 correspond
a the frequency range of the characteristic stretching vib
tions of the D2O molecule. Figure 4 shows the IR spectra
the frequency region of the deformation angular vibration6

These results we obtained in the single-beam mode of
interferometer.

For visual clarity, all of the spectra have been shift
relative to one another along the vertical while preserving
scale. The dotted lines mark the frequencies of the chara
istic vibrations of the bonds indicated.

As an aid to analysis of the results, the values of
main characteristic frequencies of the intramolecular vib
tions of heavy water in different states are listed in Table

It is seen from the figures that all of the main lines co
responding to the characteristic frequencies of intramolec
vibrations are present in the spectra. The character of th
spectra changes as the thickness of the samples incre
Not only is there an increase in the amplitude of the abso

FIG. 2. Results of mass-spectrometric measurements of the compositio
the isotopic water mixture.
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tion spectra in the region of the characteristic frequenc
but absorption bands which had been indistinct at sm
thicknesses appear.

A more detailed analysis of the results reveals the
lowing features of the spectra shown.

1. In the frequency interval 3000– 3500 cm21 ~Fig. 5!
there is a pronounced absorption peak whose intensity
pends substantially on the thickness of the sample. It m
likely corresponds to the characteristic O–H stretching vib
tion of the HDO molecule.1,12 In this interval one also ob
serves an absorption band of the stretching vibrations
H2O. However, in the latter case the librational vibrations
H2O should appear at a frequency of 840 cm21, but these are
not observed. In addition, the concentration of H2O in the
isotopic water mixture is low and cannot lead to such a s
nificant absorption peak. Thus this absorption band can
attributed with a high degree of reliability to the O–H bon
in the HDO molecule.

We see in Fig. 5 that the maximum of the absorption
this band occurs in the frequency interval 3325– 3350 cm21.
At the same time, according to Refs. 1 and 12, the maxim
of the absorption of the O–H stretching vibrations in t

FIG. 3. IR reflection spectra of heavy-water cryocondensate films of dif
ent thickness in the frequency range of the stretching vibrations. The sp
are shifted along the vertical by 0~1!, 10.3 ~2!, 10.6 ~3!.

FIG. 4. IR reflection spectra of heavy-water cryocondensate films of dif
ent thickness in the frequency range of the deformation vibrations.
spectra are shifted by 0~1!, 10.06 ~2!, 10.2 ~3!.
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HDO molecule is found at a frequency of 3277 cm21. This
discrepancy may be due to the difference of the intermole
lar interactions via the hydrogen bonds, i.e., we are comp
ing structurally different ices. In Refs. 1 and 12 the iceIh,
formed at 173 K, was studied. In our case a cryocrystal w
a nonhexagonal structure was formed on the substrate.

2. The frequency interval 2200– 2700 cm21 is the region
of stretching vibrations of the D2O molecule and the D–O
bond in the HDO molecule. The strong absorption peak
apparently a superposition of these vibrations. In Figs. 3
6 we see that increasing the thickness of the cryoconden
film leads not only to an increase in the intensity but also
broadening of the absorption bands in the spectrum. At
same time, the fine structure observed on the absorption p
~Fig. 7! indicates that the samples are transparent in a w
spectral interval. This conclusion is also confirmed by ana
sis of the interferograms of the growth of heavy-water cry
condensate films~Fig. 1!.

Figure 6 shows the spectra of different thicknesses of
cryocondensates of the isotopic water mixture in the f
quency interval 2000– 3000 cm21 in comparison with the
clean substrate. These data were obtained in the two-b
mode of the IR spectrometer. As is clearly seen in Fig. 6
the thickness of the film increases, a pronounced absorp
line appears at a frequencyn52297 cm21. The interpreta-
tion of this peak from the standpoint of intramolecular vibr
tions is not obvious. If it is a symmetric stretching vibratio

FIG. 5. Fragment of the IR reflection spectra of heavy-water cryoconden
films of different thickness in the frequency interval 3000– 3500 cm21. The
spectra are shifted by 0~1!, 10.14 ~2!.

TABLE I. Fundamental characteristic frequencies of the intramolecular
brations of heavy water in different states.

State of molecule

Symmetric
stretching,

nOD

Asymmetric
stretching,

nOD

deformation
angular,n2 ,

nR

Ref.cm21

Gaseous state 2666 2789 1179(n2) 11
Monomolecule

in adlayer
2655 2765 1178(n2) 6

Ih phase 2332 2425 1210(n2), 640(nR) 1
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then it is shifted to lower frequencies. For comparison,
cording to the data of Ref. 1,n152332 cm21 for ice Ih.

A more obvious explanation for the appearance of
band atn52297 cm21 is that it belongs to the so-calle
associative vibrations of the H2O molecule. According to
Ref. 14, it is an overtone or combination of lattice modes a
can be interpreted as the trebled frequency of the libratio
vibrations of the water molecule or as an interaction of lib
tional and deformation vibrations.12 This conjecture also ex
plains the low amplitude of the band, which accords with
low concentration of H2O in the isotopic water mixture.

A more detailed view of the region of stretching vibr
tions is shown in Fig. 7. In analyzing the data of Fig. 7 o
notices another important feature. The spectra for sample
different thickness have several spectral regions with sim
configurations:a–a8, b–b8, c–c8. Their appearance ma
be the result of two causes. One of these involves proce
of cluster formation of water molecules. The data in Ref
are interpreted as being the observation of polyaggreg
with characteristic frequencies that are in fair agreement w
the results in question. In particular, a dimer adsorbed on

FIG. 6. IR reflection spectra of heavy-water cryocondensate films of dif
ent thickness, obtained during measurements in the two-beam mode
spectra have been shifted by 0~1!, 10.06 ~2!, 10.045~3!.

FIG. 7. Fragment of the IR reflection spectra of heavy-water cryoconden
films of different thickness in the frequency range of the stretching vib
tions. The spectra have been shifted by 0~1!, 20.15 ~2!.
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substrate, according to the data of Ref. 4, has a characte
bond frequencynOD52492 cm21, which may be associate
to our selected intervalsc–c8.

Another mechanism for the appearance of fine struct
may be perturbation of the stretching vibrations by the h
drogen bond. This should also give rise to the correspond
overtones. In addition, it is possible that the observed f
tures of the fine structure are due to a separation of the
brations of the O–D bond of the D2O and HDO molecules.

Another feature of the spectra shown in Fig. 7 is t
obvious relative shift of the selected configurations for film
of different thickness. As the film thickness increases,
corresponding frequencies are shifted upward. Since
samples were all grown under identical conditions, this
most likely not due to structural transformations but is rath
a size effect. The specific mechanism for this effect is not
clear.

3. The interval 400– 1400 cm21 corresponds to libra-
tional and deformation angular vibrations of the water m
ecules and to their modes excited by the hydrogen bond
different configurations.1 The absorption band in the fre
quency interval 1220– 1270 cm21 corresponds to a deforma
tion vibration of the D2O molecule. The vibration of the
HDO molecule most likely corresponds to the band in t
frequency interval 1300– 1450 cm21.

As we see in Figs. 4 and 8, changing the thickness of
sample affects the fundamental angular deformation vib
tion n2 of heavy water and HDO. This is particularly notice
able for the frequency range of the excited angular vib
tions, specifically in the frequency interval 400– 900 cm21.
Increasing the thickness of the sample fromd51.25 to 2.5
mm leads to significant rearrangement of the spectrum in
frequency interval~curves1 and2 in Fig. 4!. While curve2
is in completely satisfactory agreement with the data of R
1 ~considering the difference in temperatures and method
sample preparation!, the appearance of the reflection peak
600 cm21 for a film thicknessd52.5 mm does not have an
obvious explanation. It is clearly not an interference effec
the film thickness is too small for the given wavelengths
the incident radiation. It can hardly be the result of a bu
‘‘turning’’ of the hydrogen bonds, either, since the thickne

FIG. 8. Fragment of the IR reflection spectra of heavy-water cryoconden
films of different thickness in the frequency interval 1200– 2000 cm21. The
spectra have been shifted by 0~1!, 0.02 ~2!.
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of the film is already too large for that. Nevertheless, it
clear that with increasing thickness of the film substan
changes occur in it which also affect the character of
spectra in other frequency intervals~Fig. 8!.

In particular, we see in Fig. 8 that in the process
growth of the cryocondensate film the IR spectra beco
smoother with increasing thickness. One possible expla
tion of this could be that metastable states of the solid ph
occur during the formation of the thin films of the cryoco
densate. As the film grows, the previously formed layer
multaneously undergoes a transition to a stable state, and
is reflected in the spectrum.

4. Hydrogen bonds. It is known13 that the formation of a
hydrogen bond is accompanied by a lowering of the f
quency of the stretching vibration and an increase in
intensity of the absorption at the corresponding frequenc
These changes, according to Badger and Bauer,13 are related
to the energy of the bonds that are being formed by
simple relation~for the heavy-water molecule!

DnOD52
DH

0.024
,

where DH is the change in enthalpy of the O–D valen
bond in the static field of the hydrogen bond. Using th
relation, we have calculated the change in enthalpy of
hydrogen bond as the film thickness increases. The calc
tions were done for frequencies corresponding to the h
width of the absorption band~Table II!. We see that an in-
crease in the film thickness is accompanied by a chang
enthalpy of the hydrogen bond, this change being of a
ferent character for different types of molecules.

Analysis of the data presented in Table II suggests
an increase in the film thickness leads to a weakening of
O–D hydrogen bond for the D2O and HDO molecules and
an enhancement of the O–H hydrogen bond for the H
molecule.

TABLE II. Change in the frequency of the stretching vibrations and
thalpy of the hydrogen bond when the film thickness changes from 0.1
2.5 mm.

Frequency
interval,
cm21 Type of bond

n2.5mm n0.12mm Dn
DH,

J/molecm21

3000–3500 OuH in HDO 3327 3345 218 5.15
2200–2700 OuD in D2O

and HDO
2497 2467 30 28.59
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CONCLUSION
1. Heavy-water cryocondensate films formed at a te

perature of 30 K are optically transparent ford<2.5 mm
over a wide spectral interval.

2. The increase in thickness of heavy-water films dur
condensation at a substrate temperature of 30 K lead
substantial changes in the spectral reflectivity in the region
characteristic frequencies of intramolecular vibrations. T
is expressed in an increase in both the energy of the abs
tion and the width of the spectral bands.

3. As the thickness of the film increases, a sharp abs
tion peak arises at a frequencyn52297 cm21. This is ap-
parently an overtone or combination of lattice modes and
be interpreted as the trebled frequency of the librational
brations of the water molecule or as an interaction of lib
tional and deformation vibrations.

4. On the spectra of samples of different thickness th
are regions of complex configuration that can be explained
being due the formation of clusters of water molecules.
the thickness of the film increases, the frequencies co
sponding to these identified regions increase.

5. Calculations using the Badger–Bauer relation ha
shown that an increase in the film thickness is accompan
by a change in the enthalpy of the hydrogen bond, and
this change is of a different character for different types
molecules.

The authors thank A. Tulegenov for taking part in th
experiments and in a discussion of the results.
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Electromagnetic surface waves in layered conductors
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An integral dispersion relation is derived and used to investigate the spectral and relaxation
properties of surface plasma oscillations in layered conductors with a quasi-two-dimensional
character of the charge-carrier motion. The results demonstrate significant differences from
the case of an isotropic metal. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1468527#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Surface plasma oscillations~i.e., high-frequency electro
magnetic waves of the Rayleigh type!1,2 containing a longi-
tudinal component of the electric field and localized nea
metal–vacuum interface~or, in general, a conductor–
insulator interface! were observed and given a qualitative
clear theoretical interpretation3 several decades ago. Revie
articles4,5 and special chapters in the monograph6 ~see also
the literature cited in these sources! give a rather detailed
exposition of the problem. However, the hydrodynam
theory developed in them is actually based on the isotro
Drude–Lorentz model of the metal and is applicable to r
conducting crystals only in its broad outlines. At the pres
time there is considerable research attention devoted to
thetic metal-like compounds, including some of organic o
gin, having a pronounced layered or chainlike crystal str
ture and a sharp—reaching several orders of magnitud
anisotropy of both the static and high-frequency electri
conductivity. As a rule, such objects are characterized by
effectively reduced dimensionality of the electron ener
spectrum, i.e., by open Fermi surfaces of the ‘‘corruga
cylinder’’ or ‘‘corrugated plane’’ type.7

The influence of anisotropy of the electron dispers
relation on the properties of surface plasmons can be ta
into account in a consistent way only within the framewo
of a microscopic description based on the kinetic equa
and the correct solution of the boundary-value problem fo
metallic half space.1! Such an approach leads to an integ
dispersion relation, the solution of which~in each geometri-
cally different particular case! makes it possible to describ
in a unified way both the dispersion and damping of surf
plasma waves.

Under certain simplifying assumptions we will do this
the present paper for a layered conductor with a quasi-t
dimensional energy spectrum of the charge carriers.

2. DERIVATION OF THE DISPERSION RELATION

Let the wave vectork and inner normaln to the plane
surface of the sample be directed along principal~assumed to
be mutually perpendicular! crystallographic axes. We con
sider a so-called TM wave, in which the electric field vec
lies in the (k,n) plane. We proceed from the Maxwell equ
tion
2151063-777X/2002/28(3)/5/$22.00
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¹•S ]E

]t
14p j D50 ~1!

and ~for now! neglect retardation due to the finite speed
light, leaving only a scalar potential in the definition of th
field: E52¹w. Then in the vacant half spacexn,0 a
monochromatic wave has the form

E[S Ek

En
D5En~20!S i

1Dexp~ ik•x1kn•x2 ivt ! ~2!

~in the formulas below, the common temporal factor e
(2ivt) will be dropped!. Inside the metal (xn>0) the current
density

j[2e^vc&[2
2e

~2p\!3 E dSF

v
vc ~3!

should be calculated using the kinetic equation

vn

]c

]xn
1 i S k•v2v2

i

t Dc52ev•E ~4!

for the nonequilibrium partc of the electron distribution
function. Herev is the electron velocity, and the averaging
~3! is done over the Fermi surfaceSF . Thus we are adopting
a sharp boundary of the metal with no conduction curr
outside it. For other conducting objects such as rarefied p
mas, a model in which the boundary is macroscopically d
fuse, such as was used in Ref. 8, may be more reali
Incidentally, it was the authors of Ref. 8 who pointed out t
desirability of a microscopic~i.e., using the kinetic equation!
description of the surface plasma oscillations.

Since we are interested in high frequencies, compara
to the plasma frequency and substantially larger than the
verse relaxation time of the carriers at low temperatures,
neglect both the bulk and surface scattering of the carri
The first of these means taking the limitv1 i /t→v1 i0 in
the kinetic equation,2! while the second means adopting
‘‘specular’’ boundary condition for it:3!

c~10,vn!5c~10,2vn!. ~5!

Condition ~5! substantially simplifies the application of th
Fourier method for solving the system of equations~1!–~4!:
if the function Ek(xn) is now continued to the negativexn

semiaxis in an even manner and the functionEn(xn) in an
odd manner, then the functionc(xn) continued in accor-
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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dance with~4! will not have a jump~unknown and requiring
special calculation! at xn50, and the current through th
boundary will automatically be zero. As a result, after Fo
rier transformation with respect to the coordinatexn ~with
index q! the current density is expressed in terms of
nonlocal conductivity tensorsab in the same way as in a
unbounded metal:

j̃ a~k,q!5sabẼb~k,q!;

sab5 ie2K vavb

v2Q•vL ; Q[k1nq~a,b5k,n!. ~6!

In the Fourier transform~denoted by a tilde! the solution
of the system of equations~1!–~4! with a given value of the
normal component of the field at the boundary (En(10))
has the form

Ẽ52En~10!
Q

iQ2e~Q,v!
; ~7!

e~Q,v![11
4p i

v
s~Q,v!511

4pe2

vQ2 K ~Q•v !2

Q•v2v L . ~8!

Here e(Q,v) is just the dielectric function of the infinite
metal with respect to longitudinal electromagnetic oscil
tions with wave vectorQ[k1nq.

In a microscopic treatment both field components m
be continuous at the metal–vacuum interface. From this c
dition, calculatingEk(10) by inverse Fourier transformatio
of expression~7! and equating it toEk(20) in Eq. ~2!, we
obtain a dispersion relation in the form of an integral eq
tion:

11
k

p E
2`

1` dq

Q2e~Q,v!
50. ~9!

Together with definition~8!, Eq. ~9! in principle solves the
stated problem, enabling one to find the spectrum and c
sionless damping of surface waves for any specified dis
sion relation of the charge carriers.

3. ELECTRON DISPERSION RELATION

We use the simple but characteristic model of a qua
two-dimensional energy spectrum of charge carriers in l
ered conductors which was proposed in Ref. 13:

«~p!5
px

21py
2

2m
2

\vz0

a
cosS apz

\ D . ~10!

Herep is the quasimomentum,a is the period of the crysta
lattice in the direction of weak conduction~the 0Z axis!, and
vz0 is the maximumz projection of the electron velocity. Th
latter is assumed small compared tovF[A2«F /m, so that
the Fermi surface is a slightly corrugated open cylind
whose axis coincides withpz , and the parameter that serv
to characterize the anisotropy of the local values of the hi
frequency conductivity is

m5
^vz

2&

^vx
2&

5
vz0

2

vF
2 . ~11!
-

e

-

t
n-

-

li-
r-

i-
-

r

-

The square of the plasma frequency for bulk waves pro
gating perpendicular to the layer~along 0Z! is reduced in
this same ratio:

V'
2 54pe2^vx

2&5
4pNe2

m
[V2;

~12!
Vz

254pe2^vz
2&5mV2

~N is the concentration of free carriers!.
In this model the longitudinal dielectric function for th

principal directions of the wave vectorK , i.e., parallel and
perpendicular to the 0Z axis, is easily calculated to be

ez~K,v!511
k2

K2 S 12
v

Av22K2vz0
2 D ; ~13!

e'~K,v!511
k2

K2 S 12
v

Av22K2vF
2 D , ~14!

where

k[A4pe2^1&5V&/vF5~2e/\!Am/a ~15!

is the static screening decrement;4! for a;1027 cm this
givesk;108 cm21. Formula~13! is exact~see Ref. 14!, and
Eq. ~14! is accurate to higher orders inm.

Another manner of description is possible, wherein t
layered conductor is represented as a periodic set of pu
two-dimensional conducting layers separated by insula
layers with a specified dielectric constant~see, e.g., Refs
15–17 and the references cited therein!. However, such a
model applies more to artificial superlattices with a mes
copic period, in which the motion of the electrons in ea
layer can be considered as independent. If one is talk
about a crystal with a layered structure and with a meta
type of conductivity both parallel and perpendicular to t
layers, it is preferable to treat it in terms of a quasi-tw
dimensional electron spectrum. Of course, a quantitative
scription of the electrodynamics of real layered metals s
as tetrathiafulvalene salts (BEDT–TTF)2I3 can require a
generalization of model~10!, e.g., with the anisotropy of the
Fermi surface in the basal plane taken into account.18

4. ACTIVATION FREQUENCIES OF SURFACE PLASMONS

Let us now return to the dispersion relation~9! ~see also
Eq. ~8!! and transform it by calculating—as a zeroth appro
mation in k—the residue of the integral at small absolu
values ofQ ~at the pointq5 ikAe0k/e0n).The equation be-
comes

kE
~c!

dq

pQ2e~Q,v!
5212e0n

21Ae0n /e0k[G~v!, ~16!

where the contour (c) passes along the realq axis but by-
passing the indicated point from above. The right-hand s
of ~16! does not depend onk: it is determined by the loca
values of the partial dielectric functions for the crystall
graphic directions parallel tok or n,

e0a512
4pe2^va

2&
v2 [12

Va
2

v2 ~a5k,n!, ~17!
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whereVa are the corresponding activation frequencies of
bulk plasma oscillations@see Eq.~12!#. In those cases whe
one of the vectorsk or n is orthogonal to the layers~we call
these cases A and B, respectively! we have

G~v!5
v2

A~V22v2!~mV22v2!
21; ~18!

while if both vectors lie in the plane of the layers~case C!
then we must setm51 in ~18!. This function takes on posi
tive values starting at the frequencies

vm5VAm/~11m! ~ in cases A, B!

and v15V/& ~ in case C!, ~19!

which thus give the start of the surface plasmon spectrum
neglect of retardation (c→`). We see that geometry C i
actually equivalent to the case of an isotropic metal and
be used for comparison with it.

5. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE DISPERSION
RELATION

In solving Eq.~16!, it should be taken into account tha
the only surface waves amenable to direct experime
observation5! are those with comparatively long wave
lengths, i.e., with wave numbersk small in comparison to the
corresponding parameters of the electronic subsystem o
metal, such ask or kF ~in ‘‘good’’ metals these quantities ar
of the same order of magnitude!. Therefore it is reasonable t
limit consideration to the lowest approximation ink, in
which the dispersion relation can be rewritten as

k~v!E
2`1 i0

1`1 i0 dq

pq2e~nq,v!
5G~v![G~ f ,m! ~20!

~in some of the formulas below it will be convenient to u
the reduced frequencyf [v/V!. The denominator of the in
tegrand is then given by formula~13! or ~14! and the integral
is evaluated in an elementary manner: in cases A and C
equal to the sum of the residue at the point

q0~ f !5 ikA12g~ f !, g~ f ![ f
f 1Af 218

4
, ~21!

and the contribution from the branch point

q1~ f !5
k f

&
5

v1 i0

vF
. ~22!

This latter contribution, i.e., the integral along the cor
sponding cut in the complexq plane, is purely imaginary and
describes Landau collisionless damping: it inevitably occ
in a system in which there are particles moving in phase w
the wave.

In case B, on the other hand, as we see from a comp
son of expressions~13! and~14!, the result of the integration
reduces to the previous result with the substitut
f→ f /m. Summarizing what we have said, we can present
the results in the form

A) ki0Z: k@R~ f !2 iG~ f !#5kG~ f ,m!; ~23!

B) ni0Z: k@R~ f /Am!2 iG~ f /Am!#5kG~ f ,m!; ~24!
e
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C) k3ni0Z: k@R~ f !2 iG~ f !#5kG~ f ,1!, ~25!

whereR/k andG/k are the real and imaginary parts of th
integral in ~20!:

R~ f !5
1

A12g~ f !

f 2

f 22g3~ f !
; ~26!

G~ f !5
f&

p E
0

` du

A11u2

u2

11~11 f 2~11u2!/2!2u2 . ~27!

Near the start of the spectrum

G~ f ,m!'~11m!~ f 2 f m! f m
23; f m5Am/~11m! ~28!

@see Eqs.~18! and ~19!#, and in the remaining functions o
the reduced frequencyf we can, as an approximation, su
stitute f 5 f m . Thus the dispersion relation for surface wav
has the form

v~k!'VAm/~11m!S 11m
R2 iG

~11m!2

k

k D , ~29!

where, as is easy to compute using formulas~26! and ~27!,
the quantitiesR and G in the particular cases under discu
sion take the following values:

A) R~Am/~11m!!'1;

G~Am/~11m!!'20.449Ai lnAi ,

B) R~1/A~11m!!'A3/2m23/2;

G~1/A~11m!!'G~1!'0.096;

C) R~A~1/2!!'3.512;G~A1/2!'0.114. ~30!

The group velocity of the oscillationsV5Re(]v/]k) is
determined by the quantityR and, consequently, in the lead
ing approximation inm!1 has the values

A) V'vz0

m

&
; B) V'vF

)

2
; C) V'0.439vF .

~31!

The velocity is anomalously low (V}m3/2) for a wave propa-
gating along a crystal boundary which is perpendicular to
layers; such waves may find use in so-called as delay lin
We also note the specific~stemming from the smallness o
the anisotropy parameter! smallness of the relative dampin
G/R in cases A and B; in case C, which is qualitative
equivalent to an isotropic metal, the collisionless damp
only happens to be small numerically.

6. CONCERNING THE EXACT SOLUTION

It should be pointed out that the use of the lowest a
proximation ink @i.e., going to Eq.~20!#, although it is jus-
tified physically, is not at all necessary from a calculation
standpoint: at least a numerical calculation of the dispers
curves can be carried out directly from formula~9!. In the
symmetric case C, on the other hand, for whiche(Q,v)
5e'(Q,v) @see Eq.~14!#, an exact dispersion relation i
easily obtained in analytical form as well. Calculating t
residue of the integral in~16! at the point Q[(k21q2)1/2

5q0( f ), we obtain
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R~ f ,k!5
1

A11k2/k22g~ f !

f 2

f 22g3~ f !
, ~32!

where the functiong( f ) is defined in Eq.~21!. Substituting
~32! for R( f ) in relation~25! and neglecting the small damp
ing, we obtain

k~ f !5kH~ f !S 12g~ f !

12H2~ f ! D
1/2

,

H~ f ![
2 f 221

12 f 2 S 12
g3~ f !

f 2 D . ~33!

This dependence is not too different from linear~see Fig. 1!,
thus confirming that the approximation used above is of s
ficient accuracy.

7. ON THE POSSIBILITY OF AN INVERTED SPECTRUM

The results obtained permit a qualitative analysis o
possibility discussed repeatedly in the literature: an inver
surface-plasmon spectrum—according to Ref. 6, a fall-of
v(k) at smallk has been observed experimentally. Since
function R(v) is positive @Eq. ~26!# while G(v) is sign-
varying @Eqs. ~18! and ~28!#, our equations~20! and ~23!–
~25! in principle admit negative values ofk as well, but that
would mean unbounded growth of the field in the vacant h
space@for xn→2`; see Eq.~2!#. However, if the vacant~or
insulating! region is a layer of finite thickness, e.g., in
waveguide between two metallic surfaces, then growing
lutions in it are admissible, and they can lead to a fall-off
v(k) in the initial part of the spectrum.

8. RETARDATION EFFECTS

Let us now take into account the finiteness of the sp
of light c and consider the dispersion of TM modes in t
long-wavelength limit, i.e., for wave numbersk comparable
to v/c. This means that instead of~1! we must solve the
Maxwell equation

c2¹3~¹3E!5v2E14p iv j . ~34!

Applying the Fourier method under the same assumption
in Sec. 2 and matching the solutions obtained for the m
and vacuum, we easily obtain the general dispersion rela

FIG. 1. Dispersion of a surface mode in the symmetric case C~in neglect of
retardation!. The frequency is in units ofV, the wave number in units ofk
@see formulas~12! and ~15!#.
f-
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f
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al
n

E
2`

1`

dq
enp22k2

pD
5Ak22p2, ~35!

where

D~q,k,v![Q2e~Q,v!2p2~eken2S2!;

ea[11
4p isaa

v
; S[

4p iskn

v
; k.p[

v

c
~36!

@see Eqs.~6! and ~8!; the latter inequality ensures that th
field falls off with distance from the metal#. This equation is
more complicated than~9! @Eq. ~26!, of course, goes over to
~9! for p→0#, but since the characteristic velocities in th
electron subsystem are much less thanc, the second term in
D must be considered small. Therefore, when calculating
integral in ~35! for sufficiently smallk, we are justified in
limiting consideration to only the residue at smallQ, i.e., to
substitute intoD the local values of the dielectric function
e0a from ~17!; in the local case, cross conductivity is abse
S050. As a result, the dispersion relation for long wav
lengths has the form

k25
v2

c2 e0n

12e0k

12e0ke0n
. ~37!

The specifics of a layered conductor are manifested here
in the difference of the values of the local conductivity pa
allel to and perpendicular to the layers. Using definition~12!,
we obtain for the three geometries considered:

A) ki0Z: k~v!5
v

c Fm V22v2

mV22v2~11m!G
1/2

;

B) ni0Z: k~v!5
v

c F mV22v2

mV22v2~11m!G
1/2

;

C) k3ni0Z: k~v!5
v

c F V22v2

V222v2G1/2

. ~38!

Thus in the long-wavelength limit we have a nearly fr
electromagnetic wave (v'kc); then, in accordance with
~19!, the frequency goes to the limiting valueVAm/(11m),
but in a different manner in cases A and B; in case C, as in
isotropic metal, this value isV/&. The corresponding plo
for m50.1 is shown in Fig. 2.

Of course, the ‘‘local’’ result~37!, ~38! can be obtained
by simply solving the problem macroscopically, i.e., by e
pressing the current in~34! in terms of the local values of the
conductivity tensor and then matching the tangential com
nents of the fieldEk and the normal components of the ele
tric displacemente0nEn ~in vacuume0n[1!. However, we
deemed it useful to give the general form of the integr
equation dispersion relation~35! and ~36!.

9. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have observed a number of feature
the spectrum and damping of plasma waves of the TM t
propagating along the surface of a layered conducting cry
in comparison with an isotropic metal having the same c
rier concentration~or with the symmetric case C, when th
Fermi surface is isotropic in the (k,n) plane:
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—The activation frequency is lowered substantially
the asymmetric cases, when either the wave vector or
normal to the surface is orthogonal to the layers@A and B in
Eq. ~19!#.

—The surface mode propagating perpendicular to
layers is strongly slowed: its group velocity turns out to
much smaller than even the small Fermi velocity in this
rection @case A in Eq.~31!#.

—The relative damping~we are talking about collision
less damping in the regimevt@1!, i.e., the ratioG/R, turns
out to be small in all three geometries~30!. However, while
in case C this smallness is only numerical, in the asymme
cases A and B, which are characteristic for a layered cond
tor, it stems from the smallness of the anisotropy param
m.

These properties of layered conducting crystals may
of significant interest from the standpoint of their practic
use in microwave devices.

*E-mail: gokhfeld@host.dipt.donetsk.ua
1!Plasma waves in thin films and quantum effects are not considered in

paper.
2!A small imaginary admixture to the frequency—with positive sign

should be understood below wherever necessary for convergence o

FIG. 2. Dispersion curves~with retardation taken into account! in the long-
wavelength region in geometries A, B, and C;m50.1. The frequency is in
units of V, the wave number in units ofV/c @see Eq.~12!#.
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choosing the necessary branches of the corresponding expressions.
3!Strictly speaking, the ‘‘specular’’ condition is justified only for an ide

boundary of the sample, parallel to a crystallographic reflection plane
repeating its symmetry, or in cases when small angles of incidence o
particles are important~see Ref. 9!, as in case B considered below, fo
which the surface is parallel to the layers. However, in the well-kno
problems of the electrodynamics of metals, taking surface scattering
account ordinarily leads only to a numerical factor in the results~see, e.g.,
Refs. 10–12!. It is important only when there is a significant group
carriers that collide quite frequently with the surface, e.g., in thin film
and/or in a magnetic field.

4!In model~10! the density of stateŝ1&, and with it the screening decremen
k, are independent of the energy«. This is a more general property of
quasi-two-dimensional electron spectrum than is model~10!; see Ref. 14.

5!In such experiments the wavelength is fixed by means of a diffrac
grating positioned near the sample and, of course, having a period gr
than the microscopic length 1/k or 1/kF ~Ref. 17!.
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The spectral function of an excess particle~electron or hole! moving in a molecular cryocrystal
having no long-range orientational order is calculated. It is shown that the spectral function,
on the assumption of exponential decay~in time and space! of the correlations between the angles
specifying the direction of the axes of the molecules, changes sharply when disorder
appears. The motion of the particle is transformed from coherent to incoherent~diffusive!, in
qualitative agreement with the results of recentmSR studies of the motion of electrons
in b-N2 . © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1468528#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The muon spin relaxation (mSR) method has become
very popular tool in recent years for research on solids
this method the spectral and relaxation characteristics
measured for muonsm1 and the bound states which the
form with electrons~muonium atoms Mu[m1e2; see, e.g.,
the review1!. The time of formation of Mu is largely deter
mined by the electron mobility, which can vary by seve
orders of magnitude in insulators. The corresponding de
time of the spin-resonance signal from Mu in comparis
with the signal fromm1, or the delay in the formation o
muonium, is registered in a magnetic field, where the spin
the Mu atom has its own precession frequency and relaxa
rate which are substantially different from those of them1

spin. If the electron mobility is high, then the time delay
the signal from the precessing Mu spin is short, usua
10210 s or less; otherwise~e.g., in the case of low polaro
mobility or localization of the electron! it is much longer and
can reach 1026 s. Thus this method affords a reliable an
comparatively direct way of determining the kinetic para
eters of the motion~coherent–incoherent! of quasiparticles,
including electrons,1! in lattices, on the one hand, and
obtaining data by which to assess the degree and charac
disorder in a crystal, on the other.

This method is particularly effective in insulating medi
where the density of intrinsic electrons in the conduct
band is vanishingly small, and the density of electrons
jected into the crystal is not so large that the single-part
2201063-777X/2002/28(3)/7/$22.00
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transport is complicated by appreciable contributions fr
electron–electron interaction effects which would have to
taken into account. Under these conditions the factors imp
ing the free—coherent—motion of an isolated fermi
through the crystal are the intrinsic excitations of the crys
~phonons, librons in molecular systems!, defects, and, finally,
various types of disorder~static or dynamic!. In particular, an
example of the onset of disorder in a pure crystal~i.e., one
without specially introduced defects or impurities! is pro-
vided by the nitrogen N2 cryocrystal, in which at norma
pressure and a temperatureTab'35.6 K a first-order phase
transition occurs from the low-temperature, completely
dereda phase~structurePa3! to the high-temperature plas
tic b phase, where the molecules, while preserving th
translational order on going to a hexagonal latti
P63 /mmc, become orientationally disordered.2,3 Therefore,
while in a-N2 one can speak of librons and their frequenc
and dispersion,4–6 the character and causes of the dynam
disorder inb-N2 , in which the N2 molecules execute an
angular rotational motion intermediate between the co
pletely standard librations with respect to a fixed directi
with an azimuthal angleub'55° ~Ref. 2! and a nearly free
precession with respect to the angle of elevationw in the
basal plane, have not been conclusively established. T
are only indications that there is a large entropy contribut
to the free energy of the disordered state.8 On the whole, the
study of b-N2 on the basis of model pair potentials in th
mean-field approximation5–10 has permitted determination o
the main parameters of the intermolecular interaction, wh
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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lead to the correct value ofTab and also show that taking th
corrections between pairs of rotating molecules~rotators!
into account leads to a slight lowering of the free energy
the system.3!

Such a conclusion is extremely important, since it allo
one to talk on a phenomenological level not about orien
tional disorder, which is in general hard to justify complete
in a system of interacting molecules, but about the abse
of long-range orientational order, which, as we shall s
admits description with the use of orientational correlat
functions containing two physically obvious parameters—
orientational correlation lengthjor and correlation timetor .

Apparently the first to measure the transport of exc
electrons in a molecular crystal were Storchaket al.,12 who
investigated the solid solution Arx(N2)12x over a wide range
of concentrationsx. At rather high Ar concentrations~up to
20–25%!, when this solution, as is confirmed by independ
thermal13 and structural14 data, is found in an orientationa
glass state, itsmSR response changes sharply. Based on t
the authors of Ref. 12 reached the quite natural conclus
that a localization of the moving light particle~electron! oc-
curs in the disordered medium Arx(N2)12x , in analogy to
the localization of diffusing impuritons in quantum crysta
~see Ref. 1!. It should be noted, however, that in the quantu
systems mentioned the defect potential can be comparab
or even considerably larger than~by several order of magni
tude, as in the case of quantum diffusion! the bandwidth,
which is considerably wider in classical molecular crystals
the N2 type.3 It is also important that systems such
Arx(N2)12x , in which the disorder is not spontaneous but
due to the presence of an impurity subsystem, lose not o
the orientational symmetry but, strictly speaking, the trans
tional symmetry as well. And it is difficult to saya priori
which of these has the more substantial effect on the tra
port of a quantum particle. Moreover, it is known15,16that the
absence of long-range structural~or, equivalently, transla-
tional! order in itself will soon affect the dynamic structu
function of low-dimensional dynamic lattices.

It is clear from what we have said that the cryocrys
b-N2 , as a plastic cryosystem, can in a certain sense
regarded as directly opposite example: first, in it the orien
tional disorder is spontaneous, for it is due to intrinsic~ther-
modynamic! causes; second, it is homogeneous, since it
mains pure and preserves its full translational invarian
third, and last, its unquestionably 3D lattice can be cons
ered weakly anisotropic to a good approximation.

We thus arrive at a rather concrete question concern
the motion of a conduction electron in an orientationally d
ordered molecular crystal. An attempt to answer it by p
ceeding from the form of the spectral function characteriz
this motion for the particular case of theb-N2 cryocrystal is
the subject of this paper.

2. HAMILTONIAN OF THE CRYSTAL AND THE
CORRELATION FUNCTION OF THE ORIENTATIONS

Before starting our calculation of the spectral function
the crystal, let us recall that the N2 molecule is formed from
N atoms, which have an outer electron configuration 2s2p3.
Here thepx , py , andpz states of thep shell form bonding
and antibonding molecular orbitals such that the lowest s
f
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of the N2 molecule is1Sg
1 , in which all 6 outer electrons

completely fill the first of these molecular states. Then
extra electron entering the crystal and making one of
molecules charged can occupy any of the antibondingp or-
bitals ~the states3Su

2 , 5Sg
1 , and 7Su

2! but most likely the
one that forms the band with the greatest width or low
energy. Thus the energy gap between the corresponding
of conducting states and the ground state of the insula
crystal will most likely be substantially less than the value
eV indicated in Ref. 12, where it was recently conjectur
that the conduction band of the N2 crystal is formed from the
high-lying 3s states of the N atom, i.e., is found in the e
ergy region where the crystal exhibits dipole absorptio
However, values'2 – 3 eV are completely sufficient in orde
to be able to neglect the presence of thermal electrons
conduction band formed from antibonding states of the2
molecule.

The Hamiltonian of an electron moving through th
crystal can be written in the simplest approximation as

Hel5
1

2 (
n,r

(
s

tn,n1r~un ,wn ;un1r ,wn1r!ans
1 an1rs ,

~1!

which is completely adequate for describing molecular cr
tals in the tight binding approximation.3 In Eq. ~1! the opera-
tors ans

1 and an1rs are the creation and annihilation oper
tors for an electron with spins on the nearest-neighbo
moleculesn and n1r, the orientations of which are spec
fied by the anglesun , wn , and un1r , wn1r , respectively;
tn,n1r(un ,wn ;un1r ,wn1r) is the matrix element for the hop
ping of an electron between these molecules. Although
dependence oftn,n1r(un ,wn ;un1r ,wn1r) on the rotation
angles can in principle be arbitrary,b-N2 has one substantia
simplification, noted above: the disorientation of the N2 mol-
ecules in the crystal is specified solely by the angles of
evationwn , since all of the azimuthal angles are the sam
un5ub . Taking this fact into account substantially simplifie
the calculation, since it makes the functio
tn,n1r(ub ;un1r ;wn1r) essentially a two-parameter on
Then the transition from the operatorsans

1 andans specified
in Eq. ~1! in the proper quantization axes to the laborato
frame is equivalent, as is easily verified, to multiplying the
by the phase factor exp(6iwn), which is entirely due to thep
character of the molecular states. Assuming here that
angleswn and wn1r of the nearest-neighbor molecules a
sufficiently correlated, as was stated in Ref. 8, we neglect
corresponding gradients in the HamiltonianHel , reducing it
to the standard form:

Hel5(
k,s

«~k!aks
1 aks , ~2!

where in the effective mass approximation and in neglec
the weak anisotropy of the hexagonal lattice ofb-N2 we
have «(k)[t(k,ub)'k2/2m* , where k and m* are the
wave vector and effective mass of the charged particle m
ing in the crystal.

The dispersion«(k) is nothing more than the kinetic
energy, reckoned from the bottom of the conduction band
an electron in a crystal lattice~in particular, that ofa-N2!
with long-range translational and orientational order. If f
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some reason one of these is absent~in the case ofb-N2 that
would be the orientational order!, it becomes practically im-
possible to calculate the function«(k) in explicit form. One
can, however, find the spectral function, which correspo
to the density of states of an electron in the conduction b
of this medium. For this it is necessary to calculate the M
subara Green’s function

G~n,t!52G~n,t1b!52^ans~t!eiwn~t!a0s
1 e2 iw0~0!&

'G~0!~n,t!Dor~n,t!, ~3!

in which

G~0!~n,t!52^ans~t!ans
1 & ~4!

is the Green’s function of an electron in the ideal crystal,t is
the imaginary time,b[1/T, and

Dor~n,t!5^eiwn~t!e2 iw0~0!& ~5!

is the correlation function of the orientations, or angles,
form of which must be chosen on physical consideratio
The notation in~3! reflects the fact the the creation or ann
hilation of an electron on some molecule with an arbitra
orientation with respect to the anglew corresponds to state
specified in the proper reference frame~i.e., the frame tied to
the molecule and its axis!, and, just as in the case of th
Hamiltonian, the necessary transition to the laboratory fra
reduces for thep functions to a phase factor. However, u
like the Hamiltonian operator~2!, in which the direct hop of
an electron is due solely to the nearest-neighbor molecu
the orientations of which are close, the distanceunu between
the corresponding angles in~5! is arbitrary, since the differ-
encewn2w0 can have any value from 0 to 2p. We also note
that the factorization used in~3! corresponds to the long
wavelength approximation, which was adopted in deriv
~2!, or to neglecting terms describing the indirect scatter
of an electron on fluctuations of the orientations, and a
presupposes that the functionG(n,t), like «(k), is indepen-
dent of the variables in view of the absence of any spi
interactions. Importantly, the smallness of the gradients c
acterizes only the smoothness of the spatial variation of
angleswn and also, generally speaking, ofun ; here the en-
ergy and momentum of the electron can be arbitrary~of
course, within the limits of the conduction band and Br
louin zone!. The use of the extremely simple dispersion
lation is not fundamental and is done mainly to permit c
rying out the calculation in analytical form.

Now writing the frequency–momentum representat
for ~3!, we easily obtain an expression in the form a conv
lution:

G~k,ivn!5T (
m52`

` E d3r

~2p!3 G~0!~p,ivm!

3Dor~k2p,ivn2 ivm!, ~6!

where

G~0!~k,ivn!5
1

ivn2«~k!
~7!

is the Fourier transform of the correlation function~4! with
the Matsubara Fermi frequenciesvn5pT(2n11), and
s
d
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e
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e
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g
g
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Dor~q,iVn!5E
0

b

dt (
nÞ0

eiVnt2 iqnDor~n,t! ~8!

is the Fourier transform of the correlation function~5!, in
which Vn52pTn is the Matsubara Bose frequency.

While the form of the functionG(0)(n,t) can be recov-
ered directly from the Fourier representation known for
@see, e.g., Eq.~7!#, the functionDor(n,t) must be specified,
as we have said. Its behavior in space and time are de
mined by the form of the intermolecular interaction, whic
even for such a comparatively simple molecule as N2 in the
ground state, contains contributions from several differ
components.3–10 Clearly the calculation of this function fo
the rotator subsystem at finite temperature is a separate p
lem and is generally a laborious task. Therefore, being in
ested only in the behavior of the spectral characteristics
the electron, we choose it in a rather general and simple f
which conforms to the principle of decay of correlations a
the asymptotic behavior at large distances in 3D systems17

Dor~n!5
t0

unu
e2unu/jor. ~9!

The function ~9!, which contains the parameterr 0 having
dimensions of length and being equal in order of magnitu
to the intermolecular distance, is given for the static ca
when the decay, which corresponds to the orientational
relation lengthjor , occurs in space. No doubtjor is a func-
tion of T, with a form that depends on a number of facto
~interactions, spatial dimensionality!. These, as a rule, mak
jor a decreasing function ofT. Its concrete form has bee
established only for certain physical situations, in particu
for the high-temperature phase in the Berezinsk
Kosterlitz–Thouless transition.18 In the present case of th
a–b transition in solid nitrogen there is a first-order pha
transition, in connection with which the behavior ofjor ,
which necessarily satisfies the conditiondjor(T)/dT,0, can
hardly manifest critical behavior on approach toTab , and
theb phase arising after the transition is apparently imme
ately characterized by a quantityjor(T) which is finite and
decays smoothly with increasingT; this is essentially the
only physical parameter characterizing the disordered or
tational subsystem ofb-N2 in the case of static disorder.

The Fourier transform~8! for the correlation function~9!
~and, in essence, a screened Coulomb potential! has the stan-
dard form:

Dor~q,iVn!5
dn0

T

4pr 0

q21jor
22

. ~10!

Following Refs. 19 and 20, we can generalize express
~10! after obtaining the space–time form for the correlati
function Dor(r ,t), basing the specified frequency
momentum representation on it. Indeed, suppose it has
form

Dor~q,iVn!5
4pc2

T@c2q21c2jor
221Vn

212tor
21uVnu#

, ~11!

in which c is a constant with dimensions of velocity, andtor

is a characteristic time which, as we shall see, describes
rate of decay of the orientational correlations. Then, do
the inverse Fourier transformation of~11! with respect to
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frequencies, we obtain an expression for the retarded Gre
function, the temporal part of which can be written as f
lows:

Dor
R~q,t@tor!;H exp~2t/tor!, c2q2.tor

222c2jor
22;

exp~2t/ t̃or!, c2q2,tor
222c2jor

22,
~12!

wheret̃or
21[tor

212Ator
222c2(q21jor

22) (.0). We note that
in both cases the expression obtained forDor

R(q,t) agrees
with the correction function proposed previously,

Dor
R~r ,t !5S r 0

r D T/2p j

expS 2
t

tor~T!
2

r

jor~T! D , ~13!

which describes the space–time behavior of the correlat
of the angles in the spin 2DXY model21 ~J is the exchange
interaction constant!. At the same time, it should be note
that formulas~12! and ~13! are actually not identical, since
as follows from~12!, the correlation decay rate determine
by them depends on the wave vector. In particular, it is m
mum for q50 and reaches a maximum valuetor

21 when
c2q2.tor

212c2jor
22 . This behavior possibly attests to th

fact that at largeunu the orientations are so independent th
their corrections no longer ‘‘feel’’ any kind of excitations o
the medium which have an energy that depends onq. In this
sense the proposed phenomenological form~11! is the most
most general, regardless of the concrete form of the spec
of excitations of the disordered orientational subsystem
the molecular medium. In addition, the phenomenologi
parametersjor and tor , having a simple physical meaning
cannot, strictly speaking, be completely arbitrary, and,
example, in the theory of critical phenomena there is a re
tion between them: whenT→Tc10, then jor→` and
tor→` ~Ref. 21!. However, in considering the case of a firs
order transition, we will assume these parameters to be in
pendent. We note, finally, that the largest contribution to
convolution ~6! is from the term withn5m, which is the
contribution from the static correlation function. In oth
words, it is the spatial decay of the static angular correlati
that primarily affects the motion of an electron in a crys
lacking long-range orientational order.

The latter is extremely important, since we are talki
about a medium in which the orientational order paramete
equal to zero and whose properties can be specified onl
a correlation function~so-called correlational ordering!. The
specifics ofb-N2 which were noted above and which grea
simplify the calculation consist in the partial preservation
order or the constancy of the projection of the N2 molecules
onto theC3 axis of the crystal. This, however, is not reflect
in the character of its ground state, where the transve
~with respect to theC3 axis! projections of the intramolecu
lar axes are completely disordered~correlations aside!, and
the corresponding azimuthal angle and, principally, the c
relation length and correlation time, are independent of te
perature.

It can be assumed that after defining the correlat
function in the form~13! the specifics of the system und
consideration are to a certain degree lost, and the subseq
calculation in some way or other pertains to a rather br
class of media in which the motion of a particle~or quasi-
particle! occurs against a background that is disordered w
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respect to some parameter. A necessary condition for th
that the Green’s function of the particle in such a mediu
can be represented in the factorized form~3!, which is not
always obvious and requires checking in each individ
case. Another important consideration is the possibility
using the free-particle Hamiltonian; otherwise, the lon
wavelength approximation is inapplicable, and the scatter
processes omitted in~2! will need to be taken into accoun
directly.

3. DIFFERENT CASES OF ORIENTATIONAL CORRELATIONS

The spectral function of an electron is defined by t
relation

A~k,v!52
1

p
Im G~k,v1 i0!, ~14!

where the Green’s function is given by Eq.~3!; here

G~k,ivn!5E
2`

`

dv
A~k,v!

ivn2v
~15!

and, consequently,

G~0!~p,ivn!5E
2`

`

dv
A~0!~p,v!

ivn2v
. ~16!

The spectral functionAor(q,V) is defined in the same way

Aor~q,V!52
1

p
Im Dor~q,V1 i0!, ~17!

and

Dor~q,iVn!5E
2`

`

dV
Aor~q,V!

iVn2V
. ~18!

Obviously, in an orientationally ordered phase the spec
function of an electron is

A~k,v!5A~0!~k,v!5d~v2«~k!!, ~19!

which differs from the usual spectral function~see Ref. 22!
by the absence of the chemical potential in the argumen
thed function. The latter circumstance is due to the fact th
we are considering only excess electrons in an insulator,
low enough density of which a Fermi surface is not forme

The spectral density corresponding to~11! has the form

Aor~q,V!52
8r 0c2

T

Vtor
21

~V22c2q22c2jor
22!214V2tor

22 .

~20!

Now, substituting~16! and ~18! into ~6! and summing over
the Matsubara frequencies, we arrive at the final expres
for ~14!, which is represented by the integral

A~k,v!5E
2`

`

dnF 1

11en/T 2
1

12e~n2v!/TG
3E

BZ

d3p

~2p!3 A~0!~p,n!Aor~k2p,v2n!, ~21!

where the integration overp is limited to the Brillouin zone
BZ. In the given form, expression~21! includes both the
static case, for the description of which it is sufficient to lim
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consideration to the correlation functionDor(q,iVn) in the
form ~10!, and the dynamic case, described by formula~11!.
For convenience we shall consider these cases separate
view of the circumstance that, for example, the first
them—the static case—admits an analytical treatment.

3.1. Static orientational correlations

The formal calculations in the static case are analog
to those done in Refs. 11 and 19 for a 2D system, and so
we will only give the final result:

A~k,v!5
A0

2AW«~k!
ln

~A«~k!1Av!21Vor

~A«~k!2Av!21Vor

u~v!u~W2v!,

~22!

where Vor[1/(2m* jor
2 ) is the characteristic energy, whic

plays the role of a gap arising in the spectrum of lon
wavelength correlations of the orientations as a result of t
exponential decay,W[1/(2m* r 0

2) is the width of the con-
duction band, andu(x) is the step function. The constantA0 ,
which is a function ofk andVor in ~22!, is chosen so as to
satisfy the relation22

E
2`

`

dvA~k,v!51. ~23!

Note the logarithmic character of the spectral function~22!
and the circumstance that even forjor→` it does not go
over toA(0)(k,v) because of the presence of the ‘‘algebra
factor 1/unu in the correlation function~9!. The expression for
A(k,v) attests to the fact that the maximum of the spec
function is formed at energyv'«(k), and its intensity
; ln jor , i.e., it grows very slowly. We also see from~22! that
the spectral function for the case of static correlations
equal to zero in the regions both below the bottom and ab
the top of the conduction band, as is ensured theu functions.
Examples of the explicit form of the functionA(k,v) for
different values of the correlation lengths are shown in F
1, from which we see how fast the spectral function becom
practically independent of the energyv with decreasingjor .

FIG. 1. Transformation of the spectral functionA(k,v) for an electron in a
molecular crystal when only the static orientational disorder is taken
account, for different values ofVor or jor([1/A2m* Vor): 1—Vor50, or
jor5`; 2—Vor51023, or jor531.6a; 3—Vor51022, or jor510a ~a;r 0

is the lattice constant, and the frequencyv is given in units of the conduc-
tion bandwidth, which in the numerical calculation was set equal toW
51/(2m* a2) and was reckoned from the bottom of the band!. The value of
the energyk2/2m* 50.2W.
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In Fig. 2 we give the widthGel of the distribution of the
spectral density as a function ofjor ; hereGel was estimated
from the relationGel5A^v2&2^v&2, where ^v& and ^v2&
are the first and second moments of the functionA(k,v).
The quantityGel

21 directly specifies the electron lifetimetel

in a state with a given energy, and the smaller«el , the faster
the free motion of the electron is transformed into incoher
motion.

3.2. Dynamic orientational correlations

The case of dynamic correlations requires integration
expression~21! with the spectral density~20! for the corre-
lation functionDor . Doing the integral over momenta,4! we
arrive at the final result

A~k,v!5E
2`

`

dnF 1

11e~n1v!/T 2
1

12en/TG f ~k,v;n!u~v1n!,

~24!

where we have used the following notion:

f ~k,v;n!5
A0

4pT

1

AW«~k!
S arctan

x12a

b
2arctan

x22a

b D ;

a5
v2

2mc22Vor ; b5
v

mc2tor
; x65~A«~k!6Av1n!2.

~25!

Formula ~24! was integrated numerically, and the corr
sponding curves are given in Fig. 3. The main differen
from Fig. 1 is that the spectral function has acquired a lo
wavelength part~the regionv,0! and a short-wavelength
part (v.W). Its qualitative behavior corresponds to th
static case over a wide range of values of the correlation t
tor . This weak dependence of the spectral function on
corresponding relaxation time is typical for all suc
calculations.11,20

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our calculations of the spectral function of a conducti
electron in an orientationally disordered but correlated m
dium have demonstrated the high sensitivity of this funct
to the appearance of disorder. Having ad-function-like char-
acter in a crystal with long-range order, this function b
comes practically structureless even in the case of a corr

o

FIG. 2. Dependence ofGel on Vor[1/(2m* jor
2 ). The normalization and the

value ofk2/2m* are the same as in Fig. 1.
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tion lengthjor much greater than the lattice constant. In su
a situation it is inappropriate to speak of coherent motion
the particle—it is transformed into diffusive motion and is
essence isotropic~provided, of course, that no electric fie
initial applied to the crystal!. Random walks of the particle
which, as we know,23 correspond to its diffusion in the me
dium, prevent or significantly decrease the probability t
such a particle will encounter another object, an effect t
occurs in the case of an electron and muon in solidb nitro-
gen. If such a change in the motion does occur, then
signal from the bound state~Mu atom! will be delayed or
absent altogether. In this case can one unambiguously
the question of Anderson localization of the electron? It
undoubtedly present in impure~especially quantum! cyroc-
rystals, where it is promoted by the potential relief of t
medium itself, which can have barriers~see Ref. 1! that can-
not be overcome or are strongly suppressed for tunnelin
a particle with a certain energy. However, in the case w
impurities are absent and the medium on average is tran
tionally ordered, the transition from coherent~free! motion
characterized by a definite value of the momentum to in
herent~diffuses! motion is not due to the localization effec
per sebut is a consequence of scattering on excitations~in
the example considered above, orientational! of the crystal. It
can also be noted that Anderson localization is inheren
systems with a spread of single-particle levels~diagonal
disorder24!; in b-N2 the physical situation is different, an
the randomness~or spread of values! has to do with the ki-
netic term. It would seem that whatever its dispersion
should always ‘‘smear out’’ the particle, although the e
tended states arising in this way will not be characterized
a definite momentum.

Thus the experiments of Ref. 12 actually provi
grounds for concluding that the absence of long-range o
in cryocrystals has a substantial influence on the trans
characteristics~in particular, the mobility! of excess par-
ticles. However, it apparently does not yet follow from t
data obtained that the slow formation of muonium is una
biguous evidence of localization of electrons in the so
insulating cryocrystal Arx(N2)12x . We recall that the mo-
lecular parameters of the Ar atom and N2 molecule are

FIG. 3. Transformation of the spectral functionA(k,v) for an electron in a
molecular crystal with allowance for the dynamic orientational disorder,
different values ofVor or jor([1/A2m* Vor): 1—Vor50, or jor5`;
2—Vor51023, or jor531.6a; 3—Vor51022, or jor510a. The inverse
correlation timetor

2150.05W. The normalization with respect tov and the
value ofk2/2m* are the same as in Fig. 1.
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close;3 on the other hand, for an electron injected into t
system~unlike the case of doped semiconductors or dop
HTSC systems! the neutral impurity atom Ar does not crea
a Coulomb well that could trap~localize! it. Therefore, the
process of diffusion of the electron will continue until th
probability of finding it at an arbitrary point of the crysta
becomes independent of the coordinate, but the electron
not be localized in this case. If we estimate the widthGel of
the spectral distribution, we see~Fig. 2! that it is practically
equal to (0.25– 0.27)W, and the electron relaxation timetel

>Gel
21 . With the valueW;102– 103 cm21, as is usually the

case in cryocrystals,3 this means that the electron will los
coherence over a timetel;10211– 10212 s. Its mobility
m;tel also becomes extremely small in this case.

Nevertheless, there is no doubt thatmSR studies of the
electron mobility in cryocrystals and its dependence on s
characteristics as the orientational order/disorder, impu
content, temperature, etc. will open up new possibilities
studying both individual, mutually noninteracting quantu
particles and the properties of the matrices in which th
move.
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Foundation~SCOPES Project 7UKPJ062150.00/1 and Gr
2000-061901.00/1!. V.M.L. thanks A. P. Brodyanski� for con-
sultation on a question concerning the structure of the dis
dered phase of the nitrogen cryocrystal.

*E-mail: vloktev@bitp.kiev.ua
1!Everywhere below we use the term electron with the understanding th

could also be a hole or even a small-radius exciton.
2!In principle, the experimental data~x-ray diffraction, neutron scattering

etc.! admit interpretation in terms of a different picture—static disorder
which there are 12 equivalent positions of the N2 molecules in space group
P63 /mmc with the same angleub between the axis of the molecule an
the C6 axis of the crystal.7 However, dynamic disorder with uncorrelate
rotations of the molecules about this axis is more widely accepted tod

3!Here it is appropriate to mention that taking into account the correlati
between nearest-neighbor molecules in the hexagonal planes as in R
showed that the angle between the latter should be 180°. It would se
however, that ‘‘ternary’’ correlations, i.e., correlations with a 120° ang
between nearest neighbors, would be a better match from a symm
standpoint with a plane having a 6-fold axis. Then such a structure wo
be analogous to the 120° triangular spin structure ofb-O2 , which also
lacks long-range order.11 However, exploring this question is beyond th
scope of this paper.

4!Since it is done first, the cutoff at the upper limit is unnecessary, and
sufficient to introduce a cutoff in the final integration over the frequencn
instead.
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